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ABSTRACT

Incidents involving large machinery are a leading cause of fatal and nonfatal
agricultural injuries. Many farmers with disabilities choose to modifli their work
environments to accommodate their personal abilities. Modified traciors may present greafer
risk to the operator as they are often one-oÊa-kind designs that have not been subjected to
rigorous safety testing. A reliable instrument for selÊassessment of tractor hazardswould
facilitate the identification of factors that could contribute to losing control of the tractor,
personal injuries, or repetitive strain injuries. The objective of this project is to develop and
validate a worksheet that could be used by farmers or rehabilitation professionals to identiff
hazatds in agricultural operator enclosures with modified controls. The worksheet will also
provide an opportunity to estimate the risk associated with the potential hazards;this will
provide a means to prioritize existing hazards in terms of the likelihood and severity of
potential injuries that may result. Thehazard selÊassessment worksheet was created based on
research on tractor-related agricultural hazards and injuries. A pilot study was conducted to
assess the reliability and validity of the worksheet. Six participànts usedihe worksheet to
evaluate three staged tractor cabs with modified controlì concurrently with an expert rater.
The kappa statistic was used to assess inter-rater agreement. Based on the results of the pilot
study, the overall inter-rater reliability and concurrent criterion validity appear to be
acceptable. The overall inter-rater reliability for the hazard.identification po.tion of the
worksheet had an observed proportion of agreement of 0.809 and an o,r".ãll kappa of 0.427
which indicates moderate agreement. The overall concurrent criterion validity ior the hazard
identification portion of the worksheet had an observed proportion of agreemlnt of 0.g43 and
an overall kappa of 0.555 which also indicates moderate agreement. The risk estimation
portion of the worksheet could not be adequately assessed ãue to low prevalence of situations
where the participants found that the potential hazards were present and proceeded to
estimate the associated risk. Based on the results of the expert panel revièw, the worksheet
items are adequately relevant and clear, but the wording or, ,o-" could be improved. The
HSAW show promise as a selÊadministered tool for hazardidentifìcation; however, it should
be assessed in a full scale study involving farmers with disabilities to verify the estimates of
reliability and validity presented here.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This manuscript will explore the development and validation of a self-assessment

worksheet designed for farmers with disabilities who wish to conduct ahazard assessment of

their modified tractor controls. This chapter will provide an overview of the research and

outline the study objective, definitions, and significance.

1.1 Statement of the problem

Agriculture is ahazardous occupation with a high incidence of injuries and fatalities.

Some injuries result in temporary or pefinanent impairment. Standard equipment is limited in

its ability to accommodate diversity in operators and often needs to be modified for operators

with impairments. One-oÊa-kind modifications often introduce a variety of hazards to the

operator environment and there are currently no tools to guide the self-assessment of these

risks.

Agricultural injuries are responsible for more than 100 deaths and 1,500

hospitalizations in Canada every year (CAISP 2003). Tractors are involved in a high

proportion of fatalities and injuries. Agricultural machinery modifications introduce

additional risks to the practice of operating this equipment, because they are generally one-

oÊa-kind modifications that have not undergone any rigorous safety testing. Furthermore,

there are no existing standards by which machinery modifications can be designed, or tools

available to identi$r and assess the hazards in modified operator enclosures.

1.2 Research overview

Following a disabling injury, many farmers with disabilities (FWDs) modi$z their

environments, including their tractor cabs and controls to accommodate their changing



abilities. Although many farmers may have little formal safety or design training, they have

the skills and facilities to design and manufacture assistive tools and modifications. The

pu{pose of this research was to develop and validate ahazard assessment tool to assist FWDs

in identif,iing risk factors in their modified tractor cabs. These may be hazards that could

contribute to loss of control of the tractor,personal injuries, or repetitive strain injuries

(AgrAbility Project 2005).

A worksheet was developed through an information gathering process that focused

mainly on the review of literafure pertaining to agricultural standards, modification of tractor

controls for FWDs, and agricultural health and safety. Input was solicited from the user

population (FWDs who use modified agricultural machinery); resulting response was

valuable but limited (see Summary of Assistive Technology Survey for Agriculture in

Appendix A).

In order to limit the complexity of the worksheet, the scope of tractor modifications

that it is designed to assess was carefully defined. The specific tractor modifications that are

addressed in the worksheet are mechanical hand levers that are attached to the pedal or shaft

of the clutch and brake controls. These hand controls enable actuation of the clutch and brake

functions with the operator's upper extremities (i.e., hands and arms).

A pilot study was conducted to gauge the inter-rater reliability and validity of the

assessment tool, when used to evaluate the three modified tractor cab scenarios. The

participants' worksheet responses were subjected to paired comparisons with each other

(inter-rater) to examine whether raters' responses were in agreement. The participants'

responses were also compared to those of an expert rater to examine whether the participants

could complete thehazard assessment as reliably as a trained professional.



1.3 Study objectives

The overall study purpose was to create an instrument that could be used to reduce the

potential for unintentional injuries resulting from modified tractor controls, and it was

accomplished through the completion of the following objectives:

- Determine the potential hazards that may exist in an agricultural operator enclosure

with modified controls.

- Amalgamate all relevant potential hazards into a selÊadministered worksheet for

FWDs, so that they may assess their modified operator enclosure for the presence of

potential hazards, and estimate the resulting risk.

- Assess the reliability and validity of the proposed worksheet through a pilot study and

expert panel review.

1.4 Study definitions

The following definitions will apply for the length of the manuscript, unless otherwise

indicated, to limit repetitive explanations of the specific usage of the following terms:

Disability: "Disability is taken to mean the socially produced barriers that are the result of

wider attitudes and structures that limit a person with a physical impairment"

(Roulstone 1998).

Farmers with disabilities (FWDs): (synonym disabled farmer) A conscious decision has been

made to address the operators of modified machinery as 'farmers with disabilities' or

'disabled farmers'. Within the context of disability studies, these two terms hold

different but equally important connotations. The first (farmers with disabilities)



implies that the subjects are farmers first and foremost, and is congruent with the

name of the provincial organization Farmers with Disabilities in Manitob a, andwould

be the dominant nomenclature in North America. Conversely the term 'disabled

farmers' provides the insight that the farmers are actively disabled by our society; this

would be the preferred terminology in Britain (where the disability movement is the

most advanced). The terms will be used slmonymously in this manuscript.

A farmer with a disability could be any person participating in agricultural activities,

whether for gainful employrnent or recreationally, who faces barriers imposed by our

society or anything existing in it, that limit their ability to fully pafücipate in the

activities they choose. When discussed within the scope of this study, 'farmers with

disabilities' will refer to people for whom foot pedals are not an effective input device

for operating the clutch and brake functions in an agricultural tractor. Furthermore,

our discussion will be limited to individuals who have the upper body strength

required to operate the clutch and brake functions with mechanical levers, as more

complex electrical or hydraulic modifications will not be addressed herein.

Modified controls: For this study, modified controls will be the clutch and brake foot pedals

of an agricultural tractor, which have been modified by adding mechanical lever arms

to the pedals, which allow the operator to actuate the brake and clutch functions with

their upper extremities (i.e., hands and arms). While it is recognized.thatthe¡e are

many other examples of modifred controls in agricultural equipment, these (as

described above) will be the only modified controls that are considered in this report.
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Hazard: Ahazard can be defined as "a condition or changing set of circumstances that

presents a potential for injury, illness, or property damage. The potential or inherent

characteristics of an activity, condition, or circumstance which can produce adverse

and harmful consequence" (Abercrombie 1981).

Risk: Risk is "a measure of both the probability and the consequences of allhazards of an

activity or condition" (Abercrombie 198I).

Significance

The use of the worksheet developed in this study has the potential to reduce the

incidence of secondary injury, resulting from modified controls, to FWDs. It could also be

used as a guide in the design of modifications for tractor controls, as it identifies many of the

potential hazards that must be avoided in the design of such controls. Aside from farmers,

this worksheet may also be useful for engineers or occupational therapists in the design or

assessment of modified tractor controls for the consumers they serve.

Organuation of the dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 provides a review of the current literature pertinent to this study. The

review will be focused around the current state of assistive technologies for farmers with

disabilities, and some issues faced by this population.

Chapter 3 presents the potential hazards that may exist in an agricultural operator

enclosure with modified controls. It describes the primary and secondary resources that were

1.6



used to compile this list. Finally, it provides evidence for the inclusion of each of the 19

potential hazards that appear on the proposed hazard selÊassessment worksheet (HSAV/).

Chapter 4 describes the proposed self-administered worksheet forhazard, assessment

of modified tractor cabs by FWDs. It reviews the format of existing hazardassessment tools

and provides support for the elements that are included in the proposed worksheet.

Chapter 5 will describe the validation process for the proposed worksheet including

the pilot study and expert panel review. The pilot study was undertaken to collect the data

necessary to assess the reliability and validity of the worksheet. This study was approved by

the Education and Nursing Research Ethics Board at the University of Manitoba. The chapter

will also describe the reliability and validity analysis that was conducted on the pilot study

data, and the results of this analysis. Finally methods and results of the expert panel review

will also be outlined.

Chapter 6 will provide the conclusions that can be drawn from this study.

Chapter 7 will describe some suggested directions for future work in this area based

on the results of this study.



2. LITERATURE REVIE\ry

This chapter will provide a review of literature pertinent to this study. The review will

be focused around the current state of assistive technologies for farmers with disabilities and

some issues faced by this population.

2.1 Agricultural health and safefy

A disproportionate number of worþlace deaths and injuries in Manitoba occur in our

agricultural industry. Agricultural workers are exposed to a wide variety of risks and are not

subjected to the same safety control measures as their industrial counterparts. This

combination contributes to their susceptibility to occupational injuries and fatalities.

Although the number of agricultural incidents has not been well documented in the past, the

Canadian Agricultural Injury Surveillance Program (CAISP) has worked to quantifz their

magnitude. "With an average of more than 100 deaths and 1,500 hospitalizations resulting

from agricultural injuries in Canada each year, agnculture is one of this country's most

hazardous industries" (CAISP 2003). Furthermore, Murphy (1992) suggests that deaths and

injuries attributed to production agriculture have been underestimated due to confusion in

terms surrounding occupational codes.

Injuries seem to be an accepted part of the farming culture; many members of the

farming community believe that "farm hazards and injuries are a part of farming and the

inherent uncertainties that *" ussociated with it" (Willkomm 2001). "Familiar risks are

willingly taken by many farmers in the course of everyday work. They feel some control of

those risks which in turn makes them seem less threatening and less hazardous" (Murphy



1992). An occupation in production agriculture is hazardous for farmers with and without

disabilities.

2.2 Disabilify in agricultural populations

Disability has traditionally been addressed as a deficiency possessed by an impaired

individual (WHO 1980), while more contemporary disability scholars view disability as a

social problem that is imposed upon people with impairments by society atlarge(Titchkosky

2003). This manuscript will be based on an intermediary theory that addresses disability as a

social issue, without negating the importance of personal impairment effiects, namely the

biopsychosocial model. The biopsychosocial (BPS) model has been described as a middle

ground between the medical and social models; it provides the opportunity to include the

psychosocial viewpoint of disability without sacrificing the advantages of the biomedical

approach (Imrie 2004).

The association between the high rate of injury in the agricultural industry and the

prevalence of disability in this community is not well understood and little research has been

published on this topic (Field et al. 2001). However, studies have shown that the increasing

mean age of farm operators has led to a higher prevalence of age-related disabling conditions

such as arth-ritis, heart disease, stroke, impaired vision, and hearing loss (Field et al. 2001).

It has been estimated that 25o/o of farmers and farm workers in the United States have

impairments (including amputations, impaired vision, stro-ke, head injury, etc.) that impede

their ability to carry out essential farming tasks (Hancock 1998). Despite these seemingly

challenging obstacles, many farmers wish to continue to work on the farm. A study of

farmers with an upper-extremity loss (Reed and Claunch 1998) found that farmers feel that

farming is "in the blood" and can't imagine leaving farm life even after losing an arïn to the



occupation. "Changing attitudes, assistive technology and modern agricultural practices have

made it possible for many individuals to return to their homes, communities, and work, to

make meaningful contributions" (Field et al. 2001). Willkomm (2001) concurs that

"innovative technologies, changes in agriculture and new service delivery strategies will

continue to develop that will ultimately support the choice of farmers and ranchers with

disabilities to remain productive in agriculture."

It is noted in one study reported by Field et al. (2001) that the term "disabled" and the

concept of disability were not clear for many farm workers. Participants identified by the

researchers as having severe disabilities did not consider themselves disabled because they

were still able to work.

Some barriers faced by FWDs include "lack of information on effective worksite

accommodations, economic constraints resulting from lack of wage-loss insurance, isolation

from needed services, lack of professionals trained on how to help people accommodate their

disabilities in an agricultural occupation, lack off,rnancial resources to pay for needed

accommodations, and negative attitudes among professionals in the medical, rehabilitation,

and agriculture-related industries about the ability of agricultural workers with disabilities to

continue in a high-risk physically demanding occupation" (Willkomm 2001).

"The type or level of severity of any disability does not have a direct relationship to

the probability of injury, but it is known that certain disability types within certain

populations may lead to increased risk of injury" (Field et al. 2001). It is not possible at this

time to "predict injury probability within agricultural worþlaces with any meaningful level

of accuracy based on disability-related information" (Field et al. 2001). As such, it can not be

established that a person with a particular disability will be a more or less safe tractor
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operator than a person without a disability. However, a disabling condition may contribute to

a relatively higher risk of injury if it is not compensated for through modified work practices

or the use of assistive technologies. Research has shown that the frequency, severity and

nafure of injuries incurred by FWDs parallels the data reported within the general farm

population (Field et al. 2001).

Resources for farmers with disabilities

In Manitoba, the organization Manitoba Farmers with Disabilities provides a support

system for those living with disabilities, and their families, and is dedicated to the public

conceming safety issues (Manitoba Farmers with Disabilities 2006). Members of this group

also share ideas for assistive technologies, and the organization is currently pursuing a

project to assemble a catalogue of assistive tools and devices þersonal communication with

N. Enns, President and Coordinator, Manitoba Farmers with Disabilities). Similar

organizations exist in most Canadian provinces.

The Farmers with Disabilities program of the Saskatchewan Abilities Council has

produced an extensive library of ideas and instructions on how to modifu farm equipment,

entitled the Changing Gear Machinery Modifications Catalogue.

In the United States, a more formalized network of support has been established.

Through the 1990 Farm Bill, the AgrAbility Project was authorized to provide education and

assistance to agricultural workers with disabilities and their families. The ultimate goal of the

AgrAbility Project is to empower agricultural producers affected by disabilities to remain in

production agriculture (Willkomm 2001). AgrAbility helps people with disabilities from

being systematically excluded from agriculture and provides ideas for safe, affordable

solutions to allow FWDs to maintain their businesses and rural lifestyles (Novak 2004).

l0



Another significant U.S. program is the Breaking New Ground (BNG) Resource

Center and Outreach Program which is operated under the umbrella of Purdue's Agricultural

Safety and Health Program (Field et al. 2001). Ongoing efforts of this Center include:

identiffing means to reduce barriers and risks to individuals who choose to continue farming

in spite of limiting physical or mental abilities, and responding to the discriminatory

perceptions of rehabilitation professionals who consider the risks inherent in farming as

grounds for discoura$ng people with disabilities to continue in this profession (Field et al.

2001). "It has been a fundamental position of the BNG Resource Center that every person

will at some point experience short or long term disabling conditions and their symptoms

should not automatically exclude persons from engaging in agricultural production; having a

disability is also not an appropriate litmus test for determining personal success nor should it

be used as a means to restrict the independence of persons with disabilities, preventing their

full integration into the community" (Field et al. 2001).

The BNG Resource Center also produces The Toolbox (Breaking New Ground

Resource Centre 2000), a catalogue of farmer-designed and commercially available assistive

technologies applicable specifically to farmers and ranchers with disabilities.

Disability and technology

Appropriate technology has the potential to help people with disabilities (PWDs)

overcome diverse barriers, and facilitate their access to paid work (Roulstone 1998). In his

book, Enabling Technology: Disabled people, work and new technologt, Roulstone (1998)

describes two approaches to the study of the effects of technology on disability: the social

barriers model and the deficit model. Within the rehabilitation or deficit model of disability,

it is assumed that the disabled workers will be unmistakably assisted by the provision of new

2.4
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technology in the working environment; the solution to disability is technical, not social

(Roulstone 1998). Within this model, new technology is beneficial because it is seen to

compensate for the deficits of the disabled person; "the site of significance and the disability

problem is clearly identif,red as the individual and their impairment" (Roulstone i998).

However, within the social barriers model of disability, the main benefit of new technology is

its impact on the barriers disabled people face (Roulstone 1998). The latter model (social

barriers) fits with the biopsychosocial theory (Imrie 2004) described above and adopted for

this study.

This study will be underpinned by the social barriers model of disability. While the

focus in this research will consistently be on technologies used by FWDs, it is important to

keep sight of the fact that these technologies are beneficial because they can begin to

rehabilitate the worþlace, and not the disabled worker.

2.5 Assistive technologies for agriculture

An assistive technology (AT) is commonly defined as "any item, piece of equipment

or product system whether acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, or customized that

is used to increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities of individuals with

disabilities" (PL 100-407 1988). However, it is important to remember that ATs only

influence the functional abilities of people with disabilities because they mitigate some of the

barriers disabled people face, not because they correct an individual's shortcomings.

Following a disabling injury, the combination of rehabilitation and appropriate (ATs) can

help a farmer adapt to their new disability by compensating for their sensory or physical

losses. Furthermore, ATs can help FV/Ds increase their productivity with day to day tasks,

thus minimizingthe lost farm income which often accompanies an owner operator's injury.
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2.6

The design of AT devices should address the relationship between each component of

the human activity assistive technology model (HAAT) model: the human operator, the

desired task or activity, the assistive technology, and the given situation or context in which

the activity is to be performed (Cook and Hussey 2002). Successful ATs are those that

effectively remove barriers, thus leading to greater functional outcomes for the user. These

devices range from simple, low-tech aids, to complex mechanical or electrical systems.

User-designed assistive technology

Since the advent of agricultural production, many farmers have taken responsibility

for much of the technical design and maintenance work that occurs on their farms. Often

without formal training, farmers (in cooperation with neighbours, extended family, and other

community members) will maintain and repair their equipment, and modify systems where

necessary to best serve their operation and themselves. Therefore, it should not come as a

surprise that FWDs are often intimately involved in the design and manufacture of the

assistive devices or modifications that they may use. These user-designed ATs are

advantageous to the end that the user (who is also the designer) holds the lived experience of

both a farmer and a person with a disability and can use this knowledge to develop an

appropriate design.

Until fairly recently there were few technical resources or professional consultants

available to assist FWDs in re-designing work tasks, fabricating AT, or modifliing existing

equipment and facilities; most people with disabilities who chose to farm developed, with

little extemal help, their own solutions (Field et al. 2001). The AgrAbility Project (2005)

found that "farmers themselves or employees at local machine shops are most often the

designers and fabricators of needed hand controls." Control modifications for farm
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machinery are generally not commercially available due to: product liability concerns,

insufficient consumer demand, lack of awareness among manufacturers of automotive-type

hand controls (Willkomm 1997), and the variation in makes and models of tractors

(AgrAbility Project 2005).

Currently, many ATs for agriculture continue to be designed and manufactured by

FWDs in co-operation with those in the local community. Rural residents with disabilities

may rely on family, friends, and professionals acting outside of their specialties, for services

that urban residents might receive from formal providers (Offner et al. 1992). Although some

'homemade' solutions have proven to be unsafe (Field et al. 2001), this paper will not

directly address any issues surrounding that practice or suggest that it should be terminated or

modified.

2.6.1 Untested machinery modifications

Farmers with disabilities continue to face many risks when using modified

equipment. "Modifications to farm machinery, tools, and buildings are made to accommodate

the unique needs of the individual. Unlike other industries, where products are tested for

years, FWDs often need one-of-a-kind solutions for unique needs. Therefore the chance of

the modification failing, causing injury to the individual or co-workers continues to exist"

(Willkomm 2001). Risks are inherent in products that are not subjected to the rigors of

testing endured by commercial products.

To mitigate this hazard, as much as possible, commercially available technology

should be recommended to accommodate disabilities in the worþlace; these products are

more likely to have been designed by an engineer, evaluated for potential hazards, field

tested, and covered by liability insurance (Field et al. 2001), however, these technologies are
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relatively scarce. In addition , "hazard assessment is particularly critical whenever . . . a work

process and/or practice is introduced or modified" (Manitoba Labour 2000).

While rehabilitation engineers are familiar with the design of ATs, other engineers

may be reluctant to produce ATs for thehazardous occupation of agricultural production. For

a discussion on the perceived conflict between the engineer's paramount responsibility to

protect the safety of the public, and the consumers' need for the design of assistive

technologies for agriculture (or other hazardous occupations) see Appendix B.

2.7 Future directions for the design of assistive technologies in agriculture

The future of AT design will be strongly influenced by the incorporation of

ergonomics and universal design principles. "Ergonomics in general, and rehabilitation

ergonomics as opposed to rehabilitative adaptations,play an important part in removing or

reducing the impact that risk has on individuals with disabilities" (Willkomm 2001).

Furthermore, the implementation of universal design principles into agricultural equipment

will benefit all farmers, not just FWDs. "Automation and labor saving techniques will result

in increased employment opportunities for workers affected by disabilities" (Willkomm

2001). Field et al. (2001) further asserts that "design strategies that have become a common

part of the "Universal Design" approach should be considered and incorporated into new

agricultural production facilities and older facilities as they are remodeled ... to successfully

enhance the accessibility and usability of a wide range of facilities and products." In the _

realm of control modification, the automotive sector may be able to contribute, as that

industry has invested greatly in similar modifications (Gaynor et al. 1986).
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2.8

Field et al. (2001) conclude that future research is required to "focus on those issues

that have the greatest potential for reducing the risk of injury in the agricultural worþlace

while allowing acceptable levels of personal risk taking."

Modifications included in this study

The particular machinery modification that will be addressed in this research is the

addition of mechanical hand controls to the clutch and brake pedals of an agricultural tractor.

Unmodified tractor pedals can only be safely actuated with the lower extremities. Hand

control designs would be useful for anyone for whom the pedal controls are not adequate or

accessible. In terms of categorization of ATs, mechanical hand controls could be considered

as low-tech environmental controls. These are relevant to study because: a) low-tech controls

are the most likely to be designed and created by the users themselves; b) there is a relatively

large body of research on tractor lifts (Willkomm 1997) which will be nicely complimented

by further work on hand controls, as some consumers would employ these modifications

together; and c) tractors are involved in a high proportion of fatal injuries (Murphy Igg2).

To prevent decreasing the resale value of the tractor, any pennanent alterations of the

tractor cab should be avoided. As such, the absence of any additional attachment point was

necessary. This was also a necessary criterion to make testing of controls in a University-

owned tractor possible. Hand controls that require electric or hydraulic modifications are

outside the scope of this study. The restrictions on the scope of hand controls addressed in

this study have been imposed to ensure feasibility of the project. Further research could be

undertaken to apply the methods described here to a broader spectrum of machinery control

modifications. The application of the worksheet developed herein is not limited to user-
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designed hand controls, although it is expected that this is where it may have the greatest

impact.

This type of modification could be employed by any tractor operator who is not

satisfied with their equipment's existing mode of operation for applying the clutch and brake.

In general, this manuscript will adopt a cross disability approach and will not attempt to

differentiate between the symptoms or abilities that are characteristic of different

impairments. However, it was originally assumed that most users of this tlpe of modification

would be farmers with spinal cord injuries or amputations; farmers with chronic knee pain

from arthritis or past injuries have also shown interest in hand controls. Hereafter,

impairments will not be discussed as the range and combinations of abilities of FWDs cannot

be estimated with any degree of accuracy.

There are always additional risks with on-site modifications as they are often unique

designs, and as such have not undergone extensive safety and durability testing as with many

of their commercially available counterparts. The details of the hazards involved with tractor

foot pedal modifications are thoroughly discussed in this manuscript, and it is the

responsibility of the tractor operator to assess the benefits of such modifications for their

individual situation. The purpose of this research is neither to encourage nor discourage

farmers from modifying their equipment; but instead to provide a systematic means for

identiffing hazards with modified controls so that user decisions and actions are informed.

Modifying activities and the environment

The introduction of ATs or machinery modifications to the workplace is not a stand-

alone solution to the issue of barriers in the workplace. Referring back to the HAAT model

(Cook and Hussey 2002), the four inter-relating components are: the human user, the activity,

2.9
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the assistive technology, and the environment. While the introduction of AT can improve the

interface between the environment and the human, changes can also be made to the activity

in order to achieve a level of safety and efficiency with which the user is satisfied. Task

modifications are an important complement to environmental modifications.

Because hand controls are often positioned near the control console and the operation

of these controls require that the operator's hand positions be fixed on the control handle, the

use of hand controls can restrict the operator's range of motion and consequently their field

of vision (AgrAbility Project 2005). Therefore, it is recommended that the operator add extra

mirrors and an automatic hitching system to increase safety and ease of hitching equipment,

and have a co-worker hitch equipment whenever possible (AgrAbility Project 2005).

Modiffing end row maneuvers can reduce the number of concurrent tasks the operator must

execute; wide tums can be performed without braking while sharp tums cannot (AgrAbility

Project 2005).

The selection of tractors (a component of 'the environment') is also important in

maximizing safety and effìciency, although it is recognized that acquiring the ideal tractor is

not always possible. As the operator's upper extremities are already responsible for many

tasks, it is important to minimize the task loading imposed by the hand controls.

Front-wheel-assist and four-wheel-drive tractors require less braking on tums

(AgrAbility Project 2005) while hydrostatic or shift-on-the-go transmissions require less

clutching (Gaynor et al. 1986), both of which free the operator's hands for other tasks. In

some instances, hydrostatic transmissions have greatly reduced the need for extensive control

modifications (Gaynor et al. 1986). Finally, more modern tractors will require less force to

acÍtate their clutch and brake functions, which would be of great benefit to most operators.
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However, the absence of these characteristics will make it more challenging, not impossible,

for an operator to use hand controls.

2.1,0 Further research required

It is recognized that agriculture is ahazardous industry and that the use of modified

equipment introduces further risk factors. There are some resources for F\ùy'Ds, which

describe previously successful control modifications and outline some situations or hazards

to avoid. However, there are still many gaps in the research that has been done in this field.

While the evaluation of numerous control modifications indicates that most

equipment can be successfully modified for FWDs, further research is required to produce an

exhaustive list of hazards involved in operation of agricultural machinery by FWDs (Gaynor

et al. 1986). There are currently no instances in the literature of accepted guidelines for the

design and manufacture of control modifications for agricultural machinery, nor are there any

tools that guide a user through a systematichazard assessment of their modified tractor cabs.

An interdisciplinary approach is required to move research in this area forward. Those

with knowledge and experience in the design of ATs and in agricultural production must join

forces to ensure that further research moves ahead safely and quickly. Co-operation between

rehabilitation professionals and agricultural equipment manufacturers would be beneficial

(Gaynor et al. 1986) in the future development of controls that are acceptable for farmers

with a wider range of abiliti_es. For FWDs who are implementing their own machinery

modifications, "more information must be made available through ideas, plans, and standards

for those with disabilities who wish to modifo their tractors, in order to insure maximum

safety and satisfaction for them in their farming endeavors" (Gaynor et al. 1986).
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3. POTENTIALIJAZARDS IN OPERATOR ENCLOSURES \ryITH MODIFIED

CONTROLS

This chapter will describe the process used to collect information on hazards thatmay

exist in tractor cabs with modified controls, the resources that were consulted, and the results

that were obtained. The assumptions that were employed in this process will also be

discussed.

The content of the Hazard SelÊAssessment Worksheet was collected through a

review of engineering standards and related literature. A variety of sources were consulted

for advice on the design and construction of hand control modifications in tractor cabs. These

were categonzed in two groups: primary and secondary. Primary resources were those that

were initially consulted, these included accepted industry standards (American National

Standards Institute (ANSI), American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE), and British

Standards Institution (BSÐ), while secondary resources were all other information avenues

such as technical papers, peer-reviewedjournal articles, theses, and service provider and

support goup websites.

3.1 Assumptions employed in the development of the hazard. analysis checklist

If any of these assumptions are not satisfied by the operator or tractor in question, the

worksheet should be employed with extreme caution. The tool will still be useful in

identifoing some of the existing hazards,and their associated risk, but will not adequately

address anyhazards that may be present outside of the assumptions below.
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3.1.f Tractorcharacteristics

The checklist will be used with modem four wheel drive field tractors with power

shift transmission. These only have one brake pedal so it is unnecessary to address the safety

issues surrounding the locking/unlocking of individual brake pedals which are standard in

two wheel drive tractors. Furthermore, in this type of tractor the operator is only required to

disengage the clutch to put the tractor in and out of forward or reverse gear, not to change

gears as in a manual transmission. Therefore, the operator's left hand is free from clutching

duties for the majority of the driving task. The worksheet also addresses issues that assume

that the tractor in question will also be operated by co-workers who choose to use the original

foot pedals to actuate the clutch and brake functions.

3.1.2 Operatorstrength

It is assumed that the operator has sufficient strength to repeatedly actuate the

modified hand controls on a modern field tractor. If an assessment of operator strength is

desired, other methods must be employed.

3.1.3 Tractormodifications

The use of this worksheet is intended for tractors with mechanically modified brake

and clutch pedals that do not permanently alter any part of the tractor cab or controls. It

follows that this checklist is not intended forhazard analysis in tractors with electric or

hydraulic hand control modifi cations.

It is recommended that the modifications do not permanently alter any part of the

tractor cab, console, or controls (Gaynor et al. 1986). The lever controls considered will be

clamped, not bolted, to the pedals or pedal shafts. Permanent damage may result in
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decreasing the resale value of the equipment, but is not necessarily a safety hazard,and will

not be addressed in the worksheet.

3.2 Primary resources

The goal of this search was to identiff sections of relevant agricultural industry

standards that could be applied to the design of ATs for agricultural applications, specifically

mechanical hand controls for the clutch and brake pedal of a tractor. Standards exist in many

indushies for the design and maintenance of processes and systems. They can be thought of

as best practices and should be understood and adhered to by all to whom they apply.

Although standards describe recommended procedures, they clearly state that simply by

adhering to a particular standard, an individual/group is not immune to other legal

obligations. The agricultural safety standards reviewed for this report were published by

three different standards generating bodies: ANSI, ASAE and BSI.

A variety of standards were ídentified that address the safety and ergonomics in

agricultural machinery and/or operator controls. Each of these standards was examined

clause by clause; the sections that could be applied to the modification of tractor controls

were isolated. These relevant clauses are tabulated in Appendix C. The standards that were

reviewed and included relevant clauses were: BS EN 894-l Safety of machinery -

Ergonomics requirements for the design of displays and control actuators -- Partl: General

principles for human interactions with displays and control actuators, ASAE 5335.4 Operator

Controls on Agricultural Equipment, ASAE EP443.l Color Coding Hand Controls, and

ANSVASAE 5318.15 Safety for Agricultural Field Equipment

Analysis of each of the standards listed above revealed each of the standards bodies

has their own style and provide very different types of information. Some describe specific
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regulations, including measured distances, while others are quite vague and speak to safe

practices and design in more general terms. The British standard that was reviewed (BS EN

894-1) provided general qualitative guidelines. It suggested concepts to follow in the design

of displays and controls, but did not describe any quantitative benchmarks to achieve. While

it contains useful guidelines for general safety and ergonomic requirements for controls they

were too broad to implement in a risk checklist. Conversely, the ANSI/ASAE standard

(S3 18.15) is more specific; it goes as far as to suggest specific dimensions that should be

used.

ASAE 5335.4 Operator Controls on Agricultural Equipment contains information on

the placement and operation of specific controls (including the brake and clutch) which was

not included in Appendix C as it applies specifically to the original placement of these

controls and is not likely applicable to machinery modif,rcations.

ANSVASAE 5304.7 Graphical Symbols for Operator Controls and Displays on

Agricultural Equipment was reviewed, but was not included in Appendix C. It does contain

valuable information on graphical s¡rmbols that can be used to identify displays and controls.

This may be implemented at alatq date as a guideline to follow in the labeling of new or

modified controls on machinery, however, this is not deemed as a critical piece at this time.

No standards were found that related specifically to the design or safety of ATs. It

was originally expected that all information on the design of safe assistive modifications

could be deduced from these standards, but it soon became apparent that these sources would

not address all the points of concern. The industry standards making up the primary resources

contained guidelines intended for the initial design of tractor controls, not the retrofit of

modified controls. It is important to note that each of the statements in Appendix C are
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excerpts from the referenced standards, and are not original ideas. Moreover, these existing

ideas are being applied outside of their intended scope.

Following this review, further work in the analysis of established standards was

abandoned, as the results were relatively unsuccessfur in identif,iing specific characteristics

that should be implemented, or hazards that should be avoided, in the design of tractor

control modifications. Should this line of inquiry be resumed, the researcher may wish to

pursue standards from other bodies such as: The Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive

Technology Society of North America (RESNA 2005) who is currently working with ANSI

to develop standards related to wheelchair seating and transportation or the Intemational

Otganization for Standardization's standard ISO 4254-1:1989 Tractors and machinery for

agriculture and forestry - Technical means for ensuring safety - Partl: General and ISO/TS

15077:2002 Tractors and selÊpropelled machinery for agriculture and forestry- Operator

controls - Actuating forces, displacement, location and method of operation.

To create a comprehensive guideline for the design of ATs for agricultural

applications, it was decided that resources could be better used by considering suggestions

that come from outside of accepted industry guidelines. For example, Prather (2002)

suggests that any time a modified machine is going to be operated by more than one user the

"modifications to the machinery controls to accommodate a disability should permit the use

of "normal" controls by other individuals". This consideration is not covered by any of the

reviewed standards, but is important in the design of machinery modifications.

3.3 Secondary resources

The secondary resources were consulted to provide completeness and detail to the

safety and quality framework described by the standards. The secondary sources were a more
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diverse set of resources than the primary sources and included: technical papers, peer-

reviewed journal articles, theses, and service provider support group websites. Relevant

suggestions from secondary sources are listed in Appendix D.

While direct user input was challenging to collect, secondary sources provided a

degree of user input as most of these sources were written by people who use ATs in an

agricultural setting, or the people who work with them. This element of lived experience

provided a richer description of safe practices for ATs than was found in the agricultural

standards.

Some of the secondary resources state that they were created (in part) from a similar

review of existing standards. However, the review process combined with the authors'

experiences provided a different set of information.

In the end, the majority of the potential hazards listed in the worksheet came from the

secondary sources. The primary sources did contain valuable safety information; however,

most suggestions pertained to the initial design of tractor controls and were not applicable to

the retrofit of hand controls in tractor cabs.

Potential hazards addressed in worksheet

Once all hazard and safety information was collected as described above, the resulting

data were combined to create the 19 potential hazard items that are included in the Hazard

Self-Assessmqnt Worksheet (HSAW). The HSAW addresses hazards that occur when

modified controls are introduced to an agricultural tractor. The worksheet focuses primarily

on environmental factors in the operator enclosure, but also examines some factors of the

human-assistive technology relationship from the HAAT model (Cook and Hussey 2002),

and their effect on safety.

3.4
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Three categories of potential hazards are addressed in the worksheet. These are, in

order of descending acuity: maintaining control of tractor, preventing personal injury, and

preventing repetitive strain injuries (AgrAbility Project 2005). It is important to maintain

control of the tractor because doing otherwise could cause a collision with an object (tree,

ditch, other vehicle, or building) or a bystander, resulting in property damage, injury or

death. Personal injuries could include cuts, scrapes, and bruises, while repetitive strain

injuries (also known as cumulative trauma disorders) occur as a result of damage to body

tissue that has built up over time (Manitoba Labour 2000).

Through compilation of this worksheet information, guidelines were collected and

organized into these three groups to ensure adequate coverage of each dimension. Table 1

identifies the worksheet items and the safety category to which they pertain. Some worksheet

items appear more than once, as they apply to multiple categories.

Table 1. Potential hazards as they apply to each of the three categories identified by
AgrAbility Project 2005.

Safety category Worksheet item number
Maintaining control of tractor
Preventing personal injury
Preventing repetitive strain injuries

4, 6, 7,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 77, 19, 1g

7,2, 3, 6, 7 , 8, 12, 13, 14, 79, rg
4,5,9,11,15,16,17

The potential hazards are presented below and in the hazard worksheet in a different

order; they are rearranged for maximum ease in conducting the assessment.

Placement of hand controls

Hand control placement is challenging because original tractor controls likely occupy

optimum locations, and it is difficult to situate the large controls such that their placement

3.5
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maximizes the safety and comfort of control actuation, but minimizes the opporlunity for

accidental operator contact with the controls which could cause injuries or accidental

activations. The location of hand controls is important on many counts. Firstly, it is important

that the hand controls do not block the exit, and to ensure minimum contact between the hand

control and the operator during ingress, egress, and field operations. Secondly, with respect

to control actuation, the controls must be within the operator's maximum reach to ensure safe

operation, and the controls should be inside the operator's optimum reach envelope to reduce

strain from repeated activations. Thirdly, in terms of arrangement in the operator enclosure,

the controls must be placed to eliminate accidental contact with other tractor controls and the

operator during operation.

3.5.1 Avoid blocking exit

The hand controls should be mounted so that they do not block the operator's access

to the exit or the pathway to the operator's seat (Gaynor et al. 1986, Willkomm 1997,

AgrAbility Project 2005). The American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) Standard

5383 requires two unrestricted exits from the tractor cab (ASAE 2004). This may be

accomplished by a) permanently mounting the control so that it is not in the way, b) having a

removable shaft, or c) having an adjustable control that moves out of the pathway when

necessary.

The hand controls should also be located so that they are unlikely to bump tþe

operator's body or catch on their clothes during ingress and egress (Willkomm 1997,

AgrAbility Project 2005). This is important for reducing the probability of a control error that

may occur from unintentionally bumping and activating a control (Kaminaka 7991,

Willkomm 1997, Hansson i991).
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The AgrAbility Project (2005) suggests that if hand controls cannot be easily moved,

to prevent contact with the operator, then either the hand controls or the operator should be

properly padded to minimize the impact of potential contact. The latter suggestion (padding

the operator) will not appear on the worksheet as it related to the lowest tier of the safety

hierarchy, prescribing personal safety equipment (Murphy l9g2), and should only be

exercised as a last resort.

3.5.2 Controls within reach envelope

The controls should be inside the operator's maximum reach envelope for safe tractor

operation, and be inside their optimum reach envelope to minimize strain from repeated

activations. Hand controls that are placed within the optimum reach envelope of the operator

will "improve function and safe operations" (AgrAbility Project 2005). They should be

designed so that the operator does not have to hyper-extend their arm to reach the control in

its furthest position (AgrAbility Project 2005). Ga¡mor et al. (1986) suggest that the best

location for hand controls is between elbow and shoulder height, and approximately 16-28

inches for the vertical plane of the operator's back. In simpler terms, the hand controls should

be located where they can be easily and accurately reached by the operator (Wray et al. 2001,

Gaynor et al. 1986, Willkomm 1997).

The seated operator also has greater balance and control ofhand controls located

within reach limits (Gaynor et al. 1986). Controls that require the operator to reach too far to

use them may contribute to undue strain (Gaynor et al. 1986) or loss of tractor control

(AgrAbility Project 2005).

The hand controls should have a location and orientation that allows the operator to

maintain a neutral wrist posture through actuation (Willkomm lggT),that is, they should be
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operated without excessive extension or flexion of the wrist (AgrAbility Project 2005) to

minimize the chance of acquiring a repetitive strain injury.

3.5.3 Minimize contact between hand controls and other controls

Hand controls should be positioned so that they do not interfere with other controls;

there should be at least two inches of clearance between all controls (Gaynor et al. 1986).

When selecting control placement it is important to factor in the adjustability and range of

positions of the operator seat (Gaynor et al. 1986, AgrAbility Project 2005) and the relative

Iocation of the controls when the seat is in the operator's preferred position. Arranging the

controls without the suggested minimum clearance could result in loss of tractor control (if a

control's deflection - and thus actuation - is obstructed by another control) or personal injury

if the operator's hand or fingers are crushed between two controls. A crush point hazard is a

common machine hazard that should be avoided; it occurs where two moving parts are

moving toward each other, or from one part moving toward a stationary part (Murphy 1992).

3.5.4 Minimize contact between hand controls and operator

Hand controls should not come into contact (bump or rub) with the operator's legs

(knees, feet, and ankles) at any time during tractor operation (Gaynor et al. 1986, Wray et al.

2001, Willkomm 1997), including when the controls are activated (AgrAbility Project 2005).

Unintentional contact between the operator's legs and the controls may result in injury to the

operator (cuts, scrapes and bruises), or unintentional actuation of the control, leading to loss

of control of the tractor. The hand controls should be positioned where they are free of

involuntary activation from bumping the control (Willkomm 1997); this may be achieved by

placing the controls forward and above the operator's knees (Kaminaka I99l). As much as
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possible, the operator aÍea should be designed so that operation, loading, and unloading are

not hazardous to the operator (Hansson 1991).

3.6 Force of hand control actuation

The force required to actuate hand controls is an important characteristic in terms of

safety and ergonomics. It is also especially tricky for retrofit controls (as those discussed

here), as the actuation force depends entirely on the force required to actuate the original

controls. In general, discussions of actuation force for hand controls emphas ize the necessity

to minimize actuation force for safe operation; however, in some cases an actuation force that

is too low may also be ahazard.In this case we are assuming that the operators have

adequate strength to use the mechanical lever hand controls for brake and clutch functions.

In this situation (that of attaching levers to the pedals), the only way that actuation

force can be altered is through the length of the moment arm created by the hand control. If

the control arm is extended, the operator will have to exert less force on the handle to have

the same effect at the pedal. However, this avenue provides limited force adjustability, as it is

also important to maintain appropriate placement of the control handle within the operator's

reach envelope (see section 4.5 above). In the instance that the operator desires hand controls

with lower actuation force, there are alternate options such as elechically or hydraulically

assisted hand controls (which are outside the scope of this research).

While we are assuming that the operator has enough strength to repeatedly activate

the hand controls, activation force is still an important issue from an ergonomic standpoint.

Although there is still little one can do to adjust the actuation force of mechanical lever hand

controls, it is still important to assess this as a potential risk factor, as excessive actuation
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force could contribute to fatigue and reduce the alertness of the operator (Gaynor et al. 1986).

A variety of limits are suggested in the literature; these are listed in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Recommended actuation force for hand controls in agricultural machinery.

Recommendation Source

- The maximum actuation force should not
exceed one third of the operator's maximum AgrAbility Project 2005
push/pull force

- The maximum force for operators with full
upper-body strength should not exceed 35 AgrAbility Project 2005
pounds

- Force required to operate controls should be 
^ 

.

between 18 lbs (optimal) and3T lbs AgrAbility Project 2005

- Maximum force to operate controls should not
exceed 3o lbs wraY et al' 2ool

- The force required to activate the hand controls
should be less than 18 lbs willkomm 1997

- Hand controls should be actuated without
undue strain or fatigue (qualitative) wray et al' 2001

- Best design pull value to include 95Yo of the
u.S. population is 37 lbs Tilley 2002

Despite the quantitative nature of the majority of the guidelines above, it is always

important to consider each person's unique abilities. Ergonomics guidelines provide a

starting point; they describe the abilities of the hypothetical"average" operator, and values

may need to be adjusted on an individual basis. Furthermore, most ergonomic criteria are

based on studies of "able-bodied" adults and may not accurately describe the abilities of the

impaired operator. The worksheet first asks the user if they feel that the activation force of

the control is "excessive", and then qualifies an excessive actuation force as anything above

20 lbs.

Although likely not a concern with mechanical hand controls, it is also important to

assess that the actuation force is not too low. That is, the actuation force should be high
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3.7

enough that the risk of involuntary actuation is slight (Hansson 1991). "sufficient friction

shall be provided so that casual bumping of the control will not activate it" (Kaminaka 1991).

Reliability of controls

Sanders and McCormick (1993) describe the reliability of a system or component as

"its dependability of performance in carrying out an intended function". Three failures could

compromise the reliability of the hand controls: 1) failure of the control shaft, 2) failure of

the connection between the control shaft and connecting pedal clamp, 3) failure of the pedal

clamp. This system (operating the foot pedal functions through attached hand controls)

would also fail if the foot pedal itself failed. However, it will be assumed that the original

manufacturer designed the pedals such that their mean time to failure is appropriate for the

expected life of the tractor. It is further assumed that the addition of hand controls to the foot

pedals will not cause any damage that would reduce their lifetime. This last failure mode will

not be considered further.

The controls should be constructed of material that is strong enough that they will not

be subjected to permanent deformation under the stress of normal operation (Gaymor et al.

1986). It is also important to consider that greater forces may be applied to the controls in

emergency or panic situations (where the operator may be trying to stop quickly), and it is

extremely important that the controls can resist permanent deformation in these situations.

The controls should be constructed of durable ma.terial (Willkomm 1991) that is resistant to

corrosion (Gaynor et al. i986). Corrosion weakens components and may produce sharp edges

(Gaynor et al. 1986). If the controls are comprised of two or more separate components, these

must be connected securely, so that they will not come apart during operation. The vibrations
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generated by the tractor may cause bolts to loosen. All bolts should be checked periodically

as part of a regular maintenance program.

The controls should be securely mounted to the pedals or pedal shanks (Willkomm

1991), as secured hand controls are "critical to the operator's ability to maintain control of

the tractor" (AgrAbility Project 2005).

3.8 Sharp edges and control handle

Shurp or jagged edges should be avoided (Wray el al. 2001, Willkomm 1997). These

can be caused by corrosion (as mentioned above) or can be a result of the material chosen to

make the control. Any existing sharp edges should be removed from hand controls

(AgrAbility Project 2005) as they could cause injury to the operator or damage to clothing

during operation and entering or exiting the cab (Gaynor et al. 1986). Hand controls

constructed of flat bar stock should be avoided (AgrAbility Project 2005), rounded material

is preferable such as lengths of solid round bar or pipe.

Three features of control handles must be considered: the comfort and texture of the

handle, the diameter of the handle and the length of the handle. It is especially important to

address sharp edges on the handle portion of the control, where contact with the operator is

guaranteed. The handle of metal hand controls should be "padded or coated with a slip-

resistant material to prevent the operator's hands from sustaining cuts, scrapes, or burns"

(AgrAbility Project 2005). Control handles should be round with an optimum diameler

(including coating) of about 1.5" (AgrAbility Project 2005), and ranging between 1" and

1.75" (Willkomm 1997).The length of control handles should be at least 3" (AgrAbility

Project 2005, Willkomm 1997).
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3.9 Adjustability of controls for user and co-workers

It is also important to consider the range of positions that the hand controls may

assume. Adjustability is important for varying the arm position during operation. "Hand

controls should be positioned to allow for changes in body posture, such as natural body

slump, stretching, and movement caused by vehicle acceleration and vibration" (Gaynor et

aI.1986).

The hand controls must not introduce hazards for any users of the tractor, including

those who may choose to actuate the brake and clutch functions with the foot pedals, as

originally intended by the manufacturer. The hand control must not interfere with the co-

worker's ability to operate the equipment safely (AgAbility Project 2005). They should not

interfere with foot placement of co-workers (AgrAbility Projectz}}5,Willkomm 1997), or

cause involuntary contact with the legs, hands, or arlns of any operator of the tractor

(AgrAbility Project 2005). The control should either be adjustable, or have a removable

shaft. It is important that the controls satisfli safety criteria when in use, and also that they do

not endanger operators who choose to use the original foot pedals in a modified tractor cab.

3.10 Potential hazards not addressed in worksheet

Potential hazards that were found in the literature, but do not appear on the worksheet

are described in this section. They were excluded from the worksheet because they were not

deemed necessary at this time, but may be useful in a later revision, or they do not fit the

current assumptions under which the worksheet will be used, but may be included in a

subsequent iteration.
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3.10.1 Avoiding permanent alterations to tractor cab

Retrofitted hand controls should be of an 'add-on' nature (Gaynor et al. 1986,

personal communication with Paul Tustin, Supervisor, Rehabilitation Mechanical Services,

Creafe, Health Sciences Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 2006). That is, they should not require

any pennanent modification to the original controls. Permanent alterations such as drilling,

welding or cosmetic damage may contribute to the depreciation in the equipment's value

(Gaynor et al. 1986). However, these considerations are "of secondary importance to the

design of a safe, high quality set of controls" (Gaynor et al. 1986).

3.10.2 Presence of hand controls

The greatest hazard around hand controls may be the absence of any hand controls.

Through the AssistÌve Technology Questionnaire one farmer [#29J,who used his upper

extremities to actuate the brake and clutch functions and drove the tractor on an occasional

basis, reported that he did not have hand controls. He used a hammer or heavy stick to

actuate the functions when required. Another respondent t#501had installed a hand control

for the clutch function but not for the brake, as he did not find it necessary for his application.

He had no way to actuate the brake function, but found other ways to slow the tractor as

needed.

In her study of farmers with spinal cord injuries, Willkomm (1997) suggests that the

absence of a hand control for either the clutch or brake is hazardous. For this application, we

will not assume that the operator requires hand controls bilaterally, but suggest that a hand

control should be present for any function (brake or clutch) that the operator actuates with

their upper extremity. This suggestion has not been included in the worksheet, because it is

assumed that the worksheet will only be implemented where a control already exists.
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3.10.3 Direction

The accepted standard for hand controls is that they should be pulled towards the

operator to disengage the clutch (ASAE year, Wray et al. 2001, Gaynor et al. 1986).

However, the AgrAbility Project (2005) suggests that operators of hand controls may prefer

to push forward on the control, so that they can use their seat back for additional leverage.

Wray et al. (2001) suggest that the brake hand control should be pushed forward, or away

from the operator to apply the brakes.

However, these suggestions are irrelevant based on the characteristics of the hand

controls we are considering. Because the mechanical lever arm controls clamp to the pedal,

and have no other connection or pivot point (as no perrnanent damage is allowed), the motion

of the hand control is dictated by the direction of motion of the foot pedal. In this case the

foot pedal is depressed to disengage the clutch, or engage the brakes, so these functions will

occur when the handle is pulled towards the operator.

3.10.4 Safety considerations for tractors with two brake pedals

Two wheel drive tractors are equipped with two brake pedals, one for each side of the

tractor. These can be applied individually, or simultaneously; they can also be locked

together to ensure that one is not engaged without the other (a safety precaution for road

operation). If the brakes of this type of tractor are to be modified using hand controls, it is

important to ensure that the hand controls do not interfere with the operator's ability to lock

the brakes together, or engage them individually (AgrAbility Project 2005, Willkomm 1997).

Furthermore, if the original brake interlock is inoperable due to the introduction of hand

controls, an alternate locking mechanism must be designed (Gaynor et al. 1986). These safety
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issues will not be addressed in the checklist, as they do not occur in the four wheel drive

tractor described in the assumptions.
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4. DESIGN OF THE HAZARD SELF-ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET (HSAW)

This chapter will provide a review of existing hazard assessment tools, and outline the

aspects of these tools that were implemented in the proposed Hazard, Self-Assessment

v/orksheet (HSAW). The HSAW was developed as an instrument to identifli hazards and

estimate risk in tractor cabs with modified controls (as defined above). The worksheet is

designed to be short and easy to complete, and involve minimum burden to the user. While

the worksheet is geared primarily towards FWDs, it should also be suitable for use by people

with a variety of educational and experiential backgrounds from rehabilitation engineers to

occupational therapists.

4.1 Hazards and risks

Hazards are inherent in the world of production agriculture, and have a significant

effect on employees of this occupation, as proven by the agricultural injury statistics. A

hazatd can be defined as "a condition or changing set of circumstances that presents a

potential for injury, illness, or property damage. The potential or inherent characteristics of

an activity, condition, or circumstance with can produce adverse and harmful consequence"

(Abercrombie 1981). Hazards can assume different forms in different indushies, in this work

we will consider hazards as occupying three broad categories: inherent properties or

characteristics of the products; failures, material or human; and environmental stresses

(Hammer 1985). Despite the abundance of hazards in our daily lives, people are not very

good at estimating the possible negative outcomes from associating with hazardous

environments.
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In casual conversation, risk is synonymous with danger andhazard (Merriam-Webster

Online Thesaurus, htþ://www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/thesaurus), and the adjectives "risky" and

"hazardous" may be used interchangeably on the job site. However, in risk management

terms, risk has two dimensions: it is the product of the probability of the occurrence of an

event, and the consequences of the event should it occur (Murphy 1992).Identifuing the

hazards in a situation (such as a tractor cab) only assesses the potential for a particular

outcome (e.g., injury, property damage), while risk estimation provides a relative

quantification of the probability and consequences of that potential outcome.

People are fairly good at estimating the relative risk involved when comparing two

familiar situations, that is, determining which one is "riskier" (Sanders and McCormick

1993). However, they are not very good at estimating the likelihood of injury in a given

scenario (Slovic 1987). Finally, it is important to remember that many fatalities and serious

injuries in production agriculture are the result of risks that many in the industry consider

"routine and relatively inconsequential" (Murphy 1992).

In general, people perform fairly poorly in predicting outcomes and the probability of

different outcomes occurring. Checklists or worksheets can be used to analyze hazards and

estimate risks in given scenarios. "A sound analysis helps to prioritize hazards for corrective

actions and demonstrate the adequacy of subsequent safeguards" (Murphy 1992).

Existing htzard assessment tools

The use of checklists for identiffing agricultural hazards has been well documented in

the literature (Murphy 1992, Willkomm 1997, Manitoba Labour 2000, PAMI2004). Such

checklists have been used to identiff hazards in the agricultural working environment.

However, none of these checklists have been assessed in terms of reliability or validity.

4.2
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Hazards assessment tools are also used by occupational therapists in a variety of

scenarios; significant work has been done in identifliing falling hazards in the home of the

elderly and in validating the tools used for this purpose (Morgan et aL.2005, Letts et al. 1998,

Mackenzie et aL.2002). In contrast, while the importance of safe practices in agriculture is

well recognized, no validated assessments of tractor hazards could be found.

Hazard analysis tools can assume many forms. This section will review a sample of

relevant hazard analysis checklists and indicate how their components were included or

excluded from the design of the HSAW. A comparison of the checklists is presented in Table

J.
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Source, Title of
Publication

Murphy (1992),
Safety and Health

for Production
Agriculture

Willkomm (1991),
Risks in using

modified tractors by
operators with

spinal cord injuries
and their co-

workers

Manitoba Labour
(2000),

Ergonomics: A
Guide to Program
Development and
Implementation

PAMI (2004), On
Guard

Table 3. Comparison of existinghazard analysis checklists.

Tool

Hazard Analysis
Worksheet

Affirmative
Response indicates
presence or absence

ofhazard?

Tractor Hand
Controls and Risks

nla

Assessment
Parameters

General Exposure
Scale

General Likelihood
Scale

General
Consequences Scale

Ergonomic Risk
Factor Checklist

absence

Farm Machinery
Guarding Procedure

Scale

Assessment Points

1,3,5,7,9

7,3,5,7,9

r,3,5,7,9

presence

Exposure

Time (Duration)

Direction

inconsistent

9 is worst

9 is worst

9 is worst

YorN

Severity of possible
injury

Probability of the
iniury occurring

Yes, No

0, r,2
r,2,3
0,0, 1

0, 1,3

1,5,10

1,5,10

4l

nla

3 is worst

10 is worst

10 is worst



Murphy (1992) suggests ahazard analysis worksheet that scores hazards by

"considering the importance or impact of three hazard attributes: exposure - an estimate

of how often an operator or bystander is exposed to the hazard; likelihood - the

probability that an unwanted event will occur once there is exposure to the hazard; and

consequences - the most probable injury that might result". Each of these attributes is

assigned a value from 1 to 9, where a score of 9 indicates the highest possible exposure,

likelihood, or consequence. The composite (total) risk for a given factor is found by

multiplying the values assigned to each of the attributes. The resulting score could range

from 1 to 729. By comparing the total risk scores assigned to each potential hazard,the

user can assess which hazard(s) present the greatest risks, and should therefore be the

most promptly addressed. Murphy refers to the technique of using total risk to assess the

severity of ahazard as the Rísk Score method.

The Murphy worksheet is suitable for safety engineering professionals; the user of

this tool is expected to identify thehazard types and contributing factors for the

equipment or situation in question. Furthermore, to assess the total risk from a given

hazard one must multiply values up to 729; this may be acceptable in a lab setting, but

less convenient in the field (literally).

In her Ph.D. thesis entitled À,sfrs to tractor operators with spínal cord injuries and

co-workers who use modified tractors, V/illkomm (1997) developed risk checklists for

modified tractors. Willkomm focused on the risks associated with various types of tractor

lifts, but also addressed the potential risks of hand controls. Following a review of

pertinent literature and 2l farm visits, Willkomm (lgg7)developed checklists (including

one list dedicated to hand controls) to summarizeher findings. Her hand control checklist
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proposes assessment points to which the user can respond "Y" or "N" (for yes or no).

Each identified risk is posed in the form of a question with an answer of "no"

representing the presence of a risk, although this is not clear on the checklist itself.

Despite being labeled a risk checklist, this tool identifies the presence of situations that

present the potential for injury or damage (defined as"hazard" above). This checklist

does not estimate the severity of the hazards it identifies, but simply confirms their

presence or absence.

The Ergonomic Risk Factor Checklist in Ergonomics: A guíde to Program

Development and Implementation. published by Manitoba Labour- Worþlace Safety

and Health Division (2000), emphasizes the importance of determining "the level of

hazard'you are dealing with." This checklist is intended for assessing the ergonomic

hazards affecting workers in the industrial/manufacturing industries. However, many of

the factors identified, the format, and mechanics of the checklist are still valuable to this

study. In this tool the terms "hazatd" and "risk factor" are used s)monyrnously; the

potential risk factors to assess are listed on the checklist. Exposure ("Is the risk factor

present within the job or task?") is evaluated categorically (Yes/lr{o). For any risk factors

that the worker is exposed to, the duration of exposure is rated on the 3 point scale

assigned to that item (either 0-1- 2;1-2-3;0-0-1; or 0-1-3). The value selected by the user

is the Individual Rísk Factor score; when summed, these produce the Total Rìsk score.

The total risk score is used in situations where the relative risk between different jobs is

required to prioritize action items. Although this checklist does not prompt the user to

assess the likelihood or potential consequences of the hazard,this feature is built in. The

risk factors are assigned different duration scales, presumably to simplify the checklist by
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4.3

imposing a predetermined estimation of the likelihood or consequences for a particular

risk factor.

one section of the Farm Machinery Guarding procedure in on Guard: A

Handbookfor Home Built Guarding of Farm Equipment (PAMI 2004) is a risk

estimqtion of the machinery to be guarded. Two factors of risk are taken into account in

this assessment: severity of foreseeable injury and probability of the injury occurring.

Each of these parameters is rated on a ten point Likert scale where 10 is fatal or high and

1 is minor or low for severity and probability respectively. The resulti ng total risk for

eachhazard is found by multiplying the severity and probability values. This also serves

as a method of ranking the relative risk of existinghazards; the high-risk hazards (those

with greater total risk) should be a mitigation priority (PAMI 2004).

Concepts used in the design of the hazard self-assessment worksheet (HSAW)

In her research on modified tractors, V/illkomm (1997) uses a dichotomous risk

identification checklist. This project will expand on Willkomm's work by incorporating

an evaluative dimension that permits the respondent to differentiate between hazards of

different severities by estimating the associated risk, as suggested by Murphy (1992).In

fact, the general format proposed by Murphy (using risk quantification to analyze

potential hazards) will be useful in this study of modified tractor cabs, with a few

exceptions. Firstly, through this resear_ch a list of potential hazards in tractor cabs with

hand controls has been generated. As such, these possible hazards will be listed for the

user, who can assess whether or not each item is present in their operator enclosure. In a

later version, space could be added at the bottom of the checklist for any additional user-

defined hazards, but this is not a priority at this time. For the most part, theuser will have
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to identifu whether or not a particular hazard applies to their situation. Much of the value

of this self-assessment tool is in the researched list of potential hazards.

Secondl¡ the general exposure scale will be eliminated. In this case, only hazards

that are present within a modified tractor cab will be identified and assessed. Therefore, it

will be assumed that exposure to each of these potential risks will be the same, and will

be equivalent to the time the operator spends in the tractor cab. The hazard attribute of

"exposure" can therefore be eliminated from our worksheet as it would not produce any

information to assist in the differentiation between different hazards. Although it will not

be necessary for this assessment, it is important to acknowledge that "exposure" is a

typi cal hazar d el ement.

The two remaining hazard attributes (likelihood and consequence) will be used on

the worksheet, but will be labeled as probability and severity as suggested by PAMI

(2004).

Finally, Murphy's suggested layout requires multiplication of three separate

numbers, with a total product up to 729.This must be simplified if the worksheet is going

to be used in the field (as opposed to in a laboratory with computer or calculator), with

the user relying on mental math to calculate totals. Elimination of the exposure column

simplifies the math skills required. The calculations will be further simplified by rating

each of the two remaininghazard attributes (likelihood and consequences) on a 5 point

Likert scale (as opposed to the 9 point scale used by Murphy). The resuli will be a

maximum total risk value of 25. While the lower product implies reduced sensitivity in

the assessment tool, it is likely that the original precision would be misplaced in a self-

assessment tool of this nafure, as the corresponding accuracy would be unsatisfactory.
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A yes/no column has been added (similar to that in Willkomm 1997) to the

worksheet to assess whether or not the potentialhazard is present in the environment in

question. This is also the method of assessing exposure used by Manitoba Labour (2000).

In effect this replaces the exposure dimension element that was eliminated from the

Murphy design.

4.4 Importance of psychometric validify

Measurement methods can have large measurement effors associated with them

which may arise from the imprecision of the technique (Bland and Altman 1995).

Therefore, it is importantthat assessments undergo psychometric testing before they are

put to use, to prove that they can be used consistently by different people, and at different

times (Letts et al. 1998). If the psychometric properties of a safety checklist have not

been assessed, it cannot be assumed that they provide the accurate and valid information

that is required to make informed decisions (Letts et al. 1998). Before a new instrument

can be accepted as an appropriate assessment device, it must prove to produce

information that is reliable and valid. It follows that the psychometric properties of

HSAW must be assessed before it can be offered to FWDs for assessing their modified

tractor controls.

4.5 Benefits of a self-administered worksheet

Occupational therapists, who promote the health, independence, and safety of

their clients, have recognized the need to assess safety and make recommendations to

promote safety (Letts et al. 1998). However, this project, will stay away from imposing

recommendations on farmers and instead provide a safety tool that gives the user the
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oppoúunity to assess his or her own operator enclosure. In this case, any hazards

identified or safety concerns are their own, and can be addressed as they see fit.

Relying on trained observers (rehabilitation engineers, occupational therapists) to

evaluate hazards in a consumer's environment can be a costly and time-consuming

process (Morgan et al. 2005), especially considering the travel required to reach many

agricultural worþl aces.

Also, the use of a self-administered worksheet is a process that values the lived

experience of farmers and people with disabilities. The safety information is presented to

the user, but the process relies on the disabled farmer's judgment to evaluate presence

and severity of potentialhazards. Furthermore,hazards identified by the users themselves

may be taken more seriously and mitigated more quickly than hazardsreported by an

outside professional. Self-assessment tools have proven to be reliable and valid when

used by other consumer populations to identiff environmental risk factors (Morgan et al.

200s).

Of course, as with any safety message or tool, there is the potential for the HSAW

to be ignored or used inappropriately by the target population. However, this potential

does not outweigh the need to strive for safe agricultural worþlaces, and continue to

attempt to provide safety messages and tools that will positively affect this population.

Propos ed hazar d self-assessment worksheet (HSAW)

The selÊadministered hazard assessment tool,Hazard SelÊAssessment Worksheet

(HSAW) is designed to assist the user in completing a systematic evaluation of the

modified tractor cab environment, in order to identiff any existing safety hazards and

assess their relative risk. The HSAW was created in response to the knowledge that

4.6
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FWDs are creating their own machinery modifications with little to no support from

safety standards or general guidelines. The HSAW contains 19 'potentialhazard' items

for consideration. For each item the user must indicate whether or not the potentialhazard

is present in the tractor cab they are evaluating. If the hazard is present, the user must

then rate the severity of injury that might result from this hazard, and the probability that

an injury would occur, both on a Likert scale from 1 to 5. The proposed Self-Assessment

Worksheet can be found in Appendix E.

4.6.1 Hazardidentification

The worksheet is made up of two components: hazard identificatíon and risk

estímatíon. The basis of the worksheet is 19 items covering arange of safety and

ergonomic issues from three categories: maintaining control of tractor, eliminating acute

injuries, and eliminating repetitive strain injuries (RSIs). The data produced by the hazard

identification portion of the instrument is nominal, that is it is expressed in non-ranked

categories (Kramer and Feinstein 1981). More specifically it is called dichotomous,

because there are only two categories to choose from, or existential, because the

categories refer to the presence (existence) or absence ofa selected characteristic

(Kramer and Feinstein 1981). Each of the 19 items asks the user if a particular potential

hazard is present in the modified tractor cab they are assessing. Each potential hazard is

scored dichotomously (present or absent). An aff,rrmative response (yes) indicates the

presence of ahazard for which risk should be assessed.
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4.6.2 Risk estimation

For every potential hazard that is present in the cab, the related risk should be

estimated. All hazards are not equally dangerous; this gives the user the opportunity to

differentiate between hazards that present different amounts of risk. Also, should

remedial action be taken against hazards in the cab, it may not be practical, or feasible, to

address eachhazard identified. The risk estimation provides a method by which the

hazards can be prioritized. That is, the hazards with the highest total risk scores should be

addressed first. From the perspective of clinical practice, it is important to focus

intervention on items that present the greatest risk to the person (Letts et al. 1998).

For each potential hazard that is present, two dimensions of risk are rated on

separate five point Likert scales, on which low, midpoint, and high values are labeled.

These scales can be seen in Figure 1 below.

What is the severity of the
most probable injury that

misht result?

Rate each from 1 to 5:

Minor Severe Fatal

12345

What is the probability of this
level of iniurv occurri

Rate each from I to 5:

Low Medium High
1234s

Figure 1. Five point Likert scales for the severity and probability dimensions of risk for a
present potential hazard.

Responses for severity range from minor, to severe, to fatal, with a total of five

responses to select from; while responses for probability range from low, to medium, to

high, also with a total of five possible responses.
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Each of the scales in the risk estimation portion produces ordinal data as "the

scales of expression have three or more categories that bear an ordered or ranked

relationship, which creates the possibility of different degrees of agreement and

disagreement" (Kramer and Feinstein 1981).

Although people's ability to accurately assess risk has not been established in the

literature (Murphy 1992), the worksheet should be effective in identifying hazards, and

giving an indication of the relative severity between items.

4.6.3 Skip patterns

A limitation of the worksheet design is that it does, in effect, contain skip patterns,

which are not recommended in self-administered questionnaires (Bourque and Fielder

2003).If the respondent indicates that a potential hazard is not present (by responding

'no'), then they are to skip the risk estimation for that item. The rationale is that the

potential hazard cannot present a risk to the operator if it is not present.

The upside is that the skip pattern is relatively simple: the user is not meant to

skip any items entirely. For each of the 19 items thehazard identification portion should

be completed.

In the event that the skip pattem is not clear to a user, they will end up estimating

the risk for a potentialhazard that doesn't exist. This is not the intended use of the

worksheet, but as long as they 4ssign a low risk score (severity : 1, probability : 1, total

risk : 1), and are consistent throughout the process, the spirit of the worksheet should be

preserved.
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4.6.4 Completing the HSAW

The HSAW is designed to be a self-administered worksheet; however, it could be

administered by a third party. To complete the assessment, the tractor operator must be

seated in the operator's seat, as some of the items address the location of control

components with respect to the operator's body position.

The HSAW only addresses one hand control at a time (clutch or brake); two

copies of the worksheet must be completed if two hand controls are present. It was

designed in this way to allow operators with only one hand control to use it as well.

Some items on the worksheet ask the user to assess distances (e.g., "Throughout

its range of motion, does the control come close (within 2") to contacting any part of your

body?"), and forces (e.g., "Is the activation force of the control excessive? (Ergonomic

guidelines suggest that the force required should not exceed approximately 20 lbs.)"). As

such, it may be helpful for the user to have some simple tools at hand to help them assess

these quantities. In the pilot study, the participants had access to a tape measure and fish

scale which they could use to obtain rough measurements.

This worksheet is not meant to substitute for compliance with any established

regulations or laws.
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5. WORKSHEETASSESSMENT

This chapter will describe the pilot study that was undertaken to collect the data

necessary to assess the reliability and validity of the worksheet. This study was approved

by the Education and Nursing Research Ethics Board at the University of Manitoba. The

chapter will also describe the reliability and validity analysis that was conducted on the

pilot study data, and the results of this analysis. Finally methods and results of the expert

panel review will also be outlined.

5.1 Pilot study

Whenever a new worksheet is developed, it should be pilot tested before being

subjected to larger scale testing. A pilot study is simply a small scale study that is used to

collect initial information about the use of a worksheet. This information can be used to

make modifications to the worksheet, and to inform a full scale study design. The main

goal of a pilot study is to assess the reliability and validity of the instrument (Fink 2006).

This pilot study falls under the category of process research wherein a particular

ínput is exposed to a procedure, from which an output emerges (Feinstein and Kramer

1980). In this case, the input is the modified tractor cab scenario, the procedure is using

the worksheet to identif,i the hazards and estimate the risk present in the modified tractor

cab, and the ouþut is the results of the worksheet when used by an expert and non-expert

raters (see Figure 2). Analysis of the pilot study output will be used to draw inferences

about the appropriateness of the procedure, the Hazard SelÊAssessment Worksheet.
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Input to A
(3 scenarios)

Procedure A
(hazard,sidentification by participants using OJFJ'

HSAw)
Comparison of

results

Input to B
(3 scenarios)

Procedure B
(hazards identification by expert using

HSAW)

Output
ofB

Figure 2. Comparison of two processes (adapted from Feinstein and Kramer 1980).

More specifically, this pilot study could be classified as an observer agreement or

inter-rater study. Typically in this type of study, raters make assessment on a series of

subjects (hand controls), and then these assessments are compared to investigate the level

of consensus on the assessments (Freedman et al. 1993). The goal is to determine the

extent to which two or more raters agtee on the rating of a subject (Ottenbacher and

Tomchek 1993). This study involved two types of raters: participant raters and an expert

rater. Rater agreement was assessed between the participant raters, and between the

participant raters and the expert rater. That is, results of Procedure A were compared

amongst themselves, and the results of Procedure A were compared with the results of

Procedure B.

A challenge with this type of study is that there are no obvious hypotheses to test;

the hypothesis of perfect agreement between raters is unrealistic and can be easily refuted

while the hypothesis of agreement by chance will not produce useful information

(whether accepted or refuted) (Freedman et al. 1993).

5.1.f Studyparticipants

The Hazard Self-Assessment Worksheet is designed to be used by FWDs for

assessing the hazards in their own modified tractor cabs. However, for the purposes of the
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pilot study, the study participants were a convenience sample of eligible students and

staff from the Faculty of Agriculture. The sole inclusion criterion was selÊidentified

familiarity with operation of large agricultural machinery. Six volunteers participated

the pilot study; originally, ten participants were sought, but only six were available at

time of the study.

The participants had to be willing to meet in the Agricultural Engineering

building, ride in the Department of Biosystems Engineering van to Glenlea Research

Station, and use the worksheet to assess the hazards in three modified tractor cab

scenarios in alternating order. Participants v/ere not required to operate the tractor, or

approach any other machinery that was in operation. At the time of the assessments, the

tractor was in an enclosed workshop area.

Recruitment posters (as seen in Appendix F) were posted in the Agricultural

Engineering Building, on the University of Manitoba Campus. Interested participants

were asked to contact the principal investigator. To be eligible for this study, participants

had to answer "yes" to the following question: "Are you familiar with the operation of

large agricultural machinery?" as indicated on the poster. Informed consent was obtained

in writing from every participant prior to commencement of the study. Please see the

letter of consent in Appendix G. This study did not involve deception of any of the

participants, or risks to any of the participants. All participants were offered a written

summary and interpretation of the results, and a $25 honorarium in return for their

participation.

Some of the participants in this study may have already known each other, and as

such, complete anonlnnity could not be guaranteed for this study. However, each

ln

the
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participant used the worksheet to evaluate the tractor cabs individually and the

participants' responses on the worksheets were kept confidential. Participants were

identified by a participant number which appears on the worksheet form; the participants'

names do not appear anywhere on the completed worksheet. The only people to view the

completed worksheets were the principal investigator and faculty advisor. All

worksheets were kept in a locked secure place, and will be destroyed once the study is

complete. No confidential records were consulted for this study. The identities of

participants will be kept confidential in any and all reports.

The principal investigator will be designated as the expert rater. This person's

identity will not be kept confidential. This person is the most suitable for the expert rater

position; however, disclosing this person's identity is necessary to disclose the potential

for bias.

5.1.2 Number of participants

In previous similar studies an agreement of 80% between raters was anticipated

(Mackenzie et al.2002, warda 2004), and a sample size of 39 matched pairs (a

participant and expert assessment) was required to achieve results at a95o/o confidence

level, based on two observers using a dichotomous rating with no replications (Freedman

et al. 1993).

- No previous study has been conducted in the assessment of modified tractor cabs

where observer agreement was calculated, so it is difficult to estimate the level of

agreement that we can expect. If we suppose that observer agreement will be between 50

and 80o/o then a full scale study of the reliability of this tool would require 39 to 61

matched pairs (Freedman et al. 1993).
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In this pilot study, we have only 36 matched pairs; this is not enough to achieve

results at a95Yo confidence level (Freedman et al. 1993), but will provide the agreement

information required to design a full scale study with confidence.

5.1.3 Modified control scenarios

For the purposes of this study, participants used the worksheet to assess three

modif,red tractor cab scenarios which were alternately staged in a Caterpillar tractor at the

Glenlea Research Station. This piece of machinery (seen in Figure 3) is a modern tracked

tractor, with the same interior controls as a four wheel drive tractor (one clutch and one

brake pedal).

Figure 3. Cat Challenger tracked tractor that was used to stage modified tractor control
scenarios for the pilot study.

Three modified control scenarios were staged in the tractor; they were colour

coded (blue, green and red). All designs featured sturdy steel construction, a clamp that
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bolted to the original control (clutch or brake), a shaft, and a handle. The scenarios were

mock-ups of existing modified tractor controls, as described below.

The blue control (seen in Figure 4) is a commercially available product that was

ordered from Life Essentials (http://www.life-essentials.nel), a U.S. manufacturer and

distributor of personal mobility products. The control is comprised of two components: a

clamp that bolts onto the pedal shaft and provides a receptacle for the control shaft, and

the control shaft. A padded handle was supplied to slip over the end of the control, to

provide additional comfort and grip for the operator. When the controls arrived the shafts

were completely straight, and had to be heated and shaped to fit the tractor console. This

control is actuated by pulling the handle towards the operator (rearwards).

Figure 4. Blue hand control used for pilot study (clutch control in foreground).

The green control was a combination of the commercially available clamp, and

the shaft design of a Manitoba farmer (seen in Figure 5). The control handle is positioned
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to the side of the operator seat, near the operator's thigh, and is actuated by pushing down

on the control handle.

Figure 5. Green hand controls used for pilot study (clutch control in foreground).

Figure 6. Red hand controls used for pilot study (clutch control in foreground).
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Finally, the red control (seen in Figure 6) was a variation of a design posted on the

AgrAbility website (www.agrabilityproject.org). Multiple holes were added to the shaft

of the controls to reduce the weight of the control, and the force it applied to the pedal

shaft. The shaft of the red control is comprised of two components; the positions of the

upper shaft may be adjusted to suit the operator. This control is actuated similarly to the

blue control (by pulling towards the operator); however, the handle of the red control is

positioned horizontally, whereas the blue control handle was oriented vertically.

Realistic scenarios were selected intentionally; however, this decision did cause

some difficulties with the data analysis which will be discussed in the Results section.

The controls were fabricated as much as possible to match the real controls. No additional

hazards were introduced intentionally. Color coding of controls was for the purposes of

the pilot study only. If implemented in an operator's tractor, the controls should be black

or dark grey, to complement the interior of the tractor cab, with color coding as

recommended by ASAE (2004).

5.1.4 Procedure

The participants were provided with the Hazard Self-Assessment Worksheet,

which included a cover page explaining how to use this tool, and stating that the tool was

designed to be used by FWDs, so that they may independently identify and assess hazards

in their modified tractor cabs. The participants were also provided with a modified

version of the QUEST survey (Demers et al. 2000) which is a generally accepted test of

user-satisfaction with ATs.

It was explained to the participants that they would be assessing the potential

hazards that exist in three modified tractor cabs in which the foot pedals þrake and
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clutch) have been modified with hand controls. These three scenarios were color coded

for the participants; each pair of controls was a different color (red, blue, or green). While

assessing the tractor controls the participants were asked to imagine that, for whatever

reason, they were not able to actuate the clutch and brake functions with their legs and

feet, and instead would use the hand controls to operate the tractor. Prior to commencing

their first assessment, the raters were given a chance to thoroughly review the worksheet

and its accompanying instructions.

The participants were provided with the following equipment to complete the

assessments: a clipboard and pen, copies of the hazard assessment tool, a tape measure,

and a fish scale (can be used to approximate control actuation force). The fish scale was

subjected to rough calibration with free weight to ensure that it was reasonably accurate

(+ 2lbs).

The participants were asked to complete the worksheets and indicate a response

for each item. They were not provided with any fuither training or assistance in

completing the assessment as the worksheet was being tested as a self-administered tool.

Raters were blind to ratings given by other raters, including the expert rater and

were asked not to discuss their responses with other raters until the session was complete,

to avoid influencing other raters responses. The expert rater was also blind to the

participants' ratings until the data collecrion *u, complete. The participants assessed the

three scenarios in different orders, to minimize the influence of the practice effect. The

practice effect occurs when people repeat the same test and become familiar with it; their

answers may be partly based on their memory of what they answered the previous time

(Litwin 2003). By changing the order in which the participants rate the different
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scenarios, the practice effect can be ruled out as the cause of any trends that may be

discovered. For each assessment the participants were asked to complete both the Hazard

SelÊAssessment Worksheet and the QUEST survey for each control. That is, they were

to assess the brake and clutch functions separately.

The modified version of the QUEST survey was simply the first eight questions of

the QUEST survey, which address the user's satisfaction with an assistive device (the

remaining questions address the user's satisfaction with services, and so were excluded

from this study). This survey was administered with the intention of examining the

correlation between four items on the QUEST (How satisfied are you with: a) the

dimensions (size, height, length, width) of your assistive device? b) the ease in adjusting

your assistive device? c) how safe and secure your assistive device is? and d) the

durability (endurance, resistance to wear) of your assistive device) and the corresponding

item on the HSAV/, as a measure of concurrent criterion validity with a generally

accepted tool. However, following further examination, it was decided that the rating of

the presence/absence of ahazard (from the HSAW), could not be fairly compared with

the satisfaction rating on the QUEST items listed above. That is, the comparison would

be based on the assumption that aperson would be less satisfied with a situation where a

hazard was present, which isn't necessarily true. As such, the results of the QUEST are

tabulated in Appendix H, but will not be further discussed in this manuscript.

Once each assessment was complete, the participants were asked to place all

complete sheets in the 'completed' envelope. Once all three assessments were complete,

they were asked to fill out the Rater Survey (as seen in Appendix I) and place it in the

same envelope. All scenarios were assessed concurrently with the expert rater.
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An obvious limitation of this study design is the lack of data collection for intra-

rater reliability. Intra-rater reliability is based on the stability of responses when the same

respondent completes the instrument at two different points in time (Litwin 2003). While

the participant raters did repeatedly use the worksheet on different scenarios, they were

not asked to re-assess the same scenario, which would be necessary to assess intra-rater

reliability; each rater only assessed each subject once. Re-assessments were not practical

due to the short timeframe of the pilot study; as well, the practice effect, might affect

participants' responses. If respondents assess the same scenario repeatedly within a short

time frame their second assessment may be based partially on what they recall from the

first assessment. Test-retest reliability figures may be falsely inflated when administered

over a short period of time (Litwin 2003); the assessments would not occur

independently, which is necessary for replicate assessments (Freedman et al.1993). A

similar rationale for not measuring intra-rater reliability has been used in previous studies

(Warda 2005).

All assessments were scheduled on the same afternoon (April l0,2006) due to

limited availability of the tractor.

5.2 Instrument performance

Often new measurement tools are proposed that are based on sound research, but

whose reliability and validity have not been assessed. Reviews of measurement in

rehabilitation have noted that more formal study of the reliability and validity of its

measurement and assessment procedures is required (Johnston et al. 1991). Measurement

methods can have large measurement errors associated with them, arising from

imprecision of the measurement tool (Bland and Altman 1995). Before a new instrument
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can be accepted as an appropriate assessment device, it must be shown to produce

information that is reliable and valid.

As discussed above, the instrument has two parts (hazard identification and risk

estimation); these will be analyzed separately. As mentioned above, the data produced by

thehazard identification portion of the instrument are dichotomous ot exístential,because

the categories refer to the presence (existence) or absence of ahazard (Kramer and

Feinstein 1981). This data will be analyzed for rater agreement as described below.

The raw data produced by the risk estimation portion of the instrument were

ordinal data for which "the scales of expression have three or more categories that bear an

ordered or ranked relationship, which creates the possibility of different degrees of

agreement and disagreement" (Kramer and Feinstein 1981). In this situation the response

options were presented on a five point Likert scale ranging from minor/low to fatalltrigh

(depending on the dimension being assessed). While this scale was intended to add the

depth of risk estimation to the more conlmonhazard identification, this detail was not

realized on the small scale of the pilot study.

For analysis, the ordinal data \¡/ere converted to dichotomous data by splitting the

five point Likert scale between 2 and 3. That is, any responses of I and 2 were recoded to

0, and any responses of 3, 4, or 5 were recoded to 1. For all items where raters identified

that there was no hazard present, there was no risk estimation data to deal with. The

analysis of the recoded data (dichotomous) was conducted ai outlined below.

This recoding was done because the raters' severity and probability assessments

did not span each category of the Likert scale; this missing response variability is
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necessary for kappa calculations. Through this recoding, the kappa statistic can be

estimated for a larger number of worksheet items.

The last field on the worksheet, total risk,will not be discussed below. Validity of

this measure depends on the hypothesis that the two factors of risk: severity and

probability act in multiplicity to create a risk score. Although this concept is accepted in

the literature, no psychometric evidence of this relationship was found. Furthermore,

even if this relationship has been proven in specific populations, it must also be tested

with the current population in question (FWDs).

A variety of indices exist which measure the correlation or strength of relationship

between two variables (Kramer and Feinstein 1981, Bland and Altman 1995, and others).

However, the use of these methods to calculate reliability between raters has been

cnticized (Mackenzie et al.2002). "Indexes of trend are inadequate for describing

concordance, because two variables may be very closely related and yet never agree.

Variable B may always change in the same direction as A, but may be consistently higher

than 4." (Kramer and Feinstein i981)

In process research, we must go beyond trend or relatedness; we are more

interested in concordance, or the extent to which two processes yield the same result, that

is, one result can serve as a sulrogate for the other (Kramer and Feinstein 1981). Here, the

two processes in question are simply the same process completed by different people

(either two participant raters, or a participant rater and the expert rater).

Trend is an indicator of how one measurement will change with respect to another

measurement. However, in this type of situation, where we are trying to determine

whether one measurement can be used in place of another, we have to use concordance to
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5.3

determine if one set of data can fairly be used to replace another set of data. The pertinent

question is: how closely do measurements by the raters agree? The goal is to demonstrate

consistency between raters, and conformity of the raters' responses with the expert-rater

(taken as gold standard). To measure agreement properly, the appropriate technique is an

index of concordance (Kramer and Feinstein 1981).

Inter-rater agreement

Reliability is a well known psychometric property of measurement tools that can

be defined as a statistical measure of the reproducibility or stability of the data gathered

by an instrument (Litwin 2003), or as the accuracy, consistency, stability, and

reproducibility of an instrument over time (Mackenzie et al. 2002). Several forms of

reliability can be assessed when developing an instrument including test-retest reliability,

internal consistency reliability, and inter-rater reliability. Test-retest reliability (also

known as intra-observer reliability) is a measure of the stability of measurements from

the same respondent, and internal consistency reliability is an indicator of how well the

different items in the same instrument measure the same concept (Litwin 2003).In this

study only inter-rater reliability was examined. This can be defined as the degree to

which two independent raters agree (Mackenzie et al. 2002).

Feinstein and Kramer (1980) argue that the term reliability is misleading because

it contains implications of confidence and trust beyond whatever is noted as agreement.

They suggest that in observer agreement studies, when neither rater is assumed to be

correct, we are measuring the consistency, not reliability, of participants' responses

(Feinstein and Kramer 1980).
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The consistency (or reliability) of the HSAW will be assessed in terms of inter-

rater agreement. The percentage agreement and kappa statistic will be used to examine

the degree of agreement between pairs of raters. The expert rater's ratings were excluded

from analysis of inter-rater agreement.

5.3.1 Agreementmatrices

Paired data from the pilot study can be presented in agreement matrices (also

referred to as fourfold tables), where the values in cells either represent proportions or

frequencies of agreement and disagreement between pairs of raters. The following

discussion will proceed using frequencies, as presented by Kramer and Feinstein (1981);

equivalent tables of proportion can be generated by dividing the frequency values by the

total number ofjudgments (|tr). The template for the agreement matrix of frequencies

used in this analysis is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Template for agreement matrix of frequencies for judgments from Rater A and
Rater B on the presence of ahazard.

Rater B
Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A

Present
Absent

Total

a
c

a*c:ct

b a*b:rt
d c*d:rz

b+d:cz a+btc-ld
-¡/

Table 5 contains the actual responses to

illustrate the reliability analysis in Appendix J.

worksheet item 1 which are used to
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Table 5. Sample agreement matrix of frequencies for Rater A and Rater B for the
presence ofahazard.

Rater B
Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A

Rater agreement occurs in cells a (where both raters agree that there is a hazard

present) and d (where both raters agree that there is no hazard present), while

disagreement occurs in cells b and c.

5.3.2 Measures of inter-rater agreement

A complete explanation and rationale for using the following measures of inter-

rater agreement can be found in Appendix J.

The observed proportion of rater agreement (p") is ataw measure of agreement

between raters. It is simply the number of observations on which raters agree divided by

the total number of observations. It is calculated using:

a+d
po: ¡y' ,

where a, d, and Nare cells from the agreement matrix as described above (Table

a). While this analysis is quick and straight forward, it is flawed as it does not take into

account the amount of agreement expected by chance (Kramer and Feinstein 1981). If

researchers neglect the possibility of chance agreement, they will come to misleading

conclusions about the reproducibility of the measures they are using (McGinn et al.

2004).

Present
Absent
Total

5l: a
0:c
5I: ct

8:b
31: d
39: cz

59: rt
37:12
90:N
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The overall chance-expected proportion of agreement (p") is a measure of the

proportion of agreement that is expected purely by chance and is calculated usino.

\q + r2c2

P": - ¡¡z ,

where tt, t'2, cr, c2, and l/are cells from the agreement matrix as described above

(Table 4).ln all cases, some agreement is to be expected solely on the basis of chance

(Fleiss 1971).

Kappa (r) is a measure of agreement that was proposed by cohen (1960) to

measure the degree of agreement in nominal scales that has been widely accepted (Fleiss

797 I , Kramer and Feinstein 1 98 1 , Feinstein and Cicchetti 1 990, Berry 1992, Ottenbacher

and Tomchek 1993, Mackenzie et aL.2002, McGinn et al.2004, Viera and Garrett 2005,

Warda 2005). Kappa allows us to measure agreement after correcting for the variable

degree of chance agreement (McGinn et aL.2004). Kappa tells us if there is any more

agreement between raters than could be expected by chance alone; it is simply the

proportion of agreement after chance agreement is removed from consideration (Cohen

1960). Kappa is calculated using:

.-_po-p"^_ l_p",

wherep, is the observed proportion of agreements, andp. is chance-expected

proportion of agreements. The value of kappa can range from -1 to +1 and is interpreted

as described in Table 6.
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Table 6. Qualitative interpretation of possible
Feinstein

values of kappa (adapted from Kramer and
1981).

Value of kappa lnterpretation
K: -1

r<0

tc: 0

0<r<.20
.21<r<.40
.41 <rc<.60
.61 <r<.80

.81 <r< 1.00

rc: *1

Maximum possible disagreement
Observed agreement is less than chance-expected agreement (po
< p"), poor agreement
Observed agreement equals chance expected agreement (po: p")
Slight agreement

Fair agreement

Moderate agreement

Substantial agreement

Almost perfect agreement
Observed agreement is perfect (po: 1)

The standard error of kappa (o*6) allows the comparison of the observed value

against the null hypothesis that r: 0, that there is no more agreement than would be

expected by chance alone (Kramer and Feinstein 1981) and is calculated using:

a*o: I P,

\i¡¿tt - p,)'
The significance of a kappa value can be determined by dividing r by o*6 and

referring the resulting critical rutio (z) to the normal curye (Cohen 1960). However the

actual magnitude of kappa (ranging from -1 to +1) is more important than the associated

p-value (Kramer and Feinstein 1981).

The maximum kappa (rcy) is the largest value of kappa that is permitted by the

marginal values of an agreement matrix. That is, for skewed agreement matrices (i.e., low

prevalence of the characteristic in question), a kappa value-of +1 (the theoretical

maximum) may not be attainable despite a high level of raw agreement between raters.

Maximum kappa is calculated using the following formula:

-Pou-P,^M -- I- p,
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where pou is found by selecting the smaller value from the pair of row and column

marginals for cells on the agreement diagonal (in this case one pair is (rl, cr) and the other

pair is (rz, cz)), and summing these values (Cohen 1960).

The ratio of r</r<¡a is the proportion of maximum kappa obtained or the amount of

marginally permitted agreement that is present (Cohen 1960). This measure provides an

indication of what the kappa value might have been, had the responses been less skewed.

Having a low prevalence of the characteristic in question (in this case, hazards) can lower

the kappa value; however, this can arise from a flaw in the study design and does not

necessarily signal a problem with the measurement tool. Each of these measures is further

described in Appendix J.

5.4 Concurrent criterion vatidity

Because instrument validation commonly refers to the process of ensuring that an

instrument can perform effectively to produce results that can be relied upon, the term

validity has lost its specific meaning. Validity, as a psychometric property, is a measure

of whether or not the instrument actually measures what it is purported to measure.

Several forms of validity can be assessed when developing an instrument

including face validity, construct validity, criterion validity, and content validity (Litwin

2003). Face validity is based on a review of the instrument by untrained judges and has

been rejected by many researchers as an actual measure of validity (Litwin 2003).

Construct validity is a measure of how meaningful an instrument is in practical use, and

is often only determined after years of use (Litwin 2003). Criterion validity is a measure

of how well one instrument stacks up against another while content validity is a

subjective measure of how appropriate an instrument seems to a group of reviewers who
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are experts in the field in question (Litwin 2003). In this study only criterion validity and

content validity will be assessed. Criterion validity will be addressed below, in a

statistical method similar to that used to assess reliability. Content validity was assessed

by an expert panel review (described in section 6.6); the outcome of this review will be

discussed in the Results section.

Feinstein and Kramer (1980) suggest that validity is not an appropriate measure

for process research, as it should only be used in the study of cause-effect outcomes;

instead, they suggest that conformity is the best term for denoting agreement with an

arbitrarily designated standard. When one process is compared against an accepted

standard, their concordance is a reflection of the conþrmíty of the process with the

standard (Kramer and Feinstein 1981).

Criterion validity is a quantitative measure of how well the results of one method

agree with, or conform to, the results of another (Litwin 2003). Concurrent criterion

validity is measured when subjects are assessed by a method that is acknowledged as an

accepted standard and the method in question at the same time (Litwin 2003). The

validation of new measurement methods can be challenging, as it can be to impossible

find a known standard with which to compare the results (Bland and Altman 1995). In

many instances, a reference standard may need to be created as a consensus of selected

authorities (Feinstein and Kramer 1980). The goal in assessing concurïent criterion

validity is to quantify the agreement between the two methods (Bland and Altman 1995).

Here, it is certainly the case that there is no established standard against which to

assess the validity of the HSAW. In this case, the worksheet will be completed by both

the participant raters and an expert rater who is the principal investigator and creator of
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the worksheet. Based on previous studies (Mackenzie et al. 2002, Warda 2005), the

expert rating will be taken as the gold standard against which the conformity of the

participants' ratings can be assessed.

Concurrent criterion validity was examined through a matched pairs analysis of

raters' responses with the expert rater's responses to the instrument items. The level of

participant agreement with the expert rater is an indication of the validity of the

instrument. It is however important to remember that although the expert's rating is

assumed to be valid itself, it is being taken as an arbitrarily established benchmark or

guideline, and we must resist the temptation to refer to it as the "truth" (Feinstein and

Kramer 1980).

5.4.1 Measures of concurrent criterion validity

Similar to reliability analysis, data for validity analysis were atranged in

agreement matrices as seen in Table 4. The defining difference is that the responses of

Rater A (the participant raters) against Rater E (the expert rater) were examined, whereas

in the previous section only participant raters' responses were compared amongst

themselves. The observed proportion of agreement was also used as a measure of raw

agreement in the validity analysis.

In the previous section kappa was used to estimate agreement between raters

considering chance-expected agreement. Here, the same index of agreement will be used

to estimate the agreement between the participants in the pilot study (raters) and the

expert rater. In most situations where existential data are analyzed, kappa can serve as an

index of conformity as well as consistency (Kramer and Feinstein 1981). The calculation

of kappa, K¡4, âfld o'çs âre the same as described above.
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Sensitivity, specifìcity and predictive values were also considered as further

measures of validity. Sensitivity and specificity offer some advantages over kappa

(Kramer and Feinstein 1981) as they identify the rate of under or over-reporting of the

presence of hazards by the participant raters, as compared to the expert rater (Mackenzie

et at.2002). These measures examine the relationship between true and false cases of

positive and negative ratings (i.e., whetherhazard is present or absent). Predictive values

measure how often the participanlrater was correct in their assessment (with respect to

the expert rater).These measures are further described in Appendix K.

Sensitivity, specificity and predictive values were initially investigated in this

study to provide a deeper analysis of the instrument's validity. However, it was later

decided that these measures are not practically relevant in this study, as the participant

raters were a sample of convenience which does not have a defined relationship with the

expert rater. In alater study, if participant raters are members of the end user population

(FWDs), then it may be relevant to assess that group's rate of under or over-reporting

compared to a trained safety professional. The sensitivity, specificity, and predictive

values that were obtained for the pilot study are also listed in Appendix K.

Results of pilot study

Six participant raters and one expert rater participated in the ¡iìlot study. Three of

the participants were students, two were technicians, and one was a lecturer. The average

self-assigned score for injury prevention andhazard assessment expertise was 2.7 (+/-

1.4) out of five, and for agricultural machinery expertise was 3.0 (+/- 1.3) out of five. The

HSAW took 5-10 minutes to complete for each control in a scenario (i.e., 10-20 minutes

to completehazard assessment on complete scenario containing two controls). Litwin
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(2003) suggests using software to estimate reading level of an instrument. Microsoft

Word has the capability to estimate reading level; this is the program used by Warda

(2005) to estimate the reading level of her hazard checklist. Microsoft Word estimated

that the current grade level of the worksheet and instructions is 8.9 while it suggests

aiming for a score of 7.0 to 8.0 for most documents. Raw data collected from pilot study

can be found in Appendix L.

In general, the results will be examined item by item. While overall worksheet

scores may be interesting, they do not provide information on the agreement for each

item. In essence, the individual items will be examined, and their acceptability will be

taken to imply the suitability of the worksheet. An emphasis will be placed on the results

from the hazard identification portion of the worksheet. Due to the small size of the pilot

study, and the relatively large variability in the responses in the risk estimation section,

little valuable data was produced. Points of interest will be presented later in the chapter.

Table 7 provides an overview of the data obtained from the pilot study. Each of

the six controls was rated individually by six participant raters, and one expert rater. In

Table 7 each entry indicates the number of participants (out of six) that found that there

was a hazard present for the particular potential hazarditem (there was a total of 19

potential hazard items on the worksheet), in the specific control. An asterisk indicates that

the expert rater found that there was a hazardpresent in the situation in question.

A rough assessment of inter-rater reliability and validity can be made from Table

7. Cells that contain high numbers (5 and 6) or low number (0 or 1) indicate that the bulk

of the participant raters agree on the presence (for 5 or 6) or absence (for 0 or l) of a

hazard. Entries of 2, 3 , or 4 indicate that the participants were split on the hazard,
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identification. If a high number is accompanied by an asterisk, this indicates that the

expert rater also agrees on the presence of ahazard. For the most part, the expert rater

appears to agree with the participants (indicated by a high number with an asterisk);

however, there are also instances where this is not the case. Item 15 presents a case for

further examination: for both of the blue controls, all participants found that there was no

hazardpresent, while the expert found that there werehazards present in both of these

cases.

Considering the whole group (seven raters), all six hand controls, and the 19

potential hazards on the worksheet, a total of 797 potential hazards were assessed (should

be798 but one data point is missing).I72hazards were identified in total, with the most

hazards being identified for item 13 (the possibility of the control coming apart) and item

11 (lack of adjustability in the control). The greatest number of hazards was identified for

the green clutch (47 hazards). More hazards were identified in the clutch hand controls

(47,27, and 35 hazards), than in any of the brake hand controls (26, 15, and 22hazatds).
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Table 7. Number of raters indicating that potentialhazard is present in each of the
modified tractor cab scenarios and controls (N: 6).

Clutch Brake

Green Red Green Blue Red
hazards per

item [u]Item
17

15

l5
2

11

10

T4

0

0

I
25
2

29
6

4

4
0
9
8

0

0

0
0

0
2*
J

0
0

0

1

1

5*
1

0

0

0

2*
3*

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
5*
0

4*
1

0x
1

0
1

0

15

0

0

1

0
3*
2*
4

0

0

0

6x
0
4*

1

1

0

0
0

0

6*
6*

4[c1*

0
0

0

J

0

0

0
1

0
3*

1

0

0
0

2*
3t

2*
1

2
2

2

0

1

0

0
0

5{<

0
4*

1

0*
2

0
1

0

27

I
2
a
J

4
5

6

7
8

9
10

1I
12

13

14

15

l6
t1
18

T9

Total

6*
6*
6*
0

4*
3*
J

0

0
I

3x
1

3*
1

1

1

0
1

0

47 n2tdl35hazards per
controllbl

* indicates that the expert rater found that ahazard was present
tul 42 porential hazards per item: (6+l) raters * 6 controls
tbl 133 potential hazards per item (6+l) raters * 19 potential hazards
t"i one participant rater's assessment missing
ld) out of l9'l potential hazards (l missing data point), including rating by expert rater.

5.5.1 Hazard identification - Inter-rater agreement

Six study participants, each assessing six modified tractor controls (brake and

clutch in each of three scenarios) yielded 90 paired observations for analysis of inter-rater

agreement. Considering a single control (one of the six), if six participants rated the same

control, then we can compare each of their assessments with each other in pairs. Six

participants yield 15 possible combinations of pairs. When all six controls are considered,
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the data yields 90 matched pairs for analysis. Pair-wise comparisons were made using

methods described in Chapter 6. All inter-rater agreement (reliability) analyses exclude

the rating of the expert rater. All agreement matrices are included in Appendix M.

Overall inter-rater reliability results for the hazard identification section can be

seen in Table 8. The overall proportion of agreement for all observations made in the

pilot study was 0.809 with a kappa value of 0.427 which is considered moderate

agreement.

Table 8. Overall inter-rater agreement onhazard identification.

Rater B
Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

t95
213
408

113

l 184

t29l

308
1391

1705 tul

Proportion of agreement: 0.809; proportion of chance-expected agreement : 0.666; kappa: 0.427; z:
12.559; p:<0.001;
['] totul of 1705 observations due to 5 missing data points

For some items there was a lack of variation in the raters' assessment of the

presence or absence of hazards; for example, for item 8 þresence of sharp edges) all

raters responded that the potential hazard was absent in every scenario examined (see

Table 7 above). In this case a fourfold table (as seen in Table 4), could not be completed,

and therefore kappa could not be calculated. For items where kappa could not be

calculated, percentage agreement was used to examine reliability, as recommended by

Letts et al. (1998). It is important to remember that percentage agreement is a less

rigorous indication of reliability as it does not account for chance-expected agreement

(Kramer and Feinstein 1981).
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The observed proportion of rater agreement, overall chance-expected agreement

and kappa statistics including standard error of kappa, p-value, maximum kappa and

proportion of maximum kappa for each item on the HSAW are listed in Table 9 below.

Levels of inter-rater agreement varied from item to item.

The observed proportion of rater agreement, po, is the raw index of inter-rater

agreement; it is simply the ratio of observations in which both raters were in agreement to

the total number of observations. For this measure, items 8, 9, and 17 have perfect

agreement. As first glance, this appears to be an exceptional success, but fuither measures

will suggest otherwise. Five items have almost perfect agreement, eight items have

substantial agreement, and three items have moderate agreement. The overall chance-

expected proportion of agreement, pc, is summarizedinTable 9 to give an indication of

the amount of the observed proportion of rater agreement that is actually due to chance.

This measure diminishes the apparent success of the previous measure, observed

proportion of agreement.

Kappa, r, could be computed for 16 of the 19 items; the data collected for the

remaining three items did not contain enough variability to create a fourfold matrix which

is required for the calculation of kappa. Two of the 16 items had almost perfect

agreement, one had moderate agreement, three had fair agreement, three had slight

agreement, and seven had less agreement than would be expected by chance. The latter

seven items (10, 12 thru 16, and 18) have negative kappa values. This signifies that the

rater agreement on these items is less than would be expected by chance alone, or that the

disagreement on these items is greater than could be expected by chance. This inference

is not significant to our discussion, and due to the minute magnitude of these values, we
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will consider them equivalent to a kappa value of 0 (no more agreement than could be

expected by chance alone).

For the three items (8,9, 17) for which kappa could not be calculated, all achieved

100% agreement between raters, as all raters found that the potential hazards in these

items þresence of sharp edges, excessive activation force, and handle less than 3" long)

were absent in all scenarios examined.
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Table 9. Proportion of rater agreement, overall chance-expected proportion agreement and kappa statistics for the identification of
each ofthe 19 potential hazards CN: 90).

Observed Overall chance-
proportion of expected proportion

rater agreement, of agreement,
item
1 0.911 0.52r
2 0.944 0.537
3 0.800 0.s34
4 0.911 0.991 rdr

s 0.6s0 0.618
6 0.722 0.687
7 0.5s6 0.469
8 1.000 1.000 t"1

9 1.000 1.000 þr

10 0.944 0.946 rdl

11 0.678 0.513
12 0.889 0.894
13 0.478 0.494
14 0.667 0.680
15 0.889 0.893
t6 0.800 0.801
t7 1.000 1.000 þl

18 0.6s6 0.664
t9 0.800 0.702

Kappa,
K

0.814
0.880
0.51r
0.1 84
0.274
0.1 13

o 
1_u'

-0.027
0.338
-0.049
-0.031
-0.043
-0.037
-0.007

-0.026
0.328

Standard
error ofkappa

tal

-- value was not calculated due to lack of fourfold table
['] when comparing the observed value against the resulted expected by chance under the null hypothesis that rc : 0 (Kramer and Feinstein 198 1 )
[b] maximum r value permitted by marginals (Cohen 1960)
L"r the amount of marginally permitted agreement that is present
Lor the response pattem for this item was highly skewed (>90% of responses in one cell)
L"r the kappa statistic for this item was not computed due to lack of variability in paired responses

0.1 10

O.II4
0.1 16

0.301
0.t34
0.1 s6
o::n

0.441
0.1 08
0.306
0.104
0.154
0.305
0.2r1

0.148
0.162

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.542
0.041
0.472
o l:'
0.772
0.002
0.873
0.764
0.779
0.904
0.976

0.857
0.042

Maximum
kaPPatbl,

0.814
0.879
0.173
0.1 83

0.681
0.96s
0 3:3

0.796
0.932
0.585
0.407
0.097
0.374
0.779

0.372
0.329

Proportion of
maximum kuppu

achieved t'1,

r</rc

1.000
1.000
0.739
r.000
0.403
0.1 17

0.437

-0. isq
0.363
-0.084
-0.076
-0.444
-0.099
-0.099

-0.070
0.997
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The standard error of kappâ, or0, values are presented to allow comparison of the

observed value against the null hypothesis that r : 0, and are used to calculate the p-

values which can be found in the adjacent column.

The maximum kappa, rc¡4, is the highest value of kappa that is permitted by the

marginals of the associated agreement matrix. Due to the relatively low prevalence of

potential hazards in the observed situations, the marginals dictate that akappa of +1 (the

theoretical maximum value of kappa) can not be achieved for any of the items studied.

The maximum kappa values for the items in the worksheet range from 0.097 (for items

with greatly skewed data) to 0.965 (for items with data that is only slightly skewed).

The proportion of maximum kappa achieved, r/rv, gives an indication of the

proportion of the available kappa (item specific) that was achieved. This is a means of

diminishing the effect of limited variability on the kappa value for an item. In many

cases, this ratio is greater than the kappa value itself, however, when kappa is negative,

the ratio of r</rc¡u1 is also negative, and this measure does not provide any additional

information.

Using the same interpretations of kappa values found in Table 6, a qualitative

assessment of inter-rater agreement using observed proportion of rater agreement, kappa,

and the proportion of maximum kappa achieved is presented for each item in Table 10.

Table 10 illustrates that observed proportion of rater agreement is the most

forgiving method of assessing inter-rater agreement; however, as mentioned above it is

also the least rigorous as is does not account for agreement due to chance (Kramer and

Feinstein 1981).
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Table 10. A comparative qualitative assessment of level of inter-rater agreement using
observed proportion of rater agreement, kappa, and the proportion of maximum kappa

achieved, based on numerical interpretations of kappa from Kramer and Feinstein (1981).
The agreement of each ent4r was judged on an eight point ordinal scale (poor, equal to

chance, slight, fair, moderate, substantial, almost perfect, perfect).

Level of agreement

Item

Observed proportion of
rater agreement [u],

Po

Proportion of maximum
kappa achieved [u],

r</rcvl

Kappa,
K

1

2
J

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

t4
15

16
l7
18

I9

Almost perfect
Almost perfect

Substantial
Almost perfect tbl

Substantial
Substantial
Moderate
Perfect b

Perfect b

Almost perfect tbl

Substantial
Almost perfect

Moderate
Substantial

Almost perfect
Substantial

Perfect b

Substantial
Substantial

Almost perfect
Almost perfect

Moderate
Slisht
Fair

Slight
Slisht

Poor
Fair
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

Poor
Fair

Perfect
Perfect

Substantial
Perfect

Fair
Slight

Moderate

P;;,
Fair
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

Poor
Almost perfect

-- value was not calculated due to lack of fourfold table;
[u] Ktu*". and Feinstein ( 198 1) only intended their interpretive scale to be applied to kappa; however, it is
also being applied to observed proportion of rater agreement and proportion of maximum kappa achieved
here in order to compare these three measures in thei¡ implication of rater agreement, only the qualitative
interpretation of kappa is supported by the literature;
tol the response pattern for this item was highly skewed (>90% of responses in one cell);
t"l th" kappa statistic for this item was not computed due to lack of variability in paired responses.

5.5.2 Hazard identification - Concurrent criterion validity

When the six participant raters' assessments were matched with the expert rater

assessment, 36 matched pairs were created for concurrent validity analysis (follows the

same method as the inter-rater agreement above, except agreement between participant
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raters and the expert rater is being assessed). Pair-wise comparisons were made using

methods described in Chapter 7. All agreement matrices are included in Appendix M.

Overall criterion validity results for the hazard identification portion can be seen

in Table 1 i. The overall proportion of agreement for all observations made in the pilot

study was 0.843 with a kappa value of 0.555 which is considered moderate agreement.

Table 1 1. Overall concurrent criterion validity between participant raters and expert rater
for hazard identifi cation.

Rater E
Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A

Proportion of agreement : 0.843; proportion of chance-expected agreement: 0.648; Kappa : 0.555; z:
10.673; p:< 0.001;
[o] totul of 683 observations including one missing data point.

The mean number of hazards identified per rater, per control was 4. In order to

assess if the participants and expert rater identified a similar number of hazards

throughout the assessments, the overall count of hazards present in each control is

categonzed in Table 12 below.

Weighted agreement and weighted kappa must be calculated when data is in three

or more ordered categories. They are calculated similarly to their non-weighted

counterparts, but include a measure of the amount of agreemenVdisagreement (see

method in Appendix N). For example, in Table 12 the category 'l-3' is in greater

disagreement with category'J+',than it is with category '4-6'-

Present
Absent
Total

42
474
516

144
539

693 tul

r02
65
167
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Table 12. Observed frequencies of agreement between participant and expert raters on the
number of hazards identified (n: 36).

Expert r ater hazards identifìed
1-3 4-6 7+ Total

1-3
4-6
l+

Total

0l
02
6

r.0IJ
11
24

¡lJ
.0J
6

16

76

4
36

10
Rater A
hazards

identified

V/eighted kappa : 0.449; z:3.034; p : 0.002; numbers in superscript are the assigned weights for
disagreements.

For data in Table 12 above, the raw proportion of agreement is 0.611 and

weighted proportion of agreement is 0.806; assigned weights for level of agreement are

specified in the table. The weighted kappa of 0.449 indicates moderate agreement

between the participants and expert rater on the range of number of hazards identified.

As with the reliability assessment, some items lack variation in the participants' or

expert's assessment; in these cases a fourfold table could not be completed and kappa

could not be calculated. For these items percentage agreement was used to examine

reliability although it is a less rigorous indication of reliability.

The observed proportion of rater agreement between participants and the expert

rater, overall chance-expected agreement and kappa statistics including standard error of

kappa, p-value, maximum kappa and proportion of maximum kappa for each item on the

HSAW are listed in Table 13 below. Levels of agreement between participant raters and

the expert rater varied from item to item.

In this analysis, the observed proportion of rater agreement, po, is the raw index of

agreement between the participant raters and the expert rater for each item. For this

measure, items 8, 9, and 77 have perfect agreement, just like in the reliability analysis in

the previous section. Nine items have almost perfect agreement, and seven items have
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substantial agreement. The overall chance-expected proportion of agreement, p", is

summarized in Table 13 to give an indication of the amount of the observed proportion of

rater agreement that is actually due to chance. This measure diminishes the apparent

success of the previous measure, observed proportion of agreement.

Kappa, rc, could be computed for nine of the 19 items; the data collected for the

other ten items did not contain enough variability to create a fourfold matrix which is

required for the calculation of kappa. One of the nine items had almost perfect agreement,

two had substantial agreement, three had moderate agreement, two had fair agreement,

and one had poor agreement (less agreement than would be expected by chance). For the

ten items (4,7 , 8, 9, I0, 12, 13, 14, 16, and 17) for which kappa could not be calculated,

the percentage of agreement between raters ranged from 61 .1%o to 100%.As indicated

above, all raters found that the potential hazards in items 8, 9, and 17 were rated as absent

in all controls examined, we now know that the expert rater agreed. The expert rater also

found that the potential hazards in items 4,J,10, 72, 74, and 16 (excess distance to

control, control too close to body, activation force too light, potential to break or bend,

weak connection, and inappropriate handle diameter) were absent for all controls

examined. While this is not in perfect agreement with the participant raters, it still limits

the completion of a fourfold table, making it impossible to calculate kappa. Finally, the

expert rater found that potentialhazard 13 þotential for the control to come apart) was

present for all controls examined.

The standard error of kappa (o*o), p-value, maximum kappa (r¡a), and proportion

of maximum kappa achieved (rdrv) can be assessed as described in the previous section

(e.2).
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Table 13. Proportion of rater agreement, overall chance-expected proportion agreement and kappa statistics for the agreement on the
presence of each of the 19 potentialhazards, between the participant raters and the expert rater Qll: 36).

Observed
proportion of

rater agreement,
Item
1 0.889 0.s00
2 0.973 0.546
3 0.886 0.548
4 0.944 o.944tdl
5 0.806 0.583
6 0.694 0.s00
7 0.611 0.611 tdr

g 1.000 1.000 tdr

g 1.000 1.000 tdr

10 0.972 0.g72tdl
11 0.806 0.528
12 0.944 0.944ßr
13 0.639 0.639 rdr

14 0.933 0.933 tdr

15 0.61 1 0.648
16 0.ggg 0.ggg rdr

t7 1.000 1.000 tdr

18 0.694 0.602
19 0.833 0.611

Overall chance-
expected proportion

of agreement, Kappa,

K

0.778
0.814
0.747

0.533
o 

:_rn

o*'

-olos

0.233
0.51r

Standard
error ofkappa

[u],

-- value was not calculated due to lack of fourfold table;
[u] when comparing the observed value against the resulted expected by chance under the null hypothesis that r : 0 (Kramer and Feinstein 1981);
lbl maximum r value permitted by marginals (Cohen 1960);
t"l the amount of marginally permitted agreement that is present;
tdl the kappa statistic for this item *ar nòt computed due to lack of variability in paired responses.

0.167
0.1 83

0.1 84

0.t97
o::,

o 
.:u

oï3e

0.20s
0.209

value
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.007
o:.'o

.ooor

oï1e

0.254
0.006

Maximum
kaPPatbl,

0.178
0.880
0.874

0.801
o 

:_rn

oï3+

o 
1lo

0.651
0.57t

Proportion of
maximum kappa

achievedt"l,

1.000
0.92s
0.855

0.665

' ::o

o.in

-oi_sg

0.358
i.000
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Using the same interpretations of kappa values found in Table 6, a qualitative

assessment of concurrent criterion validity using observed proportion of rater agreement,

kappa, and the proportion of maximum kappa achieved is presented for each item in Table

14.

Table 14. A comparative qualitative assessment of level of concurrent criterion validity using
observed proportion of rater agreement, kappa, and the proportion of maximum kappa

achieved, based on numerical interpretations of kappa from Kramer and Feinstein (1981).

The agreement of each entry was judged on an eight point ordinal scale þoor, equal to
chance, slight, fair, moderate, substantial, almost perfect, perfect).

Level of agreement

Item

Observed proportion of
rater agreement [u],

þo

Prooortion of maximum
kuppu achieved [u],

r</rrvr

Kappa,
K

1 Almost perfect
2 Almost perfect
3 Almost perfect
4 Almost perfect tbl

Substantial
Almost perfect

Substantial

Moderate
Fair

tvtoderate

P;;,

F;i,
Moderate

Perfect
Almost perfect
Almost perfect

Substantial
Perfect

Substantial

P;;,

F;i,
Perfect

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

T2

13

T4

15

T6

l7
18

t9

Substantial
Substantial

Substantial tbl

Perfect tbl

Perfect tbl

Almost perfect tbl

Substantial
Almost perfect tbl

Substantial tbl

Almost perfect tbl

Substantial
Almost perfect lbl

Perfect tbl

Substantial
Almost perfect

-- value was not calculated due to lack of fourfold table;
lul Ktamer and Feinstein (1981) only intended their interpretive scale to be applied to kappa; however, it is also

being applied to observed propofion of rater agreement and proportion of maximum kappa achieved here in
order to compare these three measures in their implication of rater agreement, only the qualitative interpretation
ofkappa is supported by the literature;
tbl the kappa statistic for this item was not computed due to lack of variability in paired responses.
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Th¡ee items have kappa values indicating agreement ranging from poor to fair, these

were items 6 (control comes too close to other controls, 15 (handle is uncomfortable), and 18

(difficult to adjust or remove control for other operators).

5.5.3 Risk estimation - Inter-rater agreement

The recoding of the risk estimation data allows kappa to be calculated for more items

than would be possible without recoding. However, the analysis that can be undertaken on

this portion of the worksheet is still somewhat limited. Risk estimation data is only available

for the items where raters indicated Íhat ahazard was present, and therefore completed the

risk estimation fields. However, of the 197 obsewations in the pilot study (total of 7 raters, 6

controls, l9 potentialhazard items, with one missing data point), the risk was not estimated

for 625 observations (as the potential hazard was absent). This combined with the small scale

of the pilot study results in an inadequate amount of data to complete a significant analysis of

the five point Likert scales for severity and probability. Data was recoded prior to analysis as

described in section 7.1. A score of 0 indicates that the rater responded with a I or 2 while a

rating of 1 indicates that the rater responded with a 3, 4, or,5.

Further, for the risk estimation section, the number of recorded observations varies,

and in some cases is too low to produce reliable data. Table 15 shows the reliability results

for severity scores, which provide minimal information of value. Seven of the 12 items

displayed appear to have perfect observed proportions of rater agreement; however, these are_

based on as few as one observation, and they typically have a complimentary chance-

expected agreement of 1.000. For the two instances where it is possible to calculate kappa

(items i and 13), the results show poor agreement.
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Table 16 shows the inter-rater agreement data for the probability, which reveals only

slightly more information. Here, three kappa values can be calculated for three items (1, 2,

and 3); all three show slight agreement.

5.5.4 Risk estimation - Concurrent criterion validity

Similar challenges arise when the validity scores for the severity and probability

scales are calculated (as seen in Tables 17 and 18). For the severity scale, two kappa values

can be assessed; they both show slight agreement. The validity of the probability scale shows

the most promise; kappa can be calculated for two items (1 and 2), which both show fair

agteement.
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Table 15. Proportion of rater agreement, overall chance-expected proportion agreement and kappa statistics for inter-rater agreement
on the recoded severity scores.

Number of
observations

recorded,
Item N
1 31 0.667 0.729
2 30 0.933 0.933 rdr

3 22 0.773 0.733 td)

4 1 1.000 1.000 rdl

5 10 1.000 1.000 ror

6 5 1.000 1.000 rdr

7 15 0.967 0.967 rdr

1 1 38 1.000 1.000 rdr

i3 34 0.411 0.500
16 36 1.000 1.000 rdr

18 2 1.000 1.000 rdr

19 6 1.000 1.000 rdr

Observed
proportion of

rater
agreement,

Overall chance-
expected

proportion of
agreement,

Items 8, 9,70,72,14, 15, and 17 had no risk estimation data;
*- value was not calculated due to lack of fourfold table;
[u] when comparing the observed value against the resulted expected by chance under the null hypothesis that rc : 0 (Kramer and Feinstein 1981);
lbl maximum r value permitted by marginals (Cohen 1960);
t"r the amount of marginally permitted agreement that is present;
Lol the kappa statistic for this item was not computed due to lack of variability in paired responses.

Kappa,

K
-0.t92

-0.ïr s

Standard
error of

kappa tul,

0.295

o.t-tt

value
o:lu

Maximum
kappatbl,

K

1.000

Proportion of
maximum kappa

achievedt"l,

0.490

rcJr

0.470

-0.r92

-0.251
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Table 16. Proportion of rater agreement, overall chance-expected proportion agreement and kappa statistics for inter-rater agreement
on the recoded probability scores.

Observed Overall chance-
Number of proportion of expected
observations rater proportion of
recorded, agreement, agreement,

Item N Þo þc
r 31 .548 0.53
2 30 .533 0.s2
3 22 .597 0.541
4 1 1.000 1.000 tdl

5 10 1 .000 1 .000 tdl

6 5 1.000 1.000 tdl

7 15 .733 0.733 tdl

1 1 38 1.000 1.000 tdl

13 34 1.000 1.000 tdl

16 1 1.000 1.000 tdl

18 2 1.000 1.000 tdl

tg 6 1.000 1.000 tdl

Items 8, 9, I0, 72, 14, 15, and 17 had no risk estimation data;
-- value was not calculated due to lack offourfold table;
[u] when comparing the observed value against the resulted expected by chance under the null hypothesis that rc: 0 (Kramer and Feinstein l98l);
[b] maximum r value permitted by marginals (Cohen 1960);
t"l the amount of marginally permitted agreement that is present;
tdl the kappa statistic for this item was not computed due to lack of variability in paired responses.

Kappa,
K

0.040
0.028
0.i08

Standard
effor of

kappatul,
(Iro

0.191
0.190
0.23r

p-value

0.834
0.881
o:_"

Maximum
kappatbl,

Kvr

Proportion of
maximum kappa

achieved t'1,

x/rcri¡

0.451
0.444
o:o

0.089
0.063
o 

l_r'
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Table 17. Proportion of rater agreement, overall chance-expected proportion agreement and kappa statistics for concurrent criterion
validity on the recoded severity scores.

Observed Overall chance-
Number of proportion of expected
observations rater proportion of
recorded, agreement, agreement,

Item N po p.
r 14 0.511 0.551
2 12 'O.gr7 0.917 tdl

3 10 0.900 0.900 tdl

5 7 1.000 1.000 tdl

6 7 1.000 1.000 tdl

1 1 19 1.000 1.000 tdl

i3 23 0.565 0.467
18 4 1.000 i.000 tdl

19 6 1.000 1.000 tdl

Items 4, 7 ,8,9,70,12,14, 15, 16, and 17 had no risk estimation data;
-- value was not calculated due to lack of fourfold table;
['] when comparing the observed value against the resulted expected by chance under the null hypothesis that rc : 0 (K¡amer and Feinstein 198 1);
lbl maximum rc value permitted by marginals (Cohen 1960);
['] the amount of marginally permitted agreement that is present;
tdl the kappa statistic for this item was not computed due to lack of variability in paired responses.

Kappa,
K

0.045

o.õzr

Standard
error of

kappalul,
Or0

0.296

o.iqs

p-value
0.881

o.ãsz

Maximum
kaPPatbl,

K¡4

0.363

o.sìo

Proportion of
maximum kappa

achieved t'1,

r</rcvr

0.r24

o.o+l
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Table 18. Proportion of rater agreement, overali chance-expected proportion agreement and kappa statistics for concurrent criterion
validity on the recoded probability scores.

Observed Overall chance-
Number of proportion of expected
observations rater proportion of
recorded, agreement, agreement,

Item N po Þc

1 14 0.571 0.s31
2 12 0.917 0.500
3 10 0.900 0.700 tdl

5 7 1.000 1.000 tdl

6 7 1.000 1.000 tdl

1 1 19 1.000 1.000 tdl

13 23 0.565 1.000 tdl

1g 4 1.000 1.000 tdl

19 6 1.000 1.000 tdl

Items 4, 7,8,9,10,12, 14,15,16, and l7 had no riskestimationdata;
-- value was not calculated due to lack of fourfold table;
lu1 when comparing the observed value against the resulted expected by chance under the null hypothesis that rc = 0 (Kramer and Feinstein 1981);
lbl maximum rc value permitted by marginals (Cohen 1960);
["] the amount of marginally permitted agreement that is present;
tdl the kappa statistic for this item was not computed due to lack of variability in paired responses.

Kappa,
K

0.391
o 

l_"

Standard
effor of
kappatul,

Or0

0.284
0 2:e

p-value

0.1 68
o:_ro

Maximum
kappatbl,

Kv

Proportion of
maximum k-uppu

achieved t'j,

r/rcv
0.69s
o 

:_uu

0.563
0.385
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5.Õ Discussion of pilot study

This section will discuss the results presented in the previous section. Limitations to

the study design and analysis of data will be exposed, and potential mediation methods will

be suggested.

5.6.1 Pilot study design

The design of the pilot study was not without flaws: the participants were drawn from

a sample of convenience that did not closely match the end user population, the scenarios that

were used to test the worksheet did not contain sufficient variation, and the pilot study

timeline did not permit for intra-rater analysis.

The fact that the participants in the study sample were not closely matched to target

user population should be acknowledged as a limitation of the pilot study. Had the

participants been people with disabilities, who were actively participating in the agricultural

industry, and had participated in the modification of their tractor controls the instrument's

performance in terms of reliability and validity may have been different.

A further limitation of the pilot study was that the three staged scenarios used did not

contain all of the potential hazards listed in the worksheet. That is, many of the potential

hazards listed on the worksheet, did not appear in any of the staged scenarios. This made it

impossible to calculate kappa, and assess reliability for these worksheet items. The modified

control scenarios used in the pilot study were chosen because they are control designs that

are currently being used by FWDs. It is important to note that this sample of controls is an

arbitrary sample of acceptable modified hand controls, not a representative sample of all

mechanical controls for clutch and brake pedals. Further hazards could have been introduced
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to the control scenario, but at the time the main objective was to create scenarios that were as

realistic as possible. This begs the question: if the potential hazards on the worksheet do not

exist in these three realistic modified control scenarios, then is it necessary to keep them on

the HSAW? Further studies must be undertaken in which the HSAW is used (by participant

and expert raters) to assess hazards in real (not just realistic) modified tractor cabs, used by

FWDs. Because the literature supports each of the potential items on the HSAW; the

worksheet should be applied in a more diverse set of scenarios before any items should be

removed.

In short, the sample of study participants and the sample of modified controls that

were used in the pilot study were arbitrarily selected and were likely not representative of the

end user population, or the variety of mechanical clutch and brake hand controls that exist.

The HSAW needs to be further tested in real scenarios, with a more representative sample of

acfual end users and modified controls.

Finally, the pilot study lacked an assessment of intra-rater reliability (a measure of the

stability of responses of the same respondent), which is necessary to completely assess the

reliability of the HSAW. The reliability results described in terms of inter-rater agreement are

described as a measure of how reliably different people use the tool. However, an unknown

portion of the variability in the responses is in fact due to variation within a single rater

(intra-rater). Measuring intra-rater reliability would tell us exactly how much. While it was

already mentioned that re-assessments were not implemented in this study due to the short

timeframe and the influence of the practice effect, as supported by the literature (Warda

2005), further work must be done to assess the intra-rater reliability of the worksheet.

Furthermore, the work would be most useful if undertaken in the end user population of
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FWDs, to gain an understanding of the reproducibility of assessments by member of this

group, using this tool. If intra-rater reliability is satisfactory, regardless of the results of inter-

rater reliability analysis, the worksheet can be an effective tool for estimating and comparing

risk in multiple tractor cabs by the same user.

5.6.2 Limitations of kappa

While kappa is accepted as the best measure of inter-rater agreement for existential

scales, it does have its own limitations. Kappa values can be low even when there is a high

observed proportion of agreement and the individual rating are accurate (Warda 1997)-In

this study the most signif,rcant limitation of kappa is that it is affected by the prevalence of

the finding under consideration (Viera and Garrett 2002), which in this case is potential

hazards. Where two observers seem to have high agreement, kappa scores may be low due to

the prevalence of the condition being studied (Feinstein and Cicchetti 1990). A seemingly

high value of observed proportion of agreement can be drastically lowered by a substantial

imbalance in the table's vertical or horizontal totals (Feinstein and Cicchetti i990). That is,

two tables that both have the same impressive proportion of percentage agreement, can have

different kappa values if the two tables have a different distribution of marginal totals

(Feinstein and Cicchetti 1990).

In the study there was a relatively low prevalence of potential hazards. Based on the

assessment of all seven raters, hazards were only found in 112 of the 797 obsewations that

were made. This complication is due to the limited variation in scenarios used in pilot testing

as described above. Kappa scores could be improved by including a greater variability in the

assessed controls. In this study, the three control styles that were used were relatively similar
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in terms of potential hazards, thus limiting both the computation of kappa and the maximum

kappa value achievable.

In cases where kappa is low in part due to low prevalence of one of the conditions, as

seen in the marginal values of the agreement matrix, the ratio of kappa to maximum kappa

can provide a more favourable assessment of the agreement acËieved in the study. Maximum

kappa is the highest kappa value that the marginal values allow (specific to each matrix).

When this is low, it may be because the researcher has not provided the raters with enough

variability in the cases they are to rate. In effect, the instrument in question could have

excellent reliability, but the kappa will not reflect this success because of limited variability

in the scenarios tested. The ratio r</r¡l provides an assessment of how much of the marginally

permitted agreement was achieved. It is important not to confuse this with kappa itself; the

agreement value provided by r</rc¡a has not actually been achieved. However, it is a

suggestion of the agreement that may be achieved by the same participants, using the same

instrument (HSAW) in a study with more acceptable variability.

For the reasons described, it is possible to have a situation where the accuracy of peer

reviews is high, but the kappa statistic gives a misleading impression of low accuracy (Berry

1992). Furthermore, differences in kappa between different settings may.be due to

differences in the prevalence of the condition under study, rather than differences in the

accuracy of the reviews (Berry 1992).It is important to remember that disagreement that is

forced by marginal disagreement is still disagreement, and must be treated as such (Cohen

1960). In a study involving a similar analysis Morgan et al. (2005) concluded that the kappa

statistics for items with highly skewed response patterns should be reevaluated on a larger

sample to verify the reliability estimates.
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However, correction for chance-expected agreement is important in studies of

existential scaies (Kramer and Feinstein 1981) and kappa is known as the best statistic for

this purpose.

5.6.3 Hazard identification - Inter-rater agreement

When the agreement matrices for all 19 items were combined they yielded an overall

observed proportion of agreement of 0.809 and an overall kappa of 0.427 which indicates

moderate agreement. This is certainly satisfactory for the initial pilot study of the HSAW. It

is possible that the kappa value would be even higher if the prevalence of hazards was

greater. Furthermore, if fewer matrices were skewed to the extent they were it would be

possible to calculate kappa values for more individual items than is currently possible.

In the itemized assessment of inter-rater agreement of the hazard identification

portion of the worksheet there were three items for which kappa could not be calculated due

to a lack of variation in raters' responses. For items where kappa could not be calculated

because of limited variation in raters' responses, percentage agreement was 100%. From the

item for which kappa could be calculated, items 4,6,7,I0,12,13,14,15,16, and 18 had

poor to slight agreement.

The limited agreement observed on some items may be due to the subjectivity of the

judgments required to make the assessments. Most of the items in the HSAV/ are not strictly

observational, but depen{ to a certain extent on personal judgment. Based on previous

studies, it was expected that items that were not directly observable and required subjective

judgments would show poor agreement between raters (Mackenzie et al.2002, Morgan et al.

2005). However, these items could not be removed because they assess important potential

hazards. The analysis of inter-rater agreement breaks down with respect to items that ask the
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user to rate some aspect of the modified operator enclosure with respect to their own body

position or strength because this is completely subjective and is not expected to remain

consistent between raters. This complexity of subjective items is necessary in terms of the

end use of the instrument; however, it presents limitations in terms of reliability analysis.

Kappa values can only be calculated when each of the raters (A and B) has used each

of the responses (yes and no) at least once. That is, if Rater A has answered 'yes' to every

situation evaluated, kappa cannot be calculated. In this particular situation this issue came up

because not all potential hazards included in the worksheet were present in the modified

tractor cab scenarios used for pilot testing. "Kappa values will be lower if the sample is

homogeneous (lacks variability) or the sample is heterogeneous but the raters are unable to

accurately classify items intohazardous/non-hazardous due to differences being small or

infrequent." (Warda 1997)

A limiting factor in achieving satisfactory reliability scores was the absence of

participant training in the use of the instrument. When evaluating instrument reliability,

additional rater training aimed at more thorough observations will maximize levels of inter-

rater agreement (Mackenzie et aL.2002). Training was omitted intentionally to mimic the

actual situation under which a self-assessment tools would be used.

Low kappa scores may also be partially explained by the fact that participants in the

pilot study came from a variety of professional backgrounds (three students, two technicians,

and one lecturer) while kappa values from studiei including a single professional group may

be artificially inflated due to the underlying professional assumptions of that group

(Mackenzie et al.2002). It is however important that the HSAW demonstrate reliability
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across occupational boundaries, as it is designed to be used by farmers, engineers, and

occupational therapists alike.

5.6.4 Hazard identification - Concurrent criterion validity

When the agreement matrices for all 19 items were combined they yielded an overall

observed proportion of agreement of 0.843 and an overall kappa of 0.555 which indicates

moderate agreement which is satisfactory for the initial pilot study of the HSAW.

In the itemized assessment of inter-rater agreement of the hazard identification

portion of the worksheet there were ten items for which kappa could not be calculated due to

a lack of variation in raters' responses. For these items, percentage agreement ranged from

61.1 to I00%. From the items for which kappa could be calculated, only item 15 had poor

agreement.

The issue of prevalence comes up again, this time with respect to concurrent criterion

validity. Low prevalence of the characteristic in question (the presence of potential hazards)

has the same effect on concurrent criterion validity as it did on inter-rater reliability, as kappa

is used to measure both.

The designation of the expert's rating (using the HSAW) as the gold standard against

which to measure the participants' responses may be controversial, as the tool is very new.

However, it served to contrast the intended use of the instrument with the actual use by a

sample population. ln addition, no generally accepted tool was found that could bettçr serve

as an existing gold standard for the identification of hazards in modified tractor cabs.
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5.6.5 Risk estimation

The low prevalence of potential hazards made it challengingto analyze the risk

estimation portion of the worksheet, as risk was only estimated (i.e., the potential hazardwas

only present) for I72 of the 797 obsewations made. For both scales (severity and reliability),

kappa could only be calculated in a few situations, yielding only poor to fair agreement. The

observed proportion of agreement appears to be quite high for both of the scales. However,

these values are based on extremely skewed agreement matrices containing as few as one

observation, and are, therefore, not reliable.

The low reliability and validity of the risk estimation portion of the worksheet may

also be due to the subjectivity of risk estimation. "Risk scoring is somewhat subjective as

equally qualified experts may assign different scores to a given product" (Murphy 1992).

Expert panel review

An organized review by an expert panel was conducted to assess content validity,

which is a subjective assessment by a group of experts in the field on the appropriateness of

the instrument under review (Litwin 2003). The reviewers were asked to rate each item for its

relevance to the issue and the clarity of wording (Warda 2005). They were also asked to rate

the clarity of the instructions, and the appropriateness of the worksheet for farmers, engineers

and occupational therapists. Content validity is not quantified with statistics, but is an overall

opinion of qualified judges (Litwin 2003). The expert panel review form can be found in

Appendix O.

f./
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5.7.1 Results and discussion of expert panel

Five experts participated in the review: two biosystems engineers, one occupational

therapist, and two rehabilitation engineering technologists. The mean scores for relevance

and clarity are presented in Table 19 below. The expert panel review results can be found in

Appendix P.

Table 19. Mean responses (including standard deviations) from expert panel (N:4) on the
relevance and clarity of each worksheet item.

The content of this item is relevant The wording of this item is clear
Item Mean score* (SD) Mean score* (SD)

9
10

11

12

i3
14

15

16

17

18

19

s.0 (0.0)
3.8 (1.3)
4.s (0.6)
4.5 (0.6)
4.3 (0.s)
s.0 (0.0)
4.s (0.6)
s.0 (0.0)
4.s (0.6)
4.s (0.6)
4.8 (0.s)
4.8 (0.5)
4.8 (0.s)
4.8 (0.s)
4.s (0.6)
4.3 (1.0)
4.0 (1.4)
4.8 (0.5)

s.0 (0.0)
4.5 (0.6)
4.s (0.6)
3.e (1.0)
4.6 (0.s)
4.8 (0.s)
4.8 (0.s)
4.8 (0.s)
3.8 (r.0)
4.s (0.6)
4.8 (0.s)
3.8 (1.s)
4.s (0.6)
4.0 (1.4)
4.0 (1.4)
4.3 (1.0)
4.7 (0.6)
4.s (0.6)

4.8 (0.s) 4.5 (0.6)
*scores based on five point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (l) to strongly agree (5).

None of the mean scores are below 3.0, which is the threshold for which Warda

(2005) suggests items should be considered for deletion. Some items have relatively large

standard deviations; with only four experts responding to the qualitative portion of the expert

survey, a single expert's rating can greatly affect the results. In terms of relevance, item2
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stands out as having the lowest score: one respondent felt that this item was unnecessary as it

was a repeat of item 1. In general, the raters raised more issues with the clarity of the items

than with their relevance. Items 4,9, and 12 raised the greatest concern, each with a clanty

score of 3.9 or less. In item 4 the experts were concerned with the use of the terms

"outstretched" and "h¡rper-extended", and whether the respondent would be able to

distinguish between the two. Experts had issues with item 9 as it asks the respondent whether

the activation force of the control is greater than 20lbs, which may be difficult to estimate.

Finally, item l2 was a concern as rust wasn't considered a relevant concern, and the wording

of the item was somewhat unclear.

The expert panel was also asked to answer more general questions about the

worksheet, which are presented in Table 20 below. The format of the worksheet, the amount

of effort required to complete worksheet, and the time required to complete worksheet all

received relatively low scores, although there were no comments to indicate why. It was

suggested that the worksheet instruction be presented in point form, and that the targe| goup

(FWDs) be indicated in the title of the worksheet. The expert panel's two main concems with

the worksheet were that a) some language was overly academic or technical and b) the use of

negative statements to pose the potentialhazard questions.

The potential hazards are posed as negative statements so that negative responses

(rater answers 'no') consistently indicate the absence of ahazard, while positive responses

indicate the presence of a hazard. Furthermore, every positive response (rater answers 'yes')

leads the rater to complete the risk estimation portion of the worksheet.
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Table Z}.Mean responses (including standard deviations) from expert panel (N:4) for
general worksheet comprehensiveness.

Statement
Expert panel response

Mean score* (SD)
The worksheet is formatted appropriately.
The worksheet instructions are easy to understand.
The worksheet is easy to use.

The worksheet is suitable for use by farmers.
The worksheet is suitable for use by engineers.
The worksheet is suitable for use by occupational therapists.
The worksheet requires an acceptable amount of effort to
complete.
The worksheet can be completed in an acceptable amount of
time.
The worksheet covers all relevant issues with modified tractor
controls.
The worksheet has the potential to help farmers identiff
hazards that are present in modified tractor cabs. 4.5 (0.6)

3.8 (1.3)
3.8 (1.3)
3.e (1.0)
4.0 (0.0)
4.3 (0.s)
4.3 (0.6)

3.8 (1.0)

3.8 (1.0)

3.8 (1.s)

*Scores based on five point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5).

5.8 Items to review

Based on an itemized review of the combined results for the reliability and validity of

thehazard identification portion of the worksheet and the expert panel's rating of relevance

and clarity (in Table 21 below), some of the worksheet items should be reviewed. From

Table 21 items were isolated that had an observed proportion of agreement less than 0.80 (in

previous similar studies an agreement of 80% between raters was anticipated (Mackeruie et

aI.2002, Warda 2004), proportion of maximum kappa less than 0.41 (those with poor, slight,

or fair agre_ement as defined in Table 6), and an expert panel rating of 4.0 or worse (Warda

(2005) suggests that items scoring below 3.0 should be considered for deletion). Items that

were flagged twice or more will be fuither reviewed; these are items 6 (the control comes

close to other tractor controls), 7 (the control comes close to operator's body), 12 (control is

constructed of material that could bend break or rust), 13 (the control is made up of two or
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more pieces that could come apart),14 (a connection on the control is weak or loose), 15

(handle is uncomfortable), and 18 (control is difficult to adjust or remove for non-disabled

operators.

5.8.1 Items 6 and 7

The complete wording for item 6 is, "Throughout its range of motion, does the

control come close (within2") to contactingany of the other tractor controls, console, or

seat?" The complete wording for item 7 is, "Throughout its range of motion, does the control

come close (within2") to contactin9any part of your body?" Although participants in the

pilot study were given atape measure to use if they desired, these items both showed

relatively low reliability and validity. It could be that participants assessed the control's

proximity to other controls or their body when it was in different positions (actuated to

different extents), or that they chose to estimate the distance rather than use the tape measure.

Another possibility is that participants found that the items were internally

inconsistent; that is, they found that the terms "come close" and "within 2"" aÍe not

equivalent. If participants interpreted the items differently low reliability and validity would

result.

For item 7 specifically, participants may have assessed the position of the control

relative to their bodies with reasonable accuracy; and difference in operators' body size and

shape may be responsible for the inconsistency in responses. In this case, there is no way to

modiff the item that would eliminate the problem, and intra-rater reliability of the worksheet

must be assessed to determine whether the same rater's responses are consistent over time.

My suggestion is to change the wording of item 6 to, "Throughout its range of

motion, does the control ever come within 2" of any part of the tractor controls, console, or
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seat?" and the wording of item 7 to,"Ttvoughout its range of motion, does the control ever

come within 2" of any part of your body?"
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Table 21. Summary of assessments conducted on worksheet items including reliability and validity of hazard identif,rcation portion of
the worksheet and expert panel's ratings of relevance and clarity.

Observed
proportion of rater

agreement,
Item po

1 0.911
2 0.944
3 0.800
4 0.911
5 0.650 t.l

6 0.722tù
7 0.556 þr

8 1.000
9 1.000
10 0.944
11 0.679 þr

12 0.889
13 0.479 Í"r

14 0.667 t"]

ls 0.889
16 0.800
17 i.000

Reliability
Proportion of

maximum kappa
achievedtul,

rdru
1.000
1.000
0.739
1.000

0.403 tdl

0.117 tdl

o:.'

-0.159 tdl

0.363 tdl

-0.0g4 tdl

-0.076 tdl

-0.444td1
-0.099 idl

-0.03_s tat

Observed
proportion of rater

agreement,

þo

18 0.656 þr -0.070 tdl

19 0.800 0.991

Validity

L'r The amount of marginally permitted agreement that is present;
Lol scores based on five point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5);
['] observed proportion of agreement less than 0.800;
tdl proportion of maximum kappa less than 0.410;
["] expert panel rating of 4.0 or worse.

0.889
0.973
0.886
0.944
0.806

0.694r")
0.611 þl

1.000
1.000
0.972
0.806
0.944

0.639 þr

0.833
0.611 r"r

0.889
1.000

0.694t"1

0.833

Proportion of
maximum kappa

achieved tul,

r/rrur
1.000
0.925
0.855

0.665

' ::o

o.itz

-g.agg ror

0.35g tdl

1.000

The content of this The wording of
item is relevant this item is clear
Mean scoretbl Mean score tbl

(SD) (SD)

Expert panel rating

5.0
3.8 (

4.5
4.5
4.3
5.0
4.5
5.0
4.5
4.5
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.5
4.3

4.0 (
4.8
4.8

(
1

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
i
(

0.0)
.3; t"i

0.6)
0.6)
0.s)
0.0)
0.6)
0.0)
0.6)
0.6)
0.s)
0.s)
0.s)
0.s)
0.6)
1.0)
.4) tel

0.s)
0.s)

5.0
4.5
4.5
.e(
4.6
4.8
4.8
4.8
.8(
4.5
4.8
.8(
4.5
.0(
.0(
4.3
4.7
4.5
4.5

(
(
(
1

(
(
(
(
1

(
(
1

(
1

1

(
(
(

0.0)
0.6)
0.6)
.0) t

0.s)
0.s)
0.s)
0.s)
.0) t

0.6)
0.s)
.5) t

0.6)
.ÐÍ
.4) t

1.0)
0.6)
0.6)
0.6)

t07

J

4
4

el

el

el



5.8.2 Items 12,13, and 14

Items 72, 13, and 14 all address the reliability of hand controls. The complete

wording for item 12 is, "Is the control constructed of material that could bend, break, or rust

during normal operation?"; the complete wording for item 13 is, "Is the control comprised of

two or more pieces that could come apart during normal operation?"; and the complete

wording for item 74 is,"Look at the point where the control is attached to the pedal or pedal

shaft.Is this connection weak, loose or otherwise prone to failure?"

All of these items are subjective in that the responses are not immediately obvious,

but require a judgment on the part of the respondent. The expert panel noted that in item 12

the reference to rust should be removed as it does not fit with the other hazards (bending and

braking). Rust is ahazard that could lead to control failure over time.

Item 13 had the lowest proportion of rater agreement; however, it is an important

hazard to include on the worksheet, and I currently do not have any suggestions on how to

improve its clarity.

Item 14 had the lowest proportion of maximum kappa achieved. A suggestion from

the expert panel was to change the wording to "Is connection strong enough to prevent

loosening or failure?" however, in this case a "yes" response would indicate the absence of

thehazard, which would be against the convention established for the worksheet.

My only suggestion is to change the wording of item 12 to "Is the control constructed

of material that could bend or break during normal operation?"
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5.8.3 Item 15

The complete wording for item 15 is, "Is the handle uncomfortable to grip (too hard,

slippery, etc.)?" This item may have demonstrated low reliability and validity simply because

it is based purely on personal preference. While personal preference is not easily agreed upon

between raters, it is still important to assess in terms of the safety of the control interface.

The item may be somewhat confusing because it addresses several different questions: Is the

handle comfortable? Too hard? Too slippery? It may become clearer if it is simplified. I

suggest changing the wording to "Is the handle surface uncomfortable to grip?" Still, this

does not narrow the scope of the question as a user could interpret this question using either

of the meaning previously list in the item, among others.

5.8.4 Item 18

The complete wording for item 18 is, "Is it difficult to adjust or remove the control

(for other operators who wish to use the foot pedal)?" This item may have low reliability and

validity because it brings up two questions: is it difficult to adjust the control, and is it

diff,rcult to remove the control. The purpose of including both options was to make the

question relevant for both a) controls that are completely removed when a non-disabled

operator uses the equipment, and b) designs where the control is simply adjusted to an out of

the way position for a non-disabled operator. I suggest changing the wording to "Is it difficult

to adjust or remove the control to accommodate a non-disabled operator?"
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5.8.5 Other worksheet revisions

Some other worksheet revisions were suggested by the expert panel and should be

implemented to optimiàethe worksheet, even though they address items that were not found

to have two or more unsatisfactory characteristics.

Item 2 should read "Is the control located in a position that it would likely come in

contact with your body while you were entering or exiting the cab?" Item 3 should read "Is

the handle of the control oriented so that it might hook on your clothing?" Item 4 should

read"Get comfortable ín the operator seqt.Is the distance to the control greater than that of

your outstretched arrrr?" Item 5 should read"Pull tlte control as far as it will go. Do you feel

any discomfort in your wrist, hand, or other parts of your arm?" Item 9 should read"Ifyou

have afish scale, use it to measure theforce needed to pull the control.ls the force needed to

pull the control more than 20lbs?" The revised worksheet can be seen in Appendix Q.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Through the course of this research project the following objectives were

accomplished:

1. The potential hazards that may exist in an agricultural operator enclosure with

modified controls were determined.

2. All relevant potential hazards were amalgamated into a self-administered worksheet

for FWDs, so that they may assess their modified operator enclosure for the presence

of potential hazards, and estimate the resulting risk.

3. The reliability and validity of the proposed worksheet were assessed through a pilot

study and expert panel review.

From a study of primary resources (industry standards) and secondary resources

(technical papers, etc.) a list of 19 potential hazards related to the mechanical modification of

clutch and brake pedals were isolated.

The potential hazards were phrased in the form of questions to which an answer of

"yes" would indicate that the potential hazard was present. These were arranged in a logical

order to form the core of the proposed Hazard Self-Assessment Worksheet (HSAW). The

HSAW is designed to guide the user through a systematichazard assessment of their

modified tractor controls. The worksheet has two parts: hazard identification and risk

estimation.

Based on the results of the pilot study, the overall inter-rater reliability and concurrent

criterion validity appear to be acceptable. The overall inter-rater reliability for the hazard

identification portion of the worksheet had an observed proportion of agreement of 0.809 and
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an overall kappa of 0.427 which indicates moderate agreement. The overall concurrent

criterion validity for the hazard identification portion of the worksheet had an observed

proportion of agreement of 0.843 and an overall kappa of 0.555 which also indicates

moderate agreement. The risk estimation portion of the worksheet could not be adequately

assessed due to low prevalence of situations where the participants found that the potential

hazards were present and proceeded to estimate the associated risk.

Based on the results of the expert panel review, the worksheet items are adequately

relevant and clear, but the wording on some could be improved.
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7. FUTURE WORK

The validation of an instrument is a continuing process that often requires numerous

studies to address its many aspects (Letts et al. 1998). As mentioned earlier, the HSAW

should be tested for reliability and validity in a full scale study. Based on the results of the

pilot stud¡ future studies would benefit from havinggreater variation in tractor controls that

are used for testing the HSAW. It would be best if each potential hazard \¡/as present within

the group of controls used for testing. This would limit the instances where kappa could not

be calculated due to limited variability in responses. Also, if the prevalence of potential

hazards was greater, kappa may be a more effective measure of inter-rater reliability.

Further work should also be done to determine the reliability and validity of the tool

when used by FWDs to assess their own modified tractor cabs as this is the intended use of

the instrument. This is very important because the use of the HSAW as a method ofhazard.

identification relies on the user's judgment to evaluate presence and severity of potential

hazards. This process will only be widely accepted by safety promoting organizations if it

can be proven that farmers are at least as cautious as safety professíonals in identifiiing

hazards.

The measures of sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values should be revisited

once the HSAW is administered to a participant group of FWDs.

The intra-rater reliability of the HSAW must also be assessed as this is an important

factor contributing to reliability that was not included in the present study.

The last field on the worksheet, total rÌsk, was not discussed in this study because it

depends on the hypothesis that the two factors of risk (severity and probability) act in
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multiplicity to create a risk score. Further work could be done to assess whether this

assumption holds for this particular situation.

In future work, one could also examine the overall risk scores for a hand control. This

could be done be summing the total risk scores for each potential hazard present. Overall

scores could potentially be used to compare the risk associated with two different hand

control arrangements.

The use and understanding of the HSAW may be further improved by the production

of supporting materials. A workbook could be created that explains why each of the potential

hazards is important to consider (using information from chapter 3). This could also guide

the user through the completion of the HSAW in greater detail than is provided on the current

instruction page. Also, for each hazard identified, there are methods available to eliminate,

reduce, or otherwise control the named hazard (Murphy 1992). These potential solutions

were not included on the worksheet proper; however a follow-up document could provide

direction in mitigatinghazards for users who desired a greater level of direction.
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Appendix A: Summary of assistive technology survey for agriculture
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The intent of the original study was to examine the characteristics of different

assistive technologies that were in use by Manitoba farmers with physical disabilities. The

goal of the project was to increase the sãfety and accessibility of ATs to farmers in Manitoba

ifri"tr *o.rld bereabzedthrough the creation two end-products: 1) a catalogue of new ATs

and2) suggested guidelines for the design of ATs for agricultural applications'

To learn more about the ATs that were being used by FWDs, this study aimed to

collect information through a mailed questionnaire sent to approxim"tgly 9l: hundred

Manitoba farmers who had sustained an injury resulting in long-term disability, and currently

use at least one AT to assist them with daiiy agricultural activities. The group Farmers with

Disabilities in Manitoba provided their members' mailing which provided potential

participants to mail the questionnaire to

The questionnaiie sought to collect the following information: the participants' long

term disability, all ATs they uJe to assist in their ability to continue working around the farm,

and any probiems or safety concerns they had with current ATs.

The form was desiþed so that qúestions were clearly presented and easy to respond

to; the questionnaire took l5 - 30 minuies to complete. A copy of this questionnaire can be

seen below.
The initial intention was to invite participants who described new or unique tools, or

used common tools in a unique way to pu.ti"iput" in an in-person interviewwith the principal

investigator. Each of these interviews would have been about one hour, and would have

sought-to collect more detailed information on the nature of the tool and its uses'

Eligible farmers were initially contacted through a study package containing a brief

introductofu note from Dr. Danny Mann, as well as the participant consent form and study

questionnaire.
To participate in the study, farmers were asked to complete the questionnaire, and

return it toìhe priìcipal investigáior. It was clearly explained in the consent form that some

participant, *orrt¿ bå invited to participate in an in-person interview, at a time and location

of their convenience. The study ãi¿.toi involve any risks to any of the study participants'

Furthermore, the participants could expect to benefit from the study results by learning about

other people in similar situations and the different ATs that are available.

Some of the participants in this study may have already known each other, and as

such, complete anonymity could not be guaianteed for this study. I made evely effort to keep

ideníities årpu.ti"ipánts ðonfidential. Nã confidential records were consulted for this study'

The mailedþestionnaire that was designed to collect information about assistive

technologies from fårmers can be seen below. Information was collected fot 20 assistive

technology devices and modifications; this data is included following the questionnaire'

The assistive technology survey had limited success. Although almost 100 farmers

with disabilities were contacteá, information was only collected on 20 different assistive

technologies. The limited response may be due to the mailed, self-administered format of the

survey, or because the targeted goup (members of Farmers with Disabilities in Manitoba)

was not as interested in thìs type of research as we had originally thought'

Furthermore, it was nôied in one study reported by Field et a1. (2001) that the term

..disabled,, and the concept of disability were not clear for many farm workers; participants

identified by the ."r"u."li"r, as havingsevere disabilities did not consider themselves

disabled because they were still able to work. It is possible that the people who were

contacted to participáte in the current study did not respond because they did not feel that
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they fit the eligibility criteria of a) being a person with a disability, or b) using an assistive
device. Informal conversations that I had with some disabled farmers indicated that they did
not feel the modifications or tools they had made classified as assistive devices. In this case,

using less technical terms on the cover letter and survey (i.e., avoiding the term 'assistive

technology') may have allowed more people to include themselves in the study.
Please see the questionnaire, and responses below.
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RESEARCH PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE

Title of Study: Assistive Technology Devices and Modifications Used by
Manitoba Farmers with Physical Disabilities

The goal of this questionnaire is to collect information on the assistive technology
(AT) tools or modifications that you use for farm related activities. This questionnaire
should take 15 - 30 minutes to complete. Please return this questionnaire to the principal
investigator in the self-addressed, stamped envelope provided.

An assistive tool is any tool that you use to help increase your ability to perform tasks

since your accident. This could be something that is commercially available, a modified
commercial product, or your own design.

An assistive modification is any adaptation that you have made to your working
environment (e.g., tractor cab) to make it more suitable for your abilities.

Please take the time to complete this questionnaire, giving as much information as

possible for each of the assistive technologies (ATs) you use, attach extra pages as

necessary.

This research study will be conducted with farmers from Manitoba. The goal of this
project is to increase the safety and accessibility of assistive technologies for farmers with
disabilities. This goal will be realized through the compilation of a new device catalogue,

and suggested guidelines for the safe design and use of assistive technologies in agricultural
applications.

Please check ({) the statement that you agree with below:
D For any tools or modifications that I have designed, I agree to have information about
this product shared with the general public, but I do not want my name to be used.

OR
D For any tools or modif,rcations that I have designed, I agree to have information about
this product shared with the general public, and I would like to be acknowledged for my
innovative idea.

OR
D I agree to share information about my assistive technologies with the study
investigators, but do not want any information about my tools released to the general public.

Íñan?;1ou verj mucfrfor jour contriíution to tñis project.

If you have any questions, or require assistance completing this questionnaire, please

contact:
Sarah Kelso

Department of Biosystems Engineering
Email: Phone:
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1. Is this assistive technology (AT) a tool or a n Tool E Modification
modification?
2. Please describe the AT:

J.
by:

Who was the AT developed n
n
!
n
tr

Commercially avail able
Rehabilitation Engineering
Designed and built by self
Designed and built by a neighbour
A collaborative effort
Please list co-operators:
Other:¡

4. When did you acquire the AT (year):
Has it been modified since you first got it? How?

5. What farm related tasks is this device used for?

Please complete one page for each assistive technology you use.
Attach extra pages as necessary.

For statements 6 - 10 please circle the number that most closely expresses your opinion.
(1 : Strongly Agree and 5 : Strongly Disagree)

13. Do you have any specific safety concerns with your device?

6. The AT is the proper size for my needs. I2 3 4 5n/a
7. The weight of the AT is acceptable. 12345n/a
8. The AT is easy to use. l2 3 4 5nla
9. The AT is safe to use. 12345n/a
10. The AT has resisted deterioration. I2 3 4 5n/a
11. The AT meets my needs. 12345n/a
12.The AT is comfortable. l2 3 4 5n/a
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AT lD 1 User 68 Privacy level Information public, name private

Nature of disability C7-C8 incomplete quadriplegic

Farming accident: no

Continue farming: yes

Comments

Toolor modification Modification
Description of AT Chair lift that gets me into JD 8100 tractor
Designed and built by self
Designed and built by neighbour
Year AT acquired 1,993

Modifications very little
Farming activities All
Safety concerns Winch cables must be maintained in good condition

Dimensions 4 Durability 4

Weight 5 Easy to use 4

Ease in adjusting 4 Comfortable 3

Safe and secure 4 Effective 5

AT lD 2 User 68 Privacy level Information public, name private

Nature of disability C7-CB incomplete quadriplegic

Farming accident: no

Continue farming: yes

Gomments

Tool or modification Modification
Description of AT Porch lift
Designed and built by self
Designed and built by neighbour
Year AT acquired 1991
Modifications No
Farming activities Everyday entry to and from house

Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 4

Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 4 Gomfortable 5

Safe and secure 4 Effective 4

July 17,2006 Page I of 11
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AT lD 3 User 68 Privacy level Information public, name private

Nature of disability C7-C8 incomplete quadriplegic
Farming accident: no

Gontinue farming: yes

Comments

Toolor modification Modification
Description of AT Chair lift to access 1680IH combine
Designed and built by self
Designed and built by neighbour
Year AT acquired 1988
Modifications No
Farming activities All
Safety concerns Cable and electrics need to be well maintained

Dimensions 4 Durability 4 AdditionalComments
Weight 5 Easy to use 3

Ease in adjusting 3 Comfortable 3

Safe and secure 4 Effective 5

AT lD 4 User 37 Privacy level Information public, name public

Nature of disability
Farming accident: yes

Gontinue farming: yes

Gomments

Tool or modification Modification
Description of AT Hand clutch for tractor operating
Designed and built by self
lf other, describe Literature for Disabled Modification
Year AT acquired 1994
Modifications No
Farming activities: operating tractor
Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 4 AdditionalGomments
Weight 4 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 4 Comfortable 5

Safe and secure 4 Effective 4

July 17, 2006 Page2of1l
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AT lD 5 User 52 Privacy level Information public, name public

Nature of disability Broken neck and fractured shoulder from being lifted off ground by combine
pickup. Excessive repetitive dislocations resulted in total immobilization of rotation. Shoulder
damaged too much for replacement. Four large bolts hold the shoulder attached to the body.

Farming accident: yes

Continue farming: no

Comments Due to chronic pain from muscle spasms and nerve damage and the inability to
use ann, unsafe to be around equipment and difficult to impossible to get in and out of machinery.

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT One inch wide strap with a belt buckle that goes on the thigh. It has a pocket

that holds a wrench. A velcro strap holds the wrench tight to the strap on the leg.

lf group effort, list group Designed by self, constructed by Rehab Engineering.

Year AT acquired 2000
Modifications No
Farming activities Repair work on small size equipment.
Safety concerns No. Easy to attach and use.

Dimensions 4 Durability 4

Weight 5 Easy to use 3

Ease in adjusting 4 Gomfortable 3

Safe and secure 5 Effectiv e 4

Additional Comments: RE: Quest Item 6: Have to be able to get knee next to area working on by
placing foot on a stool, bench etc.

July'17,2006 Page 3 of 11
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AT lD 6 User 65 Privacy level Information public, name public

Nature of disability I have a C-7 injury spinal cord

Farming accident: no

Continue farming: yes

Comments

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT [Wheelchair]
Commercially available
Year AT acquired 2004
Modifications Yes, the tilt switch has been moved to the back on the

wheelchair
Farming activities Checking the barn and cattle
Other
Safety concerns Gets stuck very easily

Dimensions 4 Durability 4 Additional Comments
Weight 3 Easy to use 4

Ease in adjusting 4 Gomfortable 4

Safe and secure 4 Effective 3

AT lD 7 User 65 Privacy level Information public, name public

Nature of disability I have a C-7 injury spinal cord

Farming accident: no

Gontinue farming: yes

Comments

Tool or modification Modification
Description of AT [Van modifications]
Commercially available
Rehabilitation engineering
Year AT acquired 2004
Modifications The floor in the van was lowered along with the controls

(rehab)
Farming activities None
Safety concerns No other than me driving

Dimensions 4 Durability 4 Additional Comments
Weight 3 Easy to use 4

Ease in adjusting 3 Comfortable 4

Safe and secure 3 Effective 4

Page4ofllJuly 17, 2006
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AT lD 8 User 33 Privacy level Informatíon private, name private

Nature of disability
Farming accident: no

Continue farming: no

Comments

Tool or modification Modification
Description of AT Made steps for ease of entry

Designed and built by self
Year AT acquired 1977
Modifications No
Farming activities Tractor, combine
Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5 Additional Comments
Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 5 Comfortable 5

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5

AT lD 9 User 2l Privacy level Information public, name public

Nature of disability Missing left arm above elbow and left foot
Farming accident: yes

Continue farming: yes

Gomments

Toolor modification Tool
Description of AT Salt block carrier
Designed and built by self
Year AT acquired [1995] built it about l0 years
Modifications No
Farming activities For loading and unloading salt blocks with one hand
Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5 AdditionalComments
Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 5 Gomfortable 4

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5
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AT lD 10 User 2l Privacy level Information public, name public

Nature of disability Missing left arm above elbow and left foot
Farming accident: yes

Continue farming: yes

Gomments

Toolor modification Modification
Description of AT Clamps onto swather control pedals so they can be pressed with toe of artificial

leg. It can be removed easily but does not interfere for others.

Designed and built by self
Year AT acquired [1995] 10 years ago
Farming activities Operating swather
Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5 Additional Comments
Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 4 Comfortable 5

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5

AT lD 11 User 42 Privacy level Information public, name private

Nature of disability
Farming accident: yes

Continue farming: yes

Comments

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT Prosthesis with multipurpose hook
Rehabilitation engineering
Year AT acquired 1979
Modifications No
Farming activities Grain and cattle
Safety concerns no

Dimensions 4 Durability 5 Additional Comments
Weight 4 Easy to use 4

Ease in adjusting 5 Gomfortable 4

Safe and secure 3 Effective 4
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AT lD 12 User 29 Privacy level lnformation public, name public

Nature of disability Broken back, spinal cord damaged

Farming accident: no

Continue farming: yes

Comments Itrjrry happened on a farm, but was not farm related

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT [Components of a stationary bicycle, anchored to a sitting platform for

stretching and strengthening ofupperbody and aerobic exercises]

lf group effort, list group fDesign by self, built by others in the community]

Year AT acquired 2002

Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5 Additional Gomments

Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 4 Comfortable 5

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5

AT lD 13 User 29 Privacy level lnformationpublic, namepublic

Nature of disability Broken back, spinal cord damaged

Farming accident: no

Continue farming: yes

Gomments Injury happened on a farm, but was not farm related

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT [Components of a stationary bike that are electrically driven.

Feet strap in for joint and muscle movement.]

lf group effort, list group [Design by self, built by others in the community]

Year AT acquired 1996

Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5 Additional Gomments

Weight 5 Easy to use 3

Ease in adjusting 5 Gomfortable 5

Safe and secure 4 Effective 5
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AT lD 14 User 29 Privacy level lnformation public, name public

Nature of disability Broken back, spinal cord damaged

Farming accident: no

Gontinue farming: yes

Gomments krjury happened on a farm, but was not farm related

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT fHand cranks and foot pedals mounted to a brace above platform. For whole

body exercise from lying position with raised hands and feet]

lf group effort, list group fDesign by self, built by others in the community]

Year AT acquired 2004

Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5 AdditionalGomments
Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 4 Gomfortable 5

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5

AT lD 15 User 29 Privacy level lnformation public, name public

Nature of disability Broken back, spinal cord damaged

Farming accident: no

Continue farming: yes

Gomments hrjury happened on a farm, but was not farm related

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT "Evergain" [Moves legs back and forth from a lying position.]
Gommercially available
Year AT acquired 2002
Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 4 AdditionalGomments
Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 5 Comfortable 5

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5
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AT lD 16 User 29 Privacy Ievel lnformation public, name public

Nature of disability Broken back, spinal cord damaged

Farming accident: no

Continue farming: yes

Comments Injury happened on a farm, but was not farm related

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT [Raised handles, used for pushing body up to strengthening upper body]

lf group effort, list group [Idea from Rehab hospital, built by others in the
community]
Year AT acquired 1996

Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5 Additional Gomments

Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 5 Comfortable 5

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5

AT lD 17 User 29 Privacy level Information public, name public

Nature of disability Broken back, spinal cord damaged

Farming accident: no

Gontinue farming: yes

Gomments Injury happened on a farm, but was not farm related

Tool or modification Modification
Description of AT Six way seat (swivel, slide and height adjustment), and wheelchair lift
lf other, describe Modifications by Northland in Wirmipeg
Year AT acquired 1996
Farming activities Driving van
Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5 AdditionalGomments
Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 5 Comfortable 5

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5
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AT lD 18 User 29 Privacy level Information public, name pubhc

Nature of disability Broken back, spinal cord damaged

Farming accident: no

Continue farming: yes

Comments Inju.y happened on a farm, but was not farm related

Tool or modification Modification
Description of AT Conversion of foot pedals to hand controls in van, additional seatbelt at floor

lever to hold legs back from accidental activation oforiginal pedals (instead ofstandard shield
covering pedals - to maximize number of users).
Rehabilitation engineering
Year AT acquired 1996
Modifications No
Farming activities Driving
Safety concerns No

Dimensions 5 Durability 5

Weight 5 Easy to use 5

Ease in adjusting 5 Comfortable 5

Safe and secure 5 Effective 5

Additional Gomments: Also has air inflated, low profile, ROHO cushion in van.

AT lD 19 User 31 Privacy level Information public, name private

Nature of disability Legparalyzed from the knee down
Farming accident: yes

Continue farming: yes

Comments

Tool or modification Tool
Description of AT Plastic brace fits on leg below knee and goes under foot to prevent foot drop

lf other, describe Winnipeg Prosthetic and Orthotic Specialty Co. Ltd.
Year AT acquired 1988
Modifications It has been modified to be more comfortable, and

strengthened so it doesn't break.
Farming activities Wear it all the time.
Safety concerns No

Dimensions 4 Durability 3 Additional Gomments

Weight 4 Easy to use 4

Ease in adjusting 4 Comfortable 3
- Safe and secure 4 Effective 3
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AT ¡D 20 User 57 Privacy level

Nature of disability
Farming accident: yes

Gontinue farming: yes
Comments
Tool or modification

Description of AT Right leg below knee
Commercially available
Rehabilitation engineering
Other
Year AT acquired 1998
Modifications Yes. Foot engineered and designed in USA.
Farming activities V/alking
Safety concerns Durability

Dimensions 4 Durability 4

Weight 3 Easy to use 4
Ease in adjusting 4 Comfortable 2

Safe and secure 4 Effective 4
Additional Gomments
2 - Weight is a factor later in the day; 3 - I live out of Wpg 2 lrhrs, have to take to Wpg to be fixed; 4
-Ihavebroken5legs,butlusemylegalot; 5-Iputmylegoninthemorningandwearitallday 7
- The device is very hot in the summer, sweating is a problem, leg gets loose; 8 - It isn't human but it
does serve the need and purpose it is for.
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Appendix B: Balancing safety and risk in the design of assistive technology for agriculture:
A disability studies perspective
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Balancing Safety and Risk in the Design of Assistive Technology for Agriculture:
A Disability Studies Perspective

The following remarks address the perceived conflict between the engineer's
paramount responsibility to protect the safety of the public, and the consumers' need for the
design of assistive technologies for agriculture (or other hazardous occupations).

Introduction
Engineers must incorporate aplethora of factors into every design, but are obliged by

their professional code of ethics to consider issues of safety and health of utmost importance.
A conflict may arise when the engineer feels that their obligation to protect the public
prevents them from contributingto a design as desired by the farmer. The concept of 'dignity
of risk' states that living with a'normal' level of risk is part of being human, and to remove
all risk from a person's life would be dehumanizing. This piece will investigate the
engineer's obligation to protect the safety of the public as imparted through their profession's
code of ethics, the concept of dignity of risk, and how these two approaches meet (or not)
around the issue of provision of assistive technologies for agriculture, ahazardous and
physically demanding occupation.

This is only the first step in this line of inquiry. Investigation in this complex topic
requires thorough background work in a variety of fields. What follows is an analysis of this
literature from a disability studies perspective. The amalgamation of these diverse topics and

the subsequent analysis yields some troubling questions, the answers to which cannot be
deduced from the literature alone. People with the experiences of practicing as a professional
engineer, and farming with a disability (and with the combined experience, if possible) must
be consulted to take this inquiry to the next level.

The author is an engineering graduate whose interest in this topic stems from a desire

to understand how engineers can address disability and people with disabilities within the
social model, by removing barriers to full inclusion for people with disabilities, without
compromising their profession's ethics of practice.

Engineer's Duty to Protect the Public
According to The Engineering and Geoscientific Professions Act of Manitoba the

practice of professional engineering means "arty act of planning, designing, composing,
measuring, evaluating, inspecting, advising, reporting, directing or supervising, or managing
any of the foregoing, that requires the application of engineering principles and that concerns

the safeguarding of life, health, property, economic interests, the public interest or the
environment" (Government of Manitoba).

Engineers possess knowledge of technology and design acquired through formal
instruction and practical experience and could be an excellent resource for farmers who are

looking for advice or assistance in these areas. At present, farmers hold all the cards in the
'design of assistive technologies for agriculture' game. There are no laws or regulations that
are able to practically enforce rules about what modifications a farmer can make to his
equipment, or what tools he can design for his own use on his farm. As such, engineers will
only be able to participate in this design process as farmers invite them to do so. In the
meantime, engineers (individually and as a profession) must ask themselves how they will be

able to contribute to the design of assistive technologies for this high risk, physically
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demanding occupation, and how this work will fit (or not) with the profession's code of
ethics.

Engineering Code of Ethics
The engineering code of ethics is not unlike the codes of other professions such as the

doctors' Hippocratic Oath or lawyers' obligations when 'called to the bar'. These three
'contracts' are similar in that they oblige the professional to put the interest of those they
serve above their own personal interest. "Engineers can claim to be "professional" to the
extent that they accept the obligation to protect the "public" from their actions" (Brannigan
2003).

This look at engineering ethics will not focus specifically on the design of assistive
technologies for hazardous occupations, but instead focus more broadly on the relative
importance of safety in engineering design, with respect to the ethics of the profession. The
engineering profession expects its members to adhere to the "highest standards of honesty
and integrity" (I.lational Society of Professional Engineers 2006) and ethical conduct as

defined by the professions code of ethics. The wording of engineering codes of ethics varies
geographically, but the intent is the same. The guiding principle for all engineering codes of
ethics is that engineers carry the enorrnous responsibility of providing for the public safety,
health and welfare (Dyrud 2001). Here we are interested primarily with these guiding
principles (the engineer's duty to protect the safety, health and welfare of the public); only
relevant clauses of the codes of ethics will be referenced. Table B1 outlines the clauses
pertaining to safety, health, and welfare in the codes of ethics of engineering associations
from Canada (Canadian Council of Professional Engineers), Manitoba (Association of
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of the Province of Manitoba), and the United States
(National Society of Professional Engineers). The U.S. sample is included because the
majority of the literature on engineering ethics yields from south of the border and as such
this is the wording that is most often discussed.

Examination of these 'safety clauses' reveals an emphasis on protecting the physical
safety of the public; public health and welfare are also stressed.

In contrast, the Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology Society of
North America's (RESNA) Standards of Practice state as their leading principles of practice
that members shall "hold paramount the welfare of those served professionally; practice only
in their area(s) of competence and maintain high standards" (RESNA). Members of RESNA
are from a variety of professional occupations, including engineers. Welfare can be defined
as "a state charactenzed especially by good forfune, happiness, well-being or prosperity"
(Brickman and Bamett). The following literature discusses the engineering code of ethics,
and ethical considerations of the profession.
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Table 81. Safety Clauses in Engineering Associations' Codes of Ethics.

Professional Associ ation
Canadian Council of

Professional Engineers
(ccPE)

Association of
Professional Engineers
and Geoscientists of the
Province of Manitoba

(APEGM)
National Society of

Professional Engineers

NSPE)

Safety Clauses
Engineers shall:
Hold paramount the safety, health and welfare of the public
and the protection of the environment and promote health
and safety within the worþlace
Engineers shall present clearly to employers and clients the
possible consequences if engineering decisions or
judgments are ovemrled or disregarded
Be aware of and ensure that clients and employers are made
aware of societal and environmental consequences of
actions or projects
Treat equitably and promote the equitable treatment of all
clients
Each practitioner shall regard the physical, economic and

environmental well-being of the public as the prime
responsibility in all aspects of professional engineering and
professional geoscientifi c work

Engineers, in the fulfillment of their professional duties,
shall:
Hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public
Perform services only in areas of their competence

Engineering Ethics
The engineering code of ethics serves as a contract between those in the profession

and the public atlarge. As such, engineers are "given professional autonomy in promoting
risky activities, based on a promise that they will act in the public interest" (Brannigan 2003).

Engineers are required to "both fully understand the products they are designing and make

sure those products meet a high standard of public safety'' (Brannigan 2003). The code of
ethics may also "protect each professional from certain pressure (for example, the pressure to

cut corners to save money) by making it reasonably likely (and more likely than otherwise)
that most other members of the profession will not take advantage of her good conduct"
(Davis 1991).

While some critics may suggest that engineering codes of ethics are too vague or
unrealistic, Davis (1991) argues that a code ofprofessional ethics is "central to advising
individual engineers how to conduct themselves, to judging their conduct, and ultimately to

understanding engineering as a profession" and should be adhered to at all times. The
complexity of this situation is that the codes of ethics are always open to interpretation and it
is often not clear what the code would have a person do in any particular situation. Davis
(1991) suggests that the code of ethics tells us that we should not merely weigh safety against

the wishes of our employer, but instead give safety preference over those wishes. Other
authors assert that safety should never be allowed to interfere with the functionality of a
design. Brickman and Barnett state that "safeguards that interfere with functional
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specification must be rejected" and that such an approach is in line with the intent of the code

of ethics - obviously a different interpretation of the code than that of Davis.
Others yet, suggest that there are reasons why engineers may be morally justified in

choosing to not adhere to the code in certain situations. Vesilind (2001) lists five situations
where engineers may choose not to hold paramount the health, safety, and welfare of the
public; two of these situations apply to this study. The first case is where the engineer feels

that the requirement is internally inconsistent, and therefore cannot simultaneous uphold all
three facets. "Not holding all three of the requirements - health, safety, and welfare -
paramount is sometimes not possible, and doing so is morally acceptable if the public
understands the tradeoffs" (Vesilind 2001). According to Vesilind (2001) the second case

where the engineer is morally justified in not upholding the 'paramount' clause is when he

doesn't think the public really knows what is in its best interest. The result is 'engineering
paternalism' which is morally justified if done for benevolent purposes (Vesilind 2001); also,
"by licensing professional engineer, society give a form of implied consent to the engineer to
do what is in the best interest of the public" (Vesilind 2001). However, engineering
paternalism in the absence of public debate is normally not morally justified. ln another
afücle, Vesilind (2002) advocates for adherence to the code of ethics, but further describes

the concept of engineering paternalism:

"The engineer must place the health, safety, and welfare of the public above all other
considerations, such as cost and aesthetics. But nothing is ever totally safe, or healthy,
or is unwaveringly good for people. Thus, even though the requirement is to place
public welfare paramount, compromises are made and the engineer is often placed in
a paternalistic role in deciding just how much health, safety, and welfare is required
for the money spent."

Davis (1991) presents a strong counter argument in support of adherence of a
professional code of ethics. "Understanding a code of (professional) ethics as a convention
between professionals, we can explain why engineers cannot depend on mere private
conscience when choosing how to practice their profession, no matter how good that private
conscience, and why engineers should take into account what an organization of engineers

has to say about what engineers should do." He suggests that it is imperative that all
engineers follow the profession's agreed upon code, even in trying circumstances, instead of
treating themselves as exceptions. "A code is necessary in part because, without it, the self-
interest of individual engineers, or even their selfless devotion to their employer, could lead
to harm everyone overall" (Davis 1991).

A question that frequently arises in the literature is who to include in the 'public' that
engineers are meant to protect. Davis (1991) rejects the interpretations of "public" as

equivalent to "everyone" (renders the engineer's duty to the public too weak, as few dangers

are likely to threaten everyone), and "anyone" (engineering would be virnrally impossible
without ever putting anyone in any danger). He suggests that what makes people a public is
their relative innocence, helplessness, passivity, or "those persons whose lack of information,
technical knowledge, or time for deliberation renders them more or less vulnerable to the
powers an engineer wields on behalf of his client or employer". By this interpretation, a
person or group might be part of the public in one respect but not in another.
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Technology represents the "potential for both benefit and harm to society" (Brannigan
2003); "as it creates benefits it raises new moral challenges" (Martin and Schinzinger 2000).
"There is tension between the desire for beneficial technological innovation and the need for
social control to prevent innovations from causing harm, especially personal injury"
(Brannigan 2003). The fact remains that "there is no automatic relationship between the
benefit a technology can create and the harm it can cause" (Brannigan 2003) and in practice
the engineer has the power to decide what factors to include in evaluating a design, and what
weight each factor should carry.

Dignity of Risk
While the engineering code of ethics appears to present an argument for maximizing

the safety of engineering designs, the dignity of risk concept presents an argument for
loosening safety requirements in the interest of providing disabled consumers with a 'normal'
level of risk. This concept was first suggested by Wolfensberger in 1972, and further
explored by Perske in the same year. Wolfensberger's work was primarily with people with
intellectual disabilities. Part of his theory of normalization (that everyone deserves as normal
of an experience as possible) was the idea of dignity of risk: "it is dehumanizing to remove
all danger from the lives of the retarded and the handicapped" (Wolfensberger 1972). Perske
fuither asserted that people with disabilities should have more control over their life course

even if doing so introduced greater risk into their lives; "overprotection endangers the
client's human dignity, and tends to keep him from experiencing the risktaking of ordinary
life which is necessary for normal human growth and development" (Perske 1972). Perske
held that facing risks is part of being human and that people with disabilities should be able
to live their lives in the 'real' world, not in a state of protection.

"The world in which we live is not always safe, secure, and predictable. It does not
always say 'please' or'excuse me'. Every day that we wake up and live in the hours of that
day, there is a possibility of being thrown up against a situation where we may have to risk
everything, even our lives. This is the way the real world is. We must work to develop every
human resource within us in order to prepare for these days. To deny any person their fair
share of risk experiences is to further cripple them for healthy living. It is my firm belief that
we now need to ensure this dimension of human dignity for the handicapped and prepare

them for facing real but prudent risks in a real world. Where many of us worked overtime in
past years to find clever ways of building the avoidance of risk into the lives of our clients,
now we should work equally hard to help find the proper amount of normal risk for every
person. We have learned: there can be such a thing as human dignity in risk. Andthere can
be a dehumanizingindignity in safety!" (Perske 1912)

Theoretical Models of Disability
Following the review of the preceding literature, the question remains, how do the

engineer's duty to protect the public and the dignity of risk concept meet around the issue of
provision of assistive technology for FWDs? Although likely not thinking about this
particular situations, Wolfensberger (1972) predicted the diffrculty of this question:
"particularly sharp confrontations will be found in the issue ... of human safety and health
versus the dignity of risk".

Through the literature on FWDs, it is evident that the medical model of disability is
still dominant in this field. In general, disability is addressed as "a 'problem' embodied in a
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person in need of remedial techniques and technology" (Titchkosky 2003). Within a medical

or deficit model of disability "new technology becomes beneficial at the point at which it
begins to correct the deficits of the disabled person. The site of significance and the disability
problem is clearly identified as the individual and their impairment" (Roulstone 1998).

Perceived solutions to the barriers faced by FWDs are generally one of a kind solutions,

applied to individual farmers.
Although there is some mention in the literature of 'acquired or congenital'

disabilities, the vast majority of these sources are targeted towards conditions that are the

result of an agricultural incident. This notion fits with the medical model framework which
states that "biology is at the root of impairment that, in turn, causes disability" (Imrie 2004).

One reason for jumping to this conclusion, in the case of FWDs, may be that in many

situations it is a change in biology (through an agriculture-related injury) that begins a

farmer's joumey with the concept of disability.
In fact, Shakespeare and Watson's (2002) suggestion that "rather than pursuing a

strategy of medical cure? or rehabilitation, it is better to pursue a strategy of social change,

perhaps even the total transformation of society" is not even addressed in the literature on

FWDs. Roulstone (199S) holds that "only by adopting a social barriers approach to studying
the experiences of disabled people using new technology in employment can we really
understand the processes concemed."

Despite its ignorance of the social model of disability, the literature does paint a

positive picture of FWDs in broad strokes of perseverance, choice, inclusion, meaningful
participation, and ability. Literature concerning FWDs recognizes the potential for persons

with disabilities to successfully remain in agricultural occupations. Supporting groups such

as the BNG Resource Center or AgrAbility also recognize their responsibility to make FWDs
aware of the hazards in their work activities and protect themselves appropriately. "The issue

of informed risk is ethically very important. Risks will always be present in agricultural
production; therefore they should be made as clear as possible so that workers affected by
them can make informed choices in their regard" (Willkomm 2001).

A social barrier to the advancement of the theory of disability in rural communities

may be a lack of disability awareness. One study quoted found that for many farm workers

the concept of disability was not clear. It may follow that many FWDs do not identif,i
themselves as such. If so, any research on the experience of farming with a disability will not

be able to access the bulk of the population whose voices need to be heard, and this segment

of the disability movement will have difficulty building momentum.
Alternatively, the literature on FWDs also fits within the Social Role Valorization

schema (Wolfensberger 2000). It is clear that a valued role within the agricultural community
is that of a worker (someone who is able to do work). The ability to do farm work is a

confirmation of personal worth for farmers. Therefore, by usilg appropriate, safe assistive

technologies to remove some of the barriers that prevent FWDs from working, they are in
fact raising themselves to a more socially valued role, in their own eyes and those of the

community. The literature focuses on removing worþlace barriers for people with
disabilities who choose to continue farming.
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Engineering Ethics and the Dignity of Risk
The farmer groups (Manitoba Farmers With Disabilities, AgrAbility, BNG Resource

Center) seem to dodge this debate entirely. All three groups publish (on their websites or
otherwise) ideas for assistive technologies created by fellow farmers. All postings are

accompanied by a message of warning, excusing the group from any responsibility for
assistive technologies created as a result of the posted information. Based on their continued
existence, one could assume that the simple warning issued is sufficient in maintaining their
position of non- responsibility. However, this does not mean that professional engineers
could practice similarly and expect to achieve the same outcome.

The literature on the engineering ethics and the professions code of ethics fits neatly
within the medical model; the engineer and her colleagues are the knowledgeable
professionals, and everyone else is "the public". This mirrors the familiar situation traditional
service providers from the disability studies perspective.

There are strong arguments in support of adherence to the professional code of ethics
for engineers; the challenge comes in interpreting the code. General opinion is that safety is
the most important factor in any design, but it is obvious in objects that we use everyday that
safety is compromised in the interest of economics, aesthetics, functionality. "Nothing is ever
totally safe, or healthy, or is unwaveringly good for people" (Vesilind 2002) and engineering
would be virtually impossible without ever putting anyone in any danger (Davis 1991). It
seems reasonable to follow that safety, to a certain extent, can be compromised in the interest
of promoting the dignity of risk for FWDs.

The issue becomes more complicated when we consider Davis' (1991) definition of
"public" as "those persons whose lack of information, technical knowledge, or time for
deliberation renders them more or less vulnerable to the powers an engineer wields on behalf
of his client or employer". Following this definition, the farmer who has been informed of
the risks present in their modified machinery and consciously choose to accept these are not
part of the public. However, unknowing bystanders and others in the vicinity of the modified
machinery would, by definition, be part of the public that the engineers are charged to
protect. This makes the issue more controversial yet again, as we are debating the benefits of
dignity of risk for one person against the risks (however mild or serious they may be) for
others.

Literature on the dignity of risk is scarce. Although originally applied only to people
with intellectual disabilities, the concept of dignity of risk can easily be transferred to FWDs.
In many cases, FWDs are currently enjoying the dignity of living with at least a normal level
of risk, through their own equipment modifications and 'homemade' assistive technologies.
So the debate is not whether FWDs should be afforded the dignity of risk, they have already
secured ownership of this right through the own self-determination. The debate is whether or
not engineers, without denouncing their code of ethics, can justiff designing assistive
technologies for agriculture with compromised safety in the interest of promoting dignity of
risk.

Using Brickman and Barnett interpretation of the code (safeguards that interfere with
the functionality of a design must be rejected), assistive technologies for hazardous industries
could be designed without question. They would only have to be as safe as possible, while
still maintaining the functional specification set out by the user. However, it follows that this
interpretation could also yield many technologies that seriously compromise public safety.
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The development of engineering standards in the area of assistive technology design
would alleviate these issues by guiding the engineer through an appropriate design process,
and providing guidelines to follow to ensure reasonable accommodation without introducing
unacceptable safety hazards. "In some cases, there is a need to develop new standards or
expand existing design standards to provide clear direction to professionals designing and
fabricating assistive devices and making modifications to existing equipment such as tractors
and combines" (Field et al.200l). However, such a standard would be practically impossible
to produce, without being too narrow to apply to the broad range of assistive technologies, or
too vague to be useful.

In his work, Field et al. (2001) struggled with some of the same issues, as are arising
in this analysis; "in all cases where individuals are assisted in overcoming worþlace barriers
safety for all involved should be high on the agenda. In many cases, the final choices become
personal, but professionals involved with the process need to be aware that they have a duty
to consider safety and health implications of every recommendation." He highlights the
professional's responsibilities and the power of the consumer to choose, but does make it
clear whose opinion should supersede if they happened to be different.

Conclusion
The question of how the engineer's duty to protect the public, and the concept of

dignity of risk, meet around the issue of design of assistive technology for FWDs remains
unanswered. This paper provides background literature from each of the FWDs, engineering
ethics, and dignity of risk perspectives, to shed some light on the forces atplay in this debate.
To continue this study, people with the lived experiences in these areas must be consulted to
check if the literature paints an accurate picture of the situation as portrayed in this review.

In closing, much of the material presented and discussed in this piece originates from
outside the scholarship of disability studies. However, the field of disability studies provides
a space for this material to come together, and the multidisciplinary nature of this field will
allow for further investigation into the issues of public safety and dignity of risk in the
provision of assistive technologies for farmers with disabilities.
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Section

BS EN 894-1 : 1997 Safety of machinery - Ergonomics requirements for the design of displays and control acfuators Partl: General
principles for human interactions with displays and control actuators

4.1 Suitability for the task
A human-machine system is suitable for the task if it supports the operator in the safe, effective and efficient completion of
the task.

4.Il Principle of function allocation
The most suitable allocation of function between the operator and the machine should be decided after considering the
requirements of the task and the strengths and limitations of the human operator.

4.1.3 Principle of grouping
Arrange displays and control actuators so that they are easy to use in combination by following procedures for grouping
items.

4.1.4 Principle of identification
Control acfuators and displays should be readily identifiable.

4.1.5 Principle of operational relationship
Associated control actuators and displays should be arranged to reflect their operational relationships.

4.2 Self-descriptiveness
The human-machine interface should be designed so as to be easily self descriptive, this means that the operator can easily
recognize the displays and controls and understand the underlying process.

4.3 Controllability
The operator shall dominate the system. This means that the system and its components shall guide the operator through
the task during periods when the system is under direct operator control. The operator shall not be dominated by the work
cycle rhythm inherent in the system.

4.3.I Principle of redundancy
Provisions should be made for additional displays and controls where such redundancy may benefit overall system safety.

4.3.2 Principle of accessibility
Information should be readily accessible.

4.3.3 Principle of movement space
The body movements that are required to operate control actuators should not cause discomfort for the operator.

Table C1. Relevant industry standards
Statement
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4.4 Conformity with user expectations
Population stereotypes and other user expectations of how the human-machine interface operates are powerful influences
in determining how and operator will us a particular control actuator or display. Under stress operators can be expected to
revert to population stereotypes even if they have been trained to act in a contrary manner.

4.4.1 Principle of compatibility with learning
The function, movement, and position of control actuator and display elements shall correspond to what the operator
expects from previous work experience or training.

4.4.2 Principle of compatibility with practice
The function, movement, and position of control actuator and display elements shall cor¡espond to expectancies based on
practical experience in using the system and the relevant manual.

4.4.3 Principle of consistency
Similar parts of the human-machine system should operate in a consistent manner.

4.5 Error tolerance
A system is said to be error tolerant if, despite evident effors in operation, then intended result is achieved with either no,

or minimal, corrective action.
4.6 Suitability for individualízation and learning

A system is suitable for individualization and learning if it can be adjusted to individual needs.

4.6.1 Principle of flexibility
The system shall be flexible enough to be adapted to differences in personal needs, general physiological and

psycholo gical abilities, leaming abilities and cultural differences.

ASAE 5335.4 FEB 04 Operator Controls on Agricultural Equipment

2.3.1 (Secondary motion for the purposes of this Standard, is met:) For mechanical controls, by and L-, Z-, or U-shaped slot, a
slot latch, a thumb button, or other functional designs, but is not met by a simple detent alone.

3. 1 This standard is based on the principle that a given direction of movement of any control should produce a consistent and

expected effect.
3.2 Where confusion may result from the motion of the control, the effect from movement of the control shall be clearly and

permanently identified.
3.3 All controls should be located convenient to the operator, with preference to those used more frequently or requiring higher

forces to operate.
3.4 The inclusion of secondary motion requirement shall be considered in the design of all controls to reduce the likelihood of

inadvertent actuation from the off or neutral position.
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3.4.I (Secondary motion shall be included:) Where inadvertent actuation of the control can create hazards associated with
unexpected machine or component movement.

3.4.2 (Secondary motion shall be included:) Only where technically feasible and functionally practical in operation.
3.5 Foot operated controls shall have slip-resistant surfaces, be of adequate size and spacing, and be of appropriate

configuration for proper orientation.
3.6 Hand-operated controls shall be of appropriate configuration and size to permit adequate grasp and hand clearance

throughout the operatin g range.
3.7 Controls not mentioned in this standard, such as combinations, automatic, or new devices, are acceptable where applicable

guidelines are followed.
4.2 When separate brake pedals are provided for independent righrhand and left-hand brake control, it shall be possible to

obtain combined and/or equalized control.

ASAE 8P443.1 FEB04 Color Coding Hand Controls

3.1 For the pu{pose of this Engineering Practice, hand controls include, but are not limited to, levers, switches, knobs, handles,
and buttons, which the operator manipulates to activate or control machine functions.

3.2 When new types of hand controls are adopted or combination controls are used, the color should be selected in accordance
with the primary function.

3.3 If it is not practical to color code the control, it is sufficient to color code either the area surrounding the control or the
identification of that control rather than the control.

3.4 Color coding does not replace the need for symbols identification.
4.1 Red shall be used only for single-function engine stop controls. Where key switches, ignition switches or hand throttles

are used to stop the engine the "off' or "stop" positions shall be indicated with red lettering and/or symbols.
4.2 Orange shall be used only for machine ground motion controls, such as engine speed controls, transmission controls,

parking brakes or park-locks, and independent emergency brakes.
4.2.I 'Where the engine speed and engine stop controls are combined, the controls may be red.
4.4 Black or some other dark color to harmonize with décor selected by the manufacturer shall be used for all controls, such as

these positioning and adjusting functions. (See 4.4.1 - 5)

ANSVASAE 5318.15 DEC02 Safety for Asricultural Field Equipment

7.4 All sharp çdges and corners at the operator's station shall be appropriately treated to minimize potential hazard to the
operator.
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8.3 If the mounting step(s), ladder(s), or handhold(s) of the agricultural tractor or self- propelled machine are made

inaccessible by the installation of equipment, alternate facilities shall be provided.
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Table D1. Secondary sources of information
Maintaining tractor control Source Supports item

"Are the hand controls free of blocking the Willkomm 1997

pathway to the tractor seat?" 1

"The speed controls levers shall be located Kaminaka i991
forward and above the operator's knees to
reduce the probability of control error that 2, J

might originate from unintentionally bumping
and activating a control."
"Is the hand control free of causing Willkomm 1997

involuntary actuation?" 
' 2'7 ' l0

"Is the risk of involuntary actuation slight?" Hansson 1991 2,7,I0
"The hand controls should be located in easy Wray et al.2001 

4
reach"
"Is the location of the hand controls within the Willkomm 1997

operator's maximum hand reach location?" 4

"Hand controls that are optimally positioned to AgrAbility Project
the anthropometric need (body measurements) 2005
of the operator will improve function and safe 

4
operations. Controls that required the operator
to reach too far to use them can result in loss

of controls of the tractor."
"Hand controls should be designed and AgrAbility Project
positioned so that the operator's elbow is 2005
slightly bent, not hyper-extended, when the 4

hand control is in the positions farthest from
the operator"
"Hand controls should be located where they Gaynor et al. 1986
will not interfere with other controls or
components. There should be at least two
inches between all lever handles, and

preferably more. When designing controls, it 
6

is important to keep in mind that the seat

usually adjusts from front to rear; some

tractors have a hydraulic seat that raises when
the tractor is started; and steering columns my
tilt or telescope."
"The maximum force required to activate a AgrAbility Project
hand control should not exceed one third of the 2005
operator's maximum push/pull force. It is
important to note that although the maximum
force required for operators with full upper- 9

body strength should not exceed 35 pounds,
the maximum force for operators affected by
spinal cord injuries may be significantly less

depending upon the level of the spinal cord
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injury."
"sufficient friction shall be provided so that Kaminaka 1991

casual bumping of the control will not activate 10

it;'
"Materials and components used to construct Gaynor et al. 1986
hand controls should be strong and durable
enough that the controls will not encounter
permanent deformation under the stress of 12

normal operation. Registered professional
engineers should be consulted to verifi7 all
designs for strength."
"A1l components should be resistant to Galnor et al. 1986
corrosion. Corrosion weakens components 12

and produces sharp edges."
"Are the controls constructed of durable Willkomm 1997

material?" 12

"Are the controls securely mounted on the Willkomm 1997 
13,14

clutch and brake peddles or peddle shanks?"
"Hand controls should be securely fastened to AgrAbility Project
the tractorpedals orpedal anns. Secured hand 2005
controls are critical to the operator's ability to 13' 14

maintain control of the tractor"
"Hand controls should be mounted on the AgrAbility Project
tractor so that they do not interfere with foot 2005
placement or cause involuntary contact with 19

the legs, hands, or anns of co-workers who
may also operate the tractor"
"Are the hand controls mounted so that they Willkomm 1997
do not interfere with the foot placement of 19

others who may use the same tractor?"

Preventing personal injuries Source Supports item
"Hand controls should not interfere with the Gaynor et al. 1986
pathway to the seat to allow easier transferring
for operators with disabilities. The American
Society of Agricultural Engineering (ASAE)
Standard 5383, "Rollover Protective Structure 1,2
for Wheeled Agricultural Tractors," also
requires two unrestricted exits from the tractor
cab; thus, hand controls should not block
either of these exits."
"Is the operator's body free of bumping into or Willkomm i997
catching on the hand controls during access to 2,3
the tractor seat?"
"Are the hand controls free of involuntary Willkomm 1997 2,7
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contact with the co-worker's legs, hands or
arms?"
"Are the handle controls free of involuntary Willkomm 1997 ) ,7

contact with the operator's legs?" L' t

"Is the operator area designed and arranged so Hansson 1991

that operation, loading and unloading are not 2,7
hazardous to the operator?"
"Hand controls should be easily removable in AgrAbility Project
order to keep the pathway to the tractor seat 2005
clear while the operator with a disability
transfers in or out of the seat or while co-
workers use the machinery. Hand controls
that are located in the path of the tractor seat 7,2, 78

have caused scrapes and bruises. If the hand
controls carnot be easily removed, either the
hand controls or the operator should be
properly padded to minimize potential bumps,
bruises, or scrapes."
"Leg clearance should be sufficient between AgrAbility Project
the operator and the controls to keep his or her 2005
knees, feet, and ankles from coming into 1

contact with the controls when they are
activated."
"Hand controls should not come into contact Gaynor et al. 7986
with the operator's legs during operation." 

- 7

"The hand controls should not bump or rub Wray et al.2001
against the operator's legs. 

" ^*r " ' 7

"Is there anything in the operator area which Hansson 1991

could hurt the operator?" 7

"Sharp edges should be removed from the AgrAbility Project
hand controls installed in the tractor." 2005 8

"All sharp and jagged edges should be Gaynor et al. 1986
eliminated to prevent injury to the operator or
damage to his clothes during operation and I
access/egress."
"Sharp or jagged edges should be avoided" Wray et al.2001 8

"Is the control handle free of sharp edges or Willkomm 1997 g
pressure points?"
"Metal hand controls for the tractor should be AgrAbility Project
padded or coated with a slip-resistant material 2005
to prevent the operator's hands from
sustaining cuts, scrapes, or bums. These
materials include "Magic'Wrap", Plastic-dip , tt
bicycle grips, pipe insulation, and 3M
adhesive rubber gnps. To increase optimum
gnp on the controls, the operator should
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consider wearing gloves."
"Hand controls constructed of flat bar stock AgrAbility Project
should be avoided. Control handles should be 2005
round and 1.5" to 2" in diameter. Handles
should be covered with slip resistant material. 8, 16

This material might include abicycle grip,
spray on rubberized material, or rubberized
"Magic Wrap" tape"
"Hand controls should not interfere with a co- AgrAbility Project
worker's ability to operate the equipment 2005 19

safely."

Preventing repetitive strain injuries Source Supports item
"Hand controls should be located where they Gaynor et al. 1986
can be easily and accurately reached and

where maximum force can be applied. In
general, this is between elbow and shoulder
height, and approximately 16-28 inches from a

vertical plane of the operator's back. Undue 4

strain and fatigue result when the operator
must reach to his/her limits. He/she also has

greater balance and control of the hand
controls within reach limits."
"Hand controls should be positioned to allow Gaynor et al. 1986
for changes in body posture, such as natural
body slump, stretching, and movement caused 4' Il
by vehicle acceleration and vibration."
"Hand controls should be custom designed and AgrAbility Project
constructed to meet the individual operator's 2005
needs. These designs must take into
consideration the position of the tractor seat in 4, 6,9
relation to the controls, the operator's
maximum and minimum reach zone and the
operator's maximum push/pull ability."
"Hand controls should be operated without AgrAbility Project
excessive deviation (extension or flexion) of 2005

the wrist. The tractor operator should keep his 5

or her wrist as straight as possible when
engaging the hand controls."
"Can the controls be pushed or pulled with a Willkomm 1997 

5
neutral wrist posture?"
"Force required should be minimized through Gaynor et al. 1986
proper design of the linkages and proper g
location of the controls. Excessive forces
cause fatigue and reduce the alertness of the
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operator."
The hand controls should be "actuated without Wray et al- 2001 g

undue strain or fatigue"
"The maximum force to operate the hand Wray et al- 2001 g

controls should not exceed 30 lbf."
"Are the actuating forces consistent with the Hansson 1991 

9
guideline values?"
"Is the force required to activate the hand Willkomm 1997 g

controls less than 18 pounds?"
"Use ergonomic guidelines when designing AgrAbility Project

hand controls for the tractor. These guidelines 2005

suggest that controls should be no more than

1.75" in diameter; that the forces required to

operate the controls should be between 18 lbs

and37 lbs, with a force of 18 lbs being ^.. g,16,ll
optimal; and that the hand gnp is at least 3"
long. Although theses guidelines are a start, it
is important to consider each person's unique

needs, because most ergonomic guidelines

were developed for the average operator who
has no impairment."
"Do controis have a suitable size and shape?" Hansson 1991 15,76,17
..Is the diameter of the controi handles between v/illkomm 1997 rc
1" and l-75"?"
"Is the length of the controls handles greater Willkomm 1997 n
than3"?"

Important considerations not included in
worksheet Source ToPic

"Is there a hand control for the clutch?" Willkomm 1997 Presence

"Is there a hand control for the brake?" Willkomm 1997 Presence

"The controls should be of an "add-on" nature. Gaynor et al- 7986

Permanent alterations to the tractor should be

avoided (i.e., welding, cosmetic damage, etc.)

so as not to depreciate the equipment's resale Add-on

value. However, this is of secondary
importance to the design of a safe, high quality
set of controls."
"Clutch and brake controls that must be pulled AgrAbility Project

toward the operator can place him or her at 2005

risk while he or she maneuvers the tractor". Direction

Stopping quickly may result in the chest of the

operator being pushed into the steering wheel.
"ASAE Standards state that hand controls AgrAbility Project

should be created in such a way to maintain 2005 Direction

the same logical function and direction as the
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original controls. However, these standards to
not take into account the unique ergonomic
needs of the operator with a disability. For
example, although ASAE states that hand

controls should be pulled in a rearward
(towards the operator) direction, and operator
with a spinal cord injury may prefer controls
that push forward (away from the operator) so

that he or she can use the back of the seat for
additional leverage and support. As noted
previously, clutch and brake controls that
require the operator with a spinal cord injury,
to pull rearward, resulting in the operator's
chest coming in contact with the steering
wheel."
"The clutch hand control should pull back
toward the operator to disengage the clutch,
and should lock the clutch in a disengaged
position."
"Clutch hand controls should pull towards the

operator (generally rearward) to disengage the
clutch, as required by American Society of
Agricultural Engineers Standard ASAE 335.2,

"Operator Controls on Agricultural
Equipment.""
"The brake hand controls should push forward
away from the operator to apply the brakes,

and should allow independent or equalized
braking. If the conventional brake interlock
between the two brakes is affected by the
addition of hand controls, a new interlock
should be included in the hand controls
design."
"Hand controls for the brakes should not
interfere with the operator's ability to lock the
breaks together"
"Can both brakes be activated together?"
"Can the operator lock the brakes together?"
"All two wheel drive tractor have two brakes.

If the conventional brake interlock between the
two brakes is made inoperable by attaching
hand controls, a locking mechanism must be

included in the hand control design to allow
for combined or equalized braking."

Wray et al.2001

Gaynor et al.1986

'Wray et aL.2001

AgrAbility Project
2005

Willkomm 1997
Willkomm 1997
Gaynor et al.1986

Direction

Direction

Direction

Two brakes

Two brakes
Two brakes

Two brakes
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Hazar d S elf-As s es sment Worksheet
*Instructions*

This worksheet was designed to guide fanners with disabiiities through a systematic hazard identification and risk estirnation process for rnodified

tractor cabs. This worksheet is not meant as a substitute for compliancewith any accepted regulations or standards.

Cornplete a separate worksheet for each ofthe brake and clutch functions.

Before beginning the assessment, position yourselfin the operator's seat and adjust the seat position so that the steering wheel is at a cornfortable

distance. Check the location of the hand controls for the brake and clutch, and actuate these controls to get a feel for thern. When cornpleting the

assessment, think about using the controls to conhol the tractor ove¡ the course ofan entire workday.

Follow these steps:

Column A: Read the potential hazard.
Column B: Detennine if the hazard exists in your cab. Circle either'yes'or'no'.

If 'yes', complete the risk estimation (steps C through E below).
If 'no', enter 0 in colur¡n E and move on to the next hazard (skip steps C and D).

Colurnn C: Rate the severity of the most probable injury that might result from the hazard. Assign a rating fronl 1 to 5.

Colurnn D: Rate the probability that an injury will occur due to the hazard. Assign a rating ûorn 1 to 5.

Column E: Multiply the severity score by the probability score to get an estinration of the total risk associated with this hazard.

Does this hazard exist?

Ifyes, estirnate the risk. If ro , move to next item.

Throughout its range ofrnotion, does the cont¡ol come close
(within 2") to contacting any ofthe other tractor controls,

Is the activation force so light that you could unintentionally
activate the control bv burnpine it?

What is the severity of the

rnost probable injury that

Rate each frorn 1 to 5:

Minor Severe Fatal

mieht result?

@""
v"'@

What is the probability of
this level ofinjury

4

Rate each from I to 5:

Low Mediurn High

occum

12345

Total Risk:
Severity x
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Does this hazard exist?
Ifyes , estimate the risk. If no , move to next itern.

Does the control partially or fully block access to the exit?

z
Is the conhol located in a way that it would likely come in
contact with your body while you were entering or exiting the
cab?

Hazar d Self-Assessment'Worksheet
For CLUTCH o¡ BRAKE pedal (circle one).

BC

J
Is the handle ofthe conhol oriented so that it might hook on
your clothing during entering, exiting, or operation?

Stt back in the operator seat and extend your arm to the

control' 
ves / no

Is the distance to the control greater than that of your
outstretched (not hvper-extended) ann?

4

Push/Pull the hand control to its maximum extent, as if you
we re ac tltating the func tio n.

Do you feel discomfort in your wrist, or an otherwise
uncornfortable ann nosition?

5

6

Throughout its range ofrnotion, does the control come close
(within 2") to contacting any ofthe other ûactor controls,
console, or seat?

What is the severity of the

most probable injury that

'l Throughout its range of motion, does the control come close
lwíthin 2"1 to contactins anv Dart ofvour bodv?

Rate each frorn 1 to 5:

Minor Severe Fatal

t2345

8

misht result?

Does the control have any sharp edges that could cause injury
or darnase to clothins?

yes / no

yes / no

What is the probability of
this level ofinjury

yes / no

D

Rate each frorn 1 to 5:

Low Medium High
12345

occumln

x

yes / no

X

yes / no

Total Risk:
Severity x

yes / no

Probabili

X

yes / no

X

X

X
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Does this hazard exist?

Ifyes, estirnate the risk. If ro , rnove to next item.

A

9

Is the activation fo¡ce of the control excessive?
(Ergonomic guidelines suggest that theforce requtred should yes I no

not exceed aoproximatelv 20 lbs.)

r0
Is the activation force so light that you could unintentionally
activate the control by bumpine it?

1l Does the control lack adjustability (i.e. does it only have one

operational position)?

12
Is the control constructed ofmaterial that could bend, break, or
rust durine normal ooeration?

13
Is the control cornprised of two or more pieces that could cor¡e
anart durins normal oneration?

B

14

Look at the point where the control is attached to the pedal or
pedal shaft. Yes / no

Is this connection rveak loose o¡ otherwise prone to failure?

15 Is the handle uncomfortable to grip (too hard, slippery, etc.)?

t6

What is the severity of the

rnost probable injury that

Is the handle diarneter too small (less than l") or too large
(sreater than i.75")?

C

t'7 Is the handle less than 3" long?

Rate each frorn I to 5:

Minor Seve¡e Fatal

t8 Is it difficult to adjust or remove the conhol (for other operators -.^^ t - ^
who wish to use the foot pedal)? ' yes / no

l9
When the hand conhol is adjusted o¡ rernoved for other

operators, do any remaining parts (clarnps, etc.) impede access yes / no

to the foot oedal?

yes / no

What is the probability of
this level ofinjury

yes / no

D

4

yes / no

Rate each from I to 5:

Low Mediurn High

yes / no

¡)

X

yes / no

X

yes / no

X

Total Risk:
Severity x

yes / no

X

X

X

x
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Appendix F: Recruitment poster
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Department of Biosystems Engineering, University of Manitoba

Volunteers needed for research study on
hazard assessrnent ¡n modified tracto!'cabs

'We are looking for volunteers to complete a study onhazard
assessment in modified tractor cabs. To qualiÛr for the study
you must be familiar with the operation of large agricultural

machinery. As a participant in this survey, you would be
asked to: attend a study session at the Glenlea research station

(transportation provided), where you would use a hazard
analysis worksheet to assess thehazards in three modified

tractor cab scenarios. The study session will take
approximately 3 % hours to complete (including travel time).

In appreciation of your time, you will receive a $25
honorarium.

If you are interested or would like more information, please
contact Sarah Kelso (Principal Investigator) at or by

email at

Thank you!

This study is being supervised by Dr. Danny Mann who can be reached at 474-7149 or by
email at danny:mann@umanitoba. ca.

This study has been reviewed by, and has received ethics clearance through, the Education
and Nursing Research Ethics Board, University of Manitoba.
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Appendix G: Pilot study participant consent form

The consent was presented on Department of Biosystems Engineering letterhead for the
purposes of the pilot study (not seen here).
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Research participant information and consent form

Títle of Study: Inter-rater Reliabllity of Hazard Self-Assessment Worksheet for Modified
Tractor Controls

P rincípal Inves tigator : Sarah Kelso B.Sc. (BioEng)
M.Sc. Candidate, Department of Biosystems Engineering
E2-37 6 Engineering Building
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 5V6
Tel:
Email:

Sponsor: n/a

This letter of consent, a copy of which will be left for you for your records, is only part of the
process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about,
and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something
mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take
time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information.

Purpose of the Research: Following a disabling injury, many FWDs modiff their
environments, including their tractor cabs and controls to accommodate their changing
abilities. Although many farmers have little formal safety or design training, they have the
skills and facilities to design and manufacture assistive tools and modifications. The
objective of this research study is to measure the inter-rater reliability of a hazard self-
assessment tool developed by the principal investigator for use in modified tractor cabs for
farmers with disabilities (FWDs).

This hazard assessment tool was developed to assist farmers in identifying risk factors
in their modified tractor cabs; for example, factors that may contribute to loss control of the
tractor, personal injuries, or repetitive strain injuries. The specific tractor modifications that
are addressed in the worksheet are mechanical levers that are attached to the pedal or shaft of
the clutch and brake controls. These hand controls enable actuation of the clutch and brake
functions with the operator's upper extremities (i.e., hands and arms). The hazard assessment

tool is designed to assist the user in completing a systematic evaluation of the modified
tractor cab environments, in efforts to identify any existing safety hazards and assess their
relative risk. Three different designs of hand controls will be used in this study. This study
will test the inter-rater reliability of the assessment tool, when used to evaluate three
modified tractor cab scenarios. Participants' worksheet responses will be compared to those
ofan expert rater.

Procedures Involving Participants: Based on participants' availability, two study sessions

will be conducted, each with five participants. Participants must be willing to spend one
aftemoon at the Glenlea Research Station (the location of the tractor that will be used to
create the scenarios to assess) in the spring of 2006. More specifically, you will be asked to:
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- Meet in the Agricultural Engineering building on the designated afternoon,

- Ride in the Department of Biosystems Engineering van to Glenlea Research Station

(you can provide your own transportation if you wish, but you will not be reimbursed

for mileage),
- Use the worksheet to assess the hazards in three modified tractor cab scenarios.

Participants will not be required to operate the tractor, or approach any other

machinery that is in operation. At the time of the assessments, the tractor will be in an

enclosed workshop area. It is estimated that each individual assessment will take up to 10

minutes, and the entire session (including 5 participants) will take 3.5 hours including travel

time. Light refreshments will be available for participants throughout the afternoon.

I will analyze pafücipants' responses to assess the inter-rater reliability of the worksheet.

Confidentiality and Information: Due to the nature of this study, anonymity cannot be

guaranteed, but every effort will be made to ensure that your confidentiality will be

protected. Five participants will participate in each study session and as such the identity of
each of the five participants will be revealed to the other participants. However, each

participant will use the worksheet to evaluate the tractor cabs individually and the

participants responses on the worksheets will be kept confidential. Participants will be

identified by a participant number which will appear on the worksheet form; the participants'

names will not appear anywhere on the worksheet. The only people who will view the

completed worksheets will be myself and my advisor. All worksheets will be kept in a
locked secure place, and will be destroyed once the study is complete. No confidential

records will be consulted for this study.

Honorarium: The participants will be offered aS25 honorarium in retum for their
participation.

Study-Related Feedback: A summary of the results of the study will be made available to

all interested participants, once the study is complete. The summary will be about 2-3 pages

long, and will focus on general trends that I found in the complete worksheets. If you would

like the summary to be mailed to you, please include your mailing address at the bottom of
this letter.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the

information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a

subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researcher from my legal

and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, or

refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence.

To withdraw from the study, participants should indicate their decision to the Principal

investigator at their earliest convenience, through a medium with which they are comfortable

(e.g., in person, by phone, by email). Participants who withdraw from the study following
arnval at the Glenlea Research Station may be required to wait for the session to be complete

before they can return to the University of Manitoba Campus with the gouP, unless they

have arranged for alternate transportation. Participants who withdraw from the study before

completing at least two of the three requested tractor cab assessments will not be offered an
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honorarium. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so
you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

My advisor is Dr. Danny Mann from the Department of Biosystems Engineering. He will
supervise my work. If you have any questions for Dr. Mann he can be reached at:

Dr. Danny Mann, Ph.D., P.Eng.
As so ciate Profes sor, D ep artment o f Bio systems En gineering
E2-37 6 Engineering Building
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 5V6
Tel: 204-474-7149
Email : danny_mann@umanitoba. ca

This study has been approved by the Education and Nursing Research Ethics Board. If you
have any concems or complaints about the project, you may contact the above-named
persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at (204) 474-7122 or email
Margaret bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this consent form has been given to you to
keep for your records and reference.

(Participant' s Signature) (Date)

(Researcher's Signature) (Date)

Mailing address if you wish to receive a summary of the results:
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Appendix H: Results of QUEST from pilot study
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Rater Survey

1. What is your occupation?

For the following two questions, circle the number that best describes your answer:

2. Rate your injury prevention/hazard assessment expertise:

rron"l 1 2 3 4 5 lexpert

3. Rate your expertise with agricultural machinery:

nonel 1 2 3 4 5 lexPert

4. Please list any assessment items or instructions/explanations that should be added to this

worksheet (use reverse if necessary).

5. Were there any items on the worksheet that you felt were unnecessary? If yes, please list.

6. please describe any aspects of the worksheet that were confusing or unclear.

7. Please share any other suggestions you have on how to improve this worksheet.
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Appendix J: Measures of inter-rater agreement and complete explanation of reliability
analysis
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Proportion or percentage agreement
A common approãch io assessing agreement for this type of data is to report the

simple proportion oipercentage of agreements among the total number ofjudgments

(Kramer and Feinstein 1981, Morgan et al. 2005)'

In this case, the percentage of agreements between Rater A and Rater B would be:

(a + d)lN * 100 : (51 + 3l)190 * 100 :9l.lo/o.

While this analysis is quick and straight forward, it is flawed as it does not take into

account the amount of agreement expected by chance (Kramer and Feinstein 1981). "It takes

little in the way of sophistication to appreciate the inadequacy of this solution" (Cohen

1960); agreemlnt by chance should be considered. If researchers neglect the possibility of

chance agreement, ihey will come to misleading conclusions about the reproducibility of the

measures they are using (McGinn et al.2004). A failure to account for chance agreement

when reporting reliability values is a common problem found in the analysis and

interpreiation óf reliability studies (Ottenbacher and Tomchek 1993).

Agreement by chance
Hypotúetically, two raters' responses could agree purely by chance' In all cases' some

ugr."rrr"rriis to be expected solely on the basis of chance (Fleiss 1971). Theoretically, by

rJndomly guessing on a multiple-choice test with four possible responses per question, a

student should score aboutZli/oon the test; ideal indexes ofconcordance should correct for

the agreement expected by chance alone (Kramer and Feinstein 1981). Conversely, when

usi¡fan existential scale 
-in 

a clinical situation, chance agreement is not always 50%- When

the irevalence of one outcome is low, more observers will guess that the disease is absent;

this situation will lead to a high percentage of agreement simply by chance (McGinn et al'

Z¡O4).This principal can be easily translãted to hazards in modified tractor cabs: when the

existánce ofã particular type of hazardis very low, more raters will guess that the hazard is

absent, leading to a high percentage of chance-expected agreement.

The amount of chance-expected agreement is determined by finding the joint

probabilities of the marginals (Cõhen 1960). The chance-expected frequencies_of agreement

ior cells a and d canbe-calculated by multiplying the appropriate row marginals (r1 or 12)

representing A's judgments by the corresponding column marginals (c1 or c2) representing

B;s judgme;ts then dividing by the total number of subjects judged (N) (Kramer and

Feinstein 1981).
The chance-expected frequencies for'a' are

r f c tlN : 59*51 190 : 33.4,

and the chance-expected frequencies for'd' are

12* c2lN : 3l*39190 : I 5.1'

Table J1 displays the sample data from Table 5 (in the body of the text), including

chance expected frequåncies for the cells in the agreement diagonal (cells a and d)-

Table Jl. Sample agreement matrix of frequencies for Rater A and Rater B for the

presence of a including chance
Rater B

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A

es.
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Total
* Chance Expectancy

Overall chance-expected agreement is obtained by adding the chance-expected cell

frequencies for cells 'a' and 'd' and dividing by the total number of subjects (Kramer and

Feinstein 1981). The overall chance-expected percentage agreement is
(r ¡* c 1l N + 12* c 2l lÐlN * 1 00 : (33.4 + 1 5. I y90 t 1 00 : 50.ZYo.

That is, in this case 50.2%o of the total agreement (91 .1%) is expected purely by
chance, This new information makes the observed percentage agreement calculated earlier

seem far less impressive.

Kappa
Cohen (1960) proposed kappa (rc), a coefficient used to measure the degree of

agreement in nominal scales that has since been widely accepted (Fleiss l9ll,Kramer and

Feinstein 1981, Feinstein and Cicchetti 1990, Berry 1992, Ottenbacher and Tomchek 1993,

Mackenzie et a|.2002, McGinn et aL.2004, Viera and Garrett 2005, Warda 2005). Kappa is a

normalized measure of overall agreement, corrected for the amount expected by chance

(Cohen 1960); it allows us to measure agreement after correcting for the variable degree of
chance agreement (McGinn et aI.2004). Kappa tells us if there is any more agreement

between raters than could be expected by chance alone; it is simply the proportion of
agreement after chance agreement is removed from consideration (Cohen 1960).

While both kappa and the percentage agreement method are used to compute

reliability for dichotomous data (Ottenbacher and Tomchek 1993), the kappa statistic is

currently recom.mended as the best measure of inter-observer agreement (Kramer and

Feinstein 1981, Mackenzie et a\.2002) and is the most commonly reported measure of inter-

rater agreement in medical literature (Viera and Garrett 2002).

Cohen (1960) imposed th¡ee conditions that must be satisfied for the calculation of
kappa: (1) the units must be independent (in this case the units are the different tractor

controls that were evaluated as part of the pilot study); (2) the categories of the nominal scale

must be independent, mutuaily exclusive, and exhaustive; and (3) the judges must operate

independently. These conditions are satisfied by the case at hand.

A variety of home environmental checklists used dichotomous scoring for the

presence of hazards in the home and used the kappa statistic for evaluating levels of inter-

iater agreement for individual items and overall scores (Letts et al. 1998, Mackenzie et al.

2002,Morgan 2005). The reason for imposing the chance correction in kappa in this type of
research is that the measuring devices are human raters (in this case, using the HSAW),
rather than inanimate technologic procedures, and that the subjective responses of the raters

may sometimes agree by chance (Feinstein and Cicchetti 1990).

Kappa is calculated by estimating the agreement due to chance and then comparing

the observed agreement beyond chance with the maximum possible agreement beyond

chance (McGinn et al.2004) using the following formulas from Cohen (1960)

ç_Po-P"I_p" '
where pois the observed proportion of agreements, andp" is chance-expected

proportion of agreements, calculated as follows (ø and d are cell values from agreement

matrix above)

90395l
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a+d
yoN)

o":t#'
The formula for kappa can also be expressed in frequencies, which may facilitate

computation in some cases (Cohen 1960)

y_Jo-J,.
N-f,-

whercfris the frequency of observed agreements andf"is the chance-expected

frequency of agteements, calculated as follows
f": a+d

¡: \ct*rzcz 
-"N

The value of kappa can range from -1 to *1 as described in Table J2 (also presented

in Table 6 in the body of the text). r: 0 describes the situation where obtained (measured)

agreement equals chánce agreement. Greater than chance agreement leads to positive values

of r while less than chance agreement leads to negative values (Cohen 1960). The upper

limit of r is +1 .00, which only occurs when there is perfect agreement between the judges

(Cohen 1960). In any given scenario, the minimum value of r is between -1 and 0; this

calculation is more complicated and is this case of no practical interests as rc is being used as

a measurement of agreement (Cohen 1960).

Table J2. Qualitative interpretation of possible values of kappa (adapted from Kramer and

Value of
Feinstein 1981

Interpretation

K: -1

rc<0

K:O

0<r<<.20
.21<r-< .40

.41 <rc<.60

.61 <r<.80

.81 <rc< 1.00

Observed agreement is less than chance-expected

agreement (po < P"), Poor agreement

Observed agreement equals chance expected agreement

(Po: P")
Slight agreement

Fair agreement

Moderate agreement

Substantial agreement

Almost perfect agreement

r: +1 Observed agreement is perfect (po : 1)

Using the data from Table Jl, the kappa value is calculated as follows:

n _rtct*rzcz _ (59X51)+f31X39) :0.521I'c N2 902

-51+3i:0.91r
90

Maximum possible disagreement

Po
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= 0.814
l- p, l-0.521

When calculating kappa, the statistical analysis program SPSS uses the method

derived by Cohen (SPSS 200i).

Standard error for kappa values
Standard e¡¡ors can be calculated for kappa to allow comparison of the observed

value against the null hypothesis that rc: 0, that there is no more agreement than would be

expected by chance alo.rã (Kramer and Feinstein 1981). Because the conditi on N > 2{
(where g is the number of categories and N is the total number ofjudgments) is satisfied in

this case, r is normally distributed and the conventional z test can be used for this procedure

(Kramer and Feinstein 1981).
To test a calculated kappa for significance (that is, to test the null hypothesis that it

arose in sampling from a population of units for which *: 0), Cohen (1960) approximates

the standard error as

aP,oro-\i^(1-¿)'

or in terms of frequencies

frvro-!troo-f,)'

The significance can be determined by dividing r by o*o and referring the resulting

critical ratio (z) to the normal curve (Cohen 1960). However, it is generally of little
consequence to test kappa for statistical significance, as much greater agreement is generally

required to support reliability (Cohen 1960). The actual magnitude of kappa (ranging from -1

to lt¡ is more important than the associated P value; although P < .05 indicated statistical

significance, this is not a sufficient criterion for meaningful rater agleement (Kramer and

Feinstein 1981).

Maximum kappa value
The marginal values of any agreement matrix limit the maximum value of kappa for

that particular set of data. That is, even if percentage agreement is very high, kappa may be

low ãue to marginal values. It is of some interest to determine in any reliability study the

maximum value of kappa set by the marginal distributions; it is calculated using the

following formula where pouis found by selecting the smaller value from the pair of row and

column marginals for cell on the agreement diagonal, and summing these values (Cohen

1960).

*r=W
t- P,

r¡a is the maximum value of kappa permitted by the marginal values and the ratio of
drn¿ indicates the proportion of marginally permitted agreement that is present (Cohen

1e60).

0.gtr-0.521
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Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values
foétudy the eifectiveness of the HSAW in identiffinghazards, the indexes of

sensitivity and specificity offer some advantages over kappa (Kramer and Feinstein 1981) as

they ideniify the rate of under or over-reporting of the presence of hazards by the participant

raters, as compared to the expert rater (Mack enzíe et al. 2002). Sensitivity and specificity are

statistical indéxes that consider the ratios between true and false cases of positive and

negative diagnoses. In this case, sensitivity is the percent agreement of participant raters with

the expert rater when the expert identifies that the potential hazard is present, whereas

specidcity represents the percent agreement when the expert identifies that the potential

hazardis absent. Sensitivity and specificity do not correct for chance-expected agreement and

should be considered 'conditional' indexes of concordance (Kramer and Feinstein 1981).

The relationship between true and false cases of positive and negative diagnoses to

the agreement matrix can be seen in Table Kl. For example all cases that fall into cell ¿ are

true fositive cases: the participant rater detected ahazard in this situation, and the expert

raterls response confirms that ahazardis in fact present. Cases that fall into cell b are false

positive 
"ãr"r, 

the participant rater detected ahazard in this situation however the expert

rater's response shows that in fact there nohazard-

Table K1. True and false cases of positive and negative responses (adapted from Feinstein

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A

Present

Absent

a

true positive

c
False negative

cl
confirmed
positive

b

false positive

True

C2

confirmed
negative

rl
sum of true and
false positive

results
r2

sum of true and
false negative

results
¡/

total number of
results

d
negative

Total

The sensitivity of a measure is its capacity for correct diagnosis in confirmed negative

cases and it is calculáted by dividing the number of true positive cases by the total number of
confirmed positive cases (Feinstein 1975). The specificity of a measure is its capacity for

correct diagnosis in confirmed negative cases and is calçulated by dividing the number of
true negative cases by the total number of confirmed negative cases (Feinstein 1975)-

Sensitivity and specificity are further described, with their corresponding equations, in Table

K2.
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Table K2. Summary of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative

nredictive value (adapted from Feinstein 1975)'

Term Formula RelevanceRelt

Sensitivity, s

Specificity,/

Positive predictive value or
positive accuracy, v

Negative predictive value or
negative accvÍacy, g

Proportion of hazardous situations that

were coffectly identified by raters.

Proportions of non-hazardous situations

that were correctly identified by raters.

Proportion of rater-identifi ed hazards

that are actual hazards

Proportion of rater-identified non-

hazards that are actual non-hazards

d
J-b+d

a
J-

a+c

a
v-

a+b
d

O=ò c+d

Measures of sensitivity and specificity will become more relevant when the expert

rating is paired with ratings from members of the end-user population (i.e., FWDs who have

contãbutid to the modification of their tractor's controls and are assessing them for hazards).

The predictive values of the participants' responses can also be assessed. The

predictive uãl,r., are similar to the sensitivity and specificity; however, the data is viewed

hom the opposite direction. The positive predictive value (PPV) is a measure of how often

the participant raters were coffeci when they identified the presence of ahazard; the negative

p."åi"ti,r"ìalue (NpV) is a measure of how often the participant raters were corTect when

ihey identified that no'hazardwas present (the potentialhazard was absent from the scenario

in question). Positive and negative predictive values are further described, with their

corresponding equations, in Table K2.

Results for sensitivity, specificity, and predictive value

The sensitivitl,,-spìcificity, and piedictive value will only be assessed for the hazard

identification data. The sensitivity of a measure is its capacity for correct diagnosis in

confirmed negative cases and it is calculated by dividing the number of true positive cases by

the total number of confirmed positive cases (Feinstein 1975). The specificity of a measure is

its capacity for correct diagnosis in confirmed negative cases and is calculated by dividing

the number of true negativã cases by the total number of confirmed negative cases (Feinstein

1g7S).It is importantio remember that sensitivity and specificity do not correct for chance-

expected agreement (Kramer and Feinstein 1981).^ 
The predictive values are similar to the sensitivity and specificity; however, the data

is viewed from the opposite directior¡ The positive predictive value (PPV) is a measure of
how often the participant raters were correct, when they identified the presence of ahazard;

the negative predictive value (NPV) is a measure of how often the participant rate¡s were

.o11""L when they identified that no hazard was present (the potentialhazatd was absent

from the scenario in question). The predictive values also do not consider chance agreement-

The sensitivity, specihcity, and predictive values of each of the 19 HSAW items are listed in

Table K3; these áre calcuiated using the agreement matrices for concurrent criterion validity

in Appendix N.
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Table K3. Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values of HSAW items for which fourfold

tables could be completed.
Specificity, f Positive PredictiveItem SensitivitY, s

1 0.78

2 1.00

3 0.91

5 0.58

6 0.39

11 0.79
ls 0

18 0.33

19 0.50

Negative
predictive value, g

0.81
1.00
0.95
0.81
0.62
0.61
0.6s
0.12
0.80

1.00
0.96
0.88
0.92
1.00
0.83
0.92
0.88
1.00

value, v
1.00
0.92
0.77
0.78
1.00
0.90

0

0.57
1.00

The same limited variability that caused issues in the previous analyses, affects the

sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values as well. Meaningful values cannot be calculated

for items 4 ,i,8, g,70, 12,i3,14,16, and 17 as proper fourfold tables were not completed

for these items (as discussed above). For the remaining items, the results are satisfactory,

except for items 6 and 18 which have relatively low sensitivity. These values would carry

more weight in a study of the use of the HSAW in the end user population'

These -.urn.é, will not be calculated for the risk estimation portion of the worksheet,

as the low number of fourfold tables that are available will yield relatively little useful

information.
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Rater
Green clutch
345

Green brake
345

110000000
130000000
330000000
110000000
120000000
530000000
110000100
110000100
320000100
000000000
000000000
000000000
111001101
111001101
221001102
110110001
110110001
220110002
000011110
000011110
000011110
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
011111111
021111112
02111i112
000000000
000000000
000000000
111001111
135001133
t21001122
100000010
200000030
300000020
000100000

1111
1112
r223
1111
1112
1223
1111
1112
1123
0000
0000
0000
0011
0012
0012
1100
1100
2100
0111
0ii1
0111
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0010
0010
0010
0101
0101
0101
0010
0010
0010
0001
0001
0001
0000
0000
0000
1000

yes/no 1

severity 4
probability 4

yes/no 1

severity 4
probability 4

yes/no 1

severity 4
probability 4

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 1

severity 1

probability 1

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 1

severity 2

probability 2

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 1

severity 5

probability 1

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

Item
1

)

J

4

5

6

1

8

9

10

11

t2

13

14

15

t82

yes/no



0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

020
020
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
1000
1000
1000
0000
0000
0000

t6

t7

18

t9

1

i
1

1

I
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity 0

Rater

Blue clutch
345

Blue brake
345Item

1

2

J

4

5

6

1

8

9

10

yes/no 0

severity o

probability o

yes/no 0

severity o

probability o

yes/no 1

severity 1

probability 1

yes/no 0

severity o

probability o

yes/no 0

severity o

probability o

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability o

yes/no O

severity o

probability o

yes/no 0

severity 0

probability 0

yes/no 0

severity o

probability o

yes/no 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Appendix M: Agreement matrices
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Hazard identification: Inter-rater agreement

Item 1

Rater B

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A

p@:0.814;PoM:0'911'

Present
Absent
Total

31

8

39

31

59
90

0
51

51

Item2
Rater B

Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

30
5

35

30
60
90

0
55

55

pffi:0.gg0;PoM:0.944.
Item 3

Rater B

Hazard

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

35

50
85*

13

46
59

22
4
26

*5 missing data points
po: 0.800; p" :0.538; kappa :0.571, PoM 

: 0'894'

Item 5
Rater B

Present Absent

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

10

18

28

¡1

55
62

t7
t3
90

lT.: olzz;p": o.øtg;kuppu: anq' n"* : 9'373'

Item 6
Rater B

Hazard Total

Present
Absent
Total

5

l3
18

t2
60
l2

l7
73

90
Rater A

P '' P"v: Agaq

t87



Item 7
Rater B

Hazard Present Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

15

35

50

5

35
40

20
70
90

P@a:0'163;PoM:0'667'

Item 8
Rater B

Hazard Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

0

0

0

90
90

0

90
90

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/Ci PoM 
: 1.000.

Item 9
Rater B

Hazard Absent

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

90
90

0

90
90

0

0
0

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/Cl PoM 
: 1.000.

Item 10
Rater B

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0
J

J

2

88

90

2

85

87

po:0.944;p":0.946; kappa : -0.027; PoM 
: 0.989.

Item 1 1

Rater B

Hazard Present Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

38
13

51

16

23
39

54
36
90

po: 0.678; p" : 0.513; kappa: 0-338; PoM 
: 0-967 '

r88



Item12
Rater B

Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

J

87

90

J

80
83

0

1

1

po:0.889; p":0.894; kappa : -0.049; PoM:0.956.

Item 13
Rater B

Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

44
46
90

l0
9

19

34
37
7l

po : 0.478; p": 0.494;kappa : -0.031; povr : 0.700.

Item 14
Rater B

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0
28
28

2

88
90

2

60
62

po: 0.667; p" : 0.680; kappa : -0.043; PoM 
: 0.71 1.

Item 15
Rater B

Hazard Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

2
2

8

82

90

8

80
88

po: 0.889; p" : 0.893; kappa: -0.037; PoM 
: 0.933.

Item 16
Rater B

Hazard Present Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

1

7

8

T2

78

90

11

7t
82

po: 0.800; p":0.801; kappa: -0.007; PoM: 0.956.
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Item 17
Rater B

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0
0

0

0

90
90

0

90
90

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 1.000.

Item 18
Rater B

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

2

25
2l

8

82

90

6

51
63

po: 0.656; p":0.664:. kappa : -0.026; PoM 
: 0.789.

Item 19
Rater B

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

6

0
6

24
66
90

18

66
84

po: 0.800; p":0.702; kappa :0.328; PoM 
: 0.800.

Hazard identification: Concurrent criterion validity
Item 1

Rater E

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

T4

4
18

14
22
36

0
18

l8
po: 0.889; p": 0.500; kappa :0.778; PoM 

: 0.889.

Item2
Rater E

Present Absent

Rater A

P ;Por't: o'912'

Present
Absent
Total

t2
0

l2

13

23

36

1

23

24
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Item 3
Rater E

Hazard Present Absent

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

10

1

11

13

22
35

J

2t
24

*1 missing data point
po: 0.886; p":0.548; kappa :0.74'7; PoM 

: 0-943.

Item 4
Rater E

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

o P"*: usu'

2

34
36

2

34
36

0
0

0

Item 5
Rater E

Hazard Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

9

27
36

2
22
24

7

5

T2

po:0.806; p": 0.583; kappa: 0.533; PoM 
: 0.917.

Item 6
Rater E

Hazard Absent Total

Rater A

p ' n^* -- 959a'

Present
Absent
Total

1

11

18

7

29
36

0
18

18

ItemT
Rater E

Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

0
0

T4

22
36

14

22'
36

po : 0.61 1; p, : 0.61 1; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 0.61 1.
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Item 8
Rater E

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0
0

0

0

36
36

0

36
36

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/Cl PoM 
: 1.000.

Item 9
Rater E

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

36
36

0
36
36

0

0

0

p@:N/clPoM:1.ooo'
Item 10

Rater E

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

0

0

I
35
36

1

35

36

@a:N/C;poM:0.972.

Item 1 I
Rater E

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

T9

5

24

2I
15

36

2

10
t2

P ' t't*: 9¡917'

Item 12
Rater E

Hazard Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

0
0

2

34
36

2

34
36

P'M-- A944'

t92



Item 13
Rater E

Hazard Present Absent

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

23

13

36

0

0
0

23
13

36

po: 0.639; p": 0.639; kappa: N/C, PoM 
: 0.639.

Item 14
Rater E

Present Absent

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0
0
0

6

30
36

6

30
36

po:0.833; p" : 0.833; kappa: N/Ci PoM 
: 0.833.

Item 15
Rater E

Present Absent Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

2

34
36

2

22
24

0
t2
t2

po: 0.611; p. : 0.648; kappa: -0.105; PoM 
: 0.122.

Item 16
Rater E

Hazard Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

0
0

4
32

36

4
32
36

po : 0.889; p": 0.889; kappa: N/C; PoM 
: 0.889.

Item 17
Rater E

Hazard Present Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

0

36
36

0

36
36

0
0

0

po: 1.000; p": 1.000; kappa: N/Ci PoM 
: 1.000.
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Item 18
Rater E

Hazard Present Absent

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

7

29
36

J

21

24

4
8

12

po:0.694;p":0.602; kappa :0.23T 
PoM 

: 0.861.

Item 19
Rater E

Total

Rater A
Present
Absent
Total

po:0.833; p":0.611; kappa :0.57Ii 
PoM 

:0.833'

Risk estimation (severity): Inter-rater agreement
In agreement matrices for risk estimation, total number of observations vary as there is no

risk estimation data for instances where the participants assessed that there was nohazard
present. A rating of 0 indicates that the rater responded that the severity rating was 1 or 2; a

rating of I indicates that the rater responded that the severity rating was 3, 4, or, 5. Recoding

is further described in section 7.1.

Item 1

Rater B

6

30
36

0
24
24

6

6

t2

5

26
31

0

5

5

I
0

Total

5

2T

26
Rater A

po : 0.677; p. : 0.729;kappa : -0-I92;PoM : 1.000.

Item2
Rater B

Total

Rater A
1

0
Total

0
0

0

5

25
30

5

25
30

po:0.833; p" :0.833; kappa: N/C, PoM 
:0.833.

Item 3

Rater B

5

t7
22

5

t7
22

0

0
0

1

0
Total

Rater A

po : 0.773; p" : 0.773; kappa : N/Cl PoM 
: 0.773 .

t94



ftem 4
Rater B

Total

Rater A
1

0
Total

0

0

0

0
1

1*

0

1

1

*agreement results based on one observation only
po : 1.000; p, : i.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 

: 1.000.

Item 5

Rater B
Total

0
10

10

0

10

10

0

0

0

I
0

Total
Rater A

po: 1.000; p": 1.000; kappa: N/C; PoM: 1.000'

Item 6
Rater B

Total
0

5

5

0
5

5

0

0
0

1

0

Total
Rater A

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
:

ItemT

1.000.

Rater B
Total

Rater A
1

0
Total

po: 0.867; p": 0. 867;kappa: N/Cl PoM: 0- 867.

Item 8 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 9 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 10 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

2
13

15

2

t3
15

0

0

0
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Item 1 1

Rater B
Total

Rater A

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C, PoM 
: 1.000.

Item 72 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazatdwas

absent).

Item 13
Rater B

Total

0

38
38

0

38
38

0

0
0

1

0
Total

Rater A
1

0

Total
p -0.118; PoM 

: 0.135'

Item 14 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 15 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazardwas

absent).

Item 16
Rater B

Total

aJ

5

8

t7
17

34

14

12

26

Rater A

*agt"em*t tes"lts Uuse¿ o.t one observation only
po : 1.000; pc : 1.000; kappa : N/C, PoM 

: 1.000.

Item 17 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 18
Rater B

Total

1

0
Total

0

0
0

0

1

1*

0

1

1

Rater A
1

0
Total

0
2

2*

0
2

2

0
0
0

*agreement results based on two observations only
po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/Ci PoM 

: 1.000.
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Item 19
Rater B

Total

Rater A
1

0
Total

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; poM : 1.000.

Risk estimation (severity): Concurrent criterion validity
In agreement matrices for risk estimation, total number of observations vary as there is no

risk estimation data for instances where the participants assessed that there was nohazard
present. A rating of 0 indicates that the rater responded that the severity rating was 1 or 2; a

rating of 1 indicates that the rater responded that the severity rating was 3, 4, or,5. Recoding

is further described in section 7.1.

ltem I
Rater E

Total

0
6

6

0

0

0

0
6

6

2

T2

T4

I
7

I

1

5

6

I
0

Total
Rater A

po : 0.571; p" : 0.551; kappa : 0.045; PoM 
: 0.714.

ItemZ
Rater E

Total
1

11

12

I
11

t2

10
00

Total 0
Rater A

po:0.917;p":0.917:' kappa: N/Ci PoM 
: 0.917.

Item 3
Rater E

Total

Rater A

po : 0.900; p": 0.900; kappa: N/C; PoM 
: 0.900.

Item 4 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazardwas
absent).

1

9
10

1

9
10

0
0

0

I
0

Total
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Item 5
Rater E

Total

Rater A
1

0

Total

0

0
0

0

7

7

0

7
1

po : 1.000; p, : 1'000; kaPPa: N/C; PoM 
:

Item 6

1.000.

Rater E
Total

Rater A

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C, PoM 
: 1.000.

Iteml is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 8 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 9 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazatdwas

absent).

Item 10 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item I 1

Rater E
Total

I
0

Total

0

0
0

0

7
7

0

1

l

Rater A
1

0

Total
p

Item 12 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 13
Rater E

Total

0
0

0

0
T9

19

0

19

19

Rater A
I
0

Total

9

14
23

J

5

8

6

9

15

P ; P"M:0739
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Item 14 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazardwas

absent).

Item 15 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 16 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 17 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 18
Rater E

Total
0
4
4

0
4
4

0

0
0

I
0

Total
Rater A

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; poM : 1.000.

Item 19
Rater E

Total

Rater A
1

0
Total

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 1.000.

Risk estimation (probability): Inter-rater agreement
In agreement matrices for risk estimation, total number of observations vary as there is no

risk estimation data for instances where the participants assessed that there was nohazard
present. A rating of 0 indicates that the rater responded that the severity rating was 1 ot 2; a

rating of 1 indicates that the rater responded that the severity rating was 3, 4, or,5. Recoding

is further described in section 7.1.

Item 1

Rater B
Total

0

0
0

0
6

6

0

6

6

6

25
31

J

t4
T7

J

11

T4

I
0

Total
Rater A

po : 0.548; p" : 0.530; kappa: 0.040; Pot¡: J42.
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Item2
Rater B

Total

Rater A
i
0

Total

J

11

T4

6
24
30

J

l3
t6

po : 0.533; p": 0.520; kappa: 0'028; PoM 
: 0.733.

Item 3
Rater B

6

l6
22

J

10

13

13
06

Total 9
Rater A

po: 0.591; p": 0.541; kappa: 0.108; porra :0.864.

Item 4
Rater B

Total
0
1

1x

0

1

1

0
0

0

1

0
Total

Rater A

xagreement results based on one observation only
po: 1.000; p": 1.000; kappa: N/C; PoM 

: 1.000.

Item 5
Rater B

Total
0
10

10

0
l0
10

0
0

0

I
0

Total
Rater A

po : 1.000; p" : 1 .000; kappa : N/C, poM : 1.000.

Item 6
Rater B

Rater A
I
0

Total

0

5

5

0

0
0

0
5

5

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 1.000-
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Item 7
Rater B

Total

1

Rater A
fotal

0

4
4

po : 0.733; p": 0.733; kappa : N/Ci PoM 
: 0.133.

Item 8 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 9 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 10 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 1 1

Rater B
Total

0

15

15

0

11

11

1

Rater A
Iotal

po: 1.000; p": 1.000; kappa: N/Cl PoM 
: 1.000.

Item 12 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 13
Rater B

Total

0
38
38

0
38
38

0

0
0

I
Rater A

fotal
po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 

: 1.000.

Item 14 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazatdwas

absent).

Item 15 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazatdwas

absent).

0
0

0

0

34
34

0
34
34
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Item 16
Rater B

Total

Rater A

*agreement results based on one observation only
po : 1.000; p, : 1.000; kappa : N/C, PoM 

: 1.000.

Item 17 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazardwas

absent).

Item 18
Rater B

Total

1

0
Total

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1*

Rater A
1

0

Total

0

0

0

0
2
2

0
2
2*

*agreement results based on two observations only
po: 1.000; p": 1.000; kappa: N/C; PoM: 1.000.

Item 19
Rater B

Total

Rater A
1

0

Total

0

0
0

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 1.000.

Risk estimation (probabilify) : concurrent criterion validity
In agreement matrices for risk estimation, total number of observations vary as there is no

risk estimation data for instances where the participants assessed that there was nohazard

present. A rating of 0 indicates that the rater responded that the severity rating was 1 or 2; a

iating of I indicates that the rater responded that the severity rating was 3, 4, or,5. Recoding

is further described in section 7.1.

Item 1

Rater E
Total

0

6

6

0

6

6

Rater A
1

0
Total

J

J

6

1

1

8

4
10

t4

po:0.7I4;p" : 0.531; kappa: 0.391; PoM 
: 0.857.
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Item 2
Rater E

Total

Rater A
I
0

Total

J

J

6

4
I
12

I
5

6

po:0.667; p":0.500; kappa: 0.333; PoM:0.933.

Item 3
Rater E

Rater A
1

0

Total
po: 0.700; p":0.700; kappa: N/C; PoM: 0.700.

Item 4 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazardwas

absent).

Item 5
Rater E

Total

J

1

10

-J
7

l0

0

0
0

0

7

7

0

7

7

10
00

Total 0
Rater A

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 1.000.

Item 6
Rater E

Total

100
001

Total 0 7
Rater A

0

7

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 1.000.

ItemT is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 8 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 9 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 10 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazatdwas
absent).
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Item I I
Rater E

Total

Rater A
1

0

Total
po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/Cl PoM 

: 1.000.

Item 12 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazardwas
absent).

Item 13
Rater E

Total

0

T9

19

0

T9

t9

0
0

0

Rater A

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/Cl PoM 
: 1.000-

Item 14 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 15 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 16 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazardwas

absent).

Item 17 is empty as risk was not estimated (all raters found that the potential hazard was

absent).

Item 18
Rater E

Total

1

0
Total

0

0
0

0
23
23

0

23
23

Rater A
I
0

Total

0
4
4

0
0

0

0
4
4

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 1.000.

Item 19
Rater E

Total

Rater A
i
0

Total

0

6

6

0
0

0

0

6

6

po : 1.000; p" : 1.000; kappa : N/C; PoM 
: 1-000.
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Appendix N: Calculation of weighted percentage agleement and weighted kappa
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This sample calculation follows the method described by Kramer and Feinstein
(1981) and uses data from Table 12 (in the body of the text).

Weighted percentage agreement can be calculated with the following formula:

I Ir. I
100-l L¿Itl(100)

[ ¡r(s -D )
where xt is the number in each cell of the agreement matrix, wi is the assigned weight of
disagreement in each cell, N is the total number of subjects, and g is the number of categories

contained in the scale.

Weighted kappa (rc*) is easier to calculated when based on q, the proportion of
disagreements, rather that p, the proportion of agreements, where q: I - p.

V/eighted kappa is calculated using the following formula:

orr:1-+
Q,

where 4j is the observed proportion of weighted disagreements and qjis the chance-

expected proportion of weighted disagreements.
The observed proportion of weighted disagreements is calculated using:

u: =zY,f"ON

and is equal to q'o :0.389.

The chance-expected proportion of weighted disagreements is calculated using:

q'-:z\''f',N
and is equal to q',:0.106. Thus, the value of r* is +0.449, which indicates greater agreement

than would be expected by chance. Although it provides little useful information, this value

of r* can be tested against the null hlpothesis of r*:0 (that there is no more agreement

than would be expected by chance). Cohen (1968) suggests calculating the standard error of
Kyyg ZlSi

which in this case is equal to 6*,,o:.148 and z is calculated by:

K
-wo 

6 *u.o

which yields z:3.034, and P : .002 (two tailed), thus proving the quantitative significance

ofr*.

N(I -'f,)-(Z*f")'
N (Z'f,)'
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Appendix O: Expert panel review form
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lnstructions for Expert Panel:
Review of Hazard Self-Assessrnent Worksheet

Attached is a copy of the Hazard Self-Assessment Worksheet (HSAW). This worksheet has

been developed to identifu hazards and estimate risks in tractor cabs with modified controls.

It is intended to be used in tractors that meet all of the following criteria:
- Four wheel drive agricultural field tractors (i.e., only one clutch and one brake pedal),

- With foot pedals that have been mechanically modified (i.e., no electrical or hydraulic
modifications) so that the foot pedals can be actuated with the upper extremities.

This worksheet is only meant to identiff hazards resulting from the modification of the foot
pedals, and does not address other hazards inherent to the operator environment (i.e., whole
body vibration, temperature, etc.).

lnstructions
Please review the attached copy of the worksheet. Please complete the Expert Panel
Feedback Form.This form will ask you to rate the content and clarity of each worksheet

item, as well as the overall worksheet comprehensiveness. Please complete the feedback

form to the best of your ability, adding comments as needed. This activity should take 20-30

minutes to complete. I will not disclose the identities of the expert raters in my thesis, or in
any other oral or written work.

Please return the feedback form to the Department of Biosystems Engineering Office in the

envelope provided at your earliest convenience. I would greatly appreciate if the forms were

returned by Friday, June 16, 2006.

Thank-you þr your input!
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Expert Panel Feedback Form
Part One
Please rate the relevance and clarity of each of the 19 items on the Hazard Self-Assessment

I4lorksheet. Please circle the number that best describes your response where 1 : strongly
disagree and 5 : strongly agfee.

The content of this item is
relevant

Strongly
di

12345

12345

t2345

12345

12345

t2345

12345

1234s

12345

1234s

72345

The wording of this item
is clear

Strongly Strongly

1234s

12345

r2345

t2345

12345

12345

t2345

12345

1234s

r2345

12345

Comments
(please attach sheets as

required)
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The content of this item is
relevant

Strongly Strongly

The wording of this item
is clear

Strongly Strongly

Comments
(please attach sheets as

required)
a di

12345

r2345

1234s

12345

12345

12345

r2345

12345

12345

12345

t2345

t2345

12345

12345

12345

r2345

Please continue to Part Two.

2t0



Part Two
Please rate your agreement to the following statements regarding overall worksheet
comprehensivenessonascalefromlto5wherel:stronglydisagreeand5:stronglyagree.
Please include comments as needed.

General Worksheet
Comprehensiveness

The worksheet is formatted
appropriately.

The worksheet instructions were
easy to understand.

The worksheet is easy to use.

The worksheet is suitable for use
by farmers.

The worksheet is suitable for use
by engineers.

The worksheet is suitable for use
by occupational therapists.
The worksheet requires an

acceptable amount of effort to
complete.

The worksheet can be completed
in an acceptable amount of time.
The worksheet covers all relevant

issues with modified tractor
controls.

The worksheet has the potential to
help farmers identify hazards that

are present in modified tractor
cabs.

Strongly Strongly
disagree a9ree

12345
1234s
12345
r2345
r2345
r234s

r234s

12345

12345

12345

Comments
þlease attach sheets as

required)

Are there any additional items that should be added to the worksheet? If yes, please specify.

Please provide any further comments to improve the content or clarity of this worksheet.
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Appendix P: Results of expert panel
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Table Pl. Expert panel assessment of relevance on a five point scale where 1 is strongly
disagree and 5 is strongly agree.

Expert panel member

Item
5

4

4
4
4

5

4
5

4
4
4
5

4
4
4

4
4
4
4

5

2

5

5

4
5

5

5

5

5

5

4
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1

2
J

4
5

6

7

8

9

l0
t1
t2
13

T4

15

16

t1
18

t9

55
54
54
54
54
55
54
55
54
54
55
55
55
55
54
53
52
55
55
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Table P2. Expert panel assessment of clarity on a five point scale where 1 is strongly
disapree and 5 is strongly agÍee.

Expert panel member
Item

5

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

4
4

5
aJ

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5

4
4
J

4
4
4
4
J

4
4
2
4
2
2
J

;
4

5

5

5

4.5
4.5
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

J

5

5

5

5

J

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1

2
J

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

I4
15

I6
17

18

T9
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Table P3. Itemized expert panel comments.

Item Comments
1 None

) ' RePetition of Question 1'
. Use "in a position", not "in a way"

? o Some repetition with "entering", "exiting", but "operation" is certainly
" relevant.

. Difference between out-stretched and hyper-extended may not be clear
to all.

4 o V/ill everyone know "hyper" and "over stretched"? Not critical just
wondering.

. "Sit back in a comfortable way", or "adjust seat"
o Some may not recognize discomfort as being ahazard.

5 o Will everyone know "extent" or "position"?
o Not just "wrist", "wrist, hand, or other parts of arm"

6 None
7 None
8 o "Injury to body or damage to clothing"

o It is unlikely that most people will know what?}lbs of force feels like.

o This may be confusing.
' . Will people have a sense of 20 lbs?

o Provide an example (e.g., lifting a bushel basket).

10 None

I I ' One Position for oPeration'
o "Is the control adjustable to the comfort of the person?"
o I wonder whether "rust" is relevant.

12 . Material that will not bend, break.
. "Is the control made of material that will not bend, break or rust?"

13 None
14 o Is connection strong enough to prevent loosening or failure.
15 o Is handle comfortable.
16 o Note the assessor should have a measuring tape to answer this question.

17 o Note the assessor should have a measuring tape to answer this question.

1o o Most hand controls are not removable easily for non-disabled drivers.ro 
They are installed, so regular drivers can drive the vehicle.

r o o Does the bracket on pedal interfere with non-disabled driver using feet.L' o "Leave enough space to reach pedal"

2t5



Table P4. Expert panel comments regarding general worksheet comprehensiveness.

Item Comments

I o Landscape format is appropriate
2 None
3 o Except for negative statements.

4 c May be a couple of wording changes necessary to remove the possibility
of misinterpretation.

o Range of population is varied, simple language does not imply lack of
intelligence, just wondering about time also.

e Some terms are too technical: "impede access", "force excessive",

change to "more than 20 lbs"
5 o They would also be doing analysis
6 o They would also be doing analysis
7 None
8 None
9 o Other controls could be relevant.

. May not be relevant to all controls depending on extent of custom mods.

10 None
Other o I am sure that the worksheet does not cover every possible scenario; but

I can't think of any others.
o Perhaps a statement should be added to the "Instructions" to indicate that

a measuring tape will be needed.
. Of the hazards that are listed, it is difficult to envision any of them

leading to a severe injury. Perhaps asking about severity is meaningless.

Perhaps it would be more appropriate to ask the assessor to describe the

most likely consequences if the hazatd exists.
. Identify target group in title of worksheet.
. Is there a cover letter with the worksheet that would provide contact

info?
. Could the instructions be in point form?

' Is column E required for the person filling in the survey?
. Could the participant circle a number from 1 to 5, instead of writing it

in?
c Is it appropriate for the survey participant to do the multiplication?
o How is variability within a group with same disability assessed?

o Confusion as some questions produce double negatives, and some of the

negative statements lack clarity.
o Mention use of fish scale and tape measure in instructions.
c I like the use of the equation to arrive at a total risk value.
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Appendix Q: Revised hazard self-assessment worksheet (HSAW)
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Hazard Self-Assessment Worksheet Instructions

This worksheet was designed to guide farmers with disabilities through a systematic hazard identification and risk estimation process for
modified tractor cabs. This worksheet is not meant as a substitute for compliance with any accepted regulations or standards.

Complete a separate worksheet for each of the brake and clutch functions.

Before beginning the assessment, position yourselfin the operator's seat and adjust the seat position so that the steering wheel is at a

comfortable distance. Check the locatìon of the hand controls for the brake and clutch, and actuate these controls to get a feel for them. When

completing the assessment, think about using the controls to control the tractor over the course of an entire workday. You will be asked to

estimate length and force; a measuring tape and fish scale would be helpful in completing the assessment.

Folìow these steps:

Column A: Read the potential hazard.

Column B: Determine if the hazard exists in your cab. Circle either 'yes' or 'no'.

If 'yes', complete the risk estimation (steps C through E below).

If 'no', enter 0 in column E and move on to the next hazard (skip steps C and D).

Column C: Rate the severify of the most probable injury that might result from the hazard. Assign a rating from 1 to 5.

Column D: Rate the probability that an injury will occur due to the hazard. Assign a rating from 1 to 5.

Column E: Multiply the severity score by the probability score to get an estimation of the total risk associated with this hazard.

Example:

Does this hazard exist?

Ifyes, estimate the risk. lf no , move to next item.

Hazard Identification

hroughout its range of motion, does the control come close

within 2") to contacting any of the other tractor controls,

Is the activation force so light that you could unintentionally u", /ñ\
activate the control bv bumpins it? ' \-./

sole. or seat?

What is the severity of
the most probable injury

Rate each from 1 to 5:

Minor Severe Fatal

12345

that mieht result?

Risk Estimation

What is the probability
this level ofinjury

Rate each from 1 to 5:

Low Medium High
12345

ins?

otal Risk:
Severity x

Probabilit
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Does this hazard exist?

Ifyes, estimate the risk, If no , move to next item.

1 Does the control partially or fully block access to the exit? yes / no

Hazar d S elf-As s essment Worksheet
For CLUTCH or BRAKE pedal (circle one)'

likely come

in contact with your body while you were entering or exiting yes / no

the cab?

2

3
t hook on

vour clothine?
Get comþrtable in the operator seat.

Is the distance to the control greater than that

outstretched arm?".
4

Pull the control as far as it will go.

Do you feel any discomfort in your wrist, hand, or other

narts of vour arm?
5

Throughout its range of motion, does the control ever come

within 2" ofany part ofthe tractor controls, console, or yes / no

seat?

6

What is the severify of
the most probable injury

Throughout its range of motion, does the control ever come

within 2" ofanv part of vour bodv?" yes / no7

8

Rate each from 1 to 5:

Minor Severe Fatal

t2345

Does the control have any sharp edges that could cause

iniurv or damage to clothing?

that mieht result?

What is the probability
this level of injury

of

yes / no

your yes / no

Rate each from 1 to 5:

Low Medium High
12345

yes / no

X

Total Risk:
Severity x

X

yes / no

Probabil

X

X

X

X

X
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Does this hazard exist?

lfyes, estimate the risk. If no, move to next item.

Ifyou have afish scale, use it to measure theforce needed

to pull the con*ol. Yes / no

Is the force needed to pull the control more than 20 lbs?

9

t0
Is the activation force so lightthat you could unintentionally ,

activate the control bv bumping it? " yes / no

1i
Does the control lack adjustability (i.e. does it onlyhave
one operational position)?

12
Is the control constructed of material that could bend or

break durine normal operation?

13
Is the control comprised of two or more pieces that could

come apart during normal operation?

Look at the point where the control ts attached to the pedal

or pedal shaft yes / no

Is this connection weak, loose or otherwise prone to failure?
l4

t5 ts the handle surface uncomfortable to gdp?

What is the severity of
the most probable injury

t6
Is the handle diameter too small (less than
(sreater than 1.75")?

T7

that misht result?

Rate each from 1 to 5:

Is the handle less than 3" long?

Minor
1

18
Is it difflcult to adjust or remove the control to
accommodate a non-disabled operator?

Severe

23

When the hand control is adjusted or removed

operators, do any remaining parts (clamps, etc

access to the foot pedal?
19

What is the probability o

this level of injury

Fatal

45

yes / no

Rate each from I to 5:

Low Medium High
t2345

yes / no

occulTl

yes / no

1") or too larse
yes / no

X

yes / no

X

for other

.) impede

X

Total Risk:
Severity x
Probabilit

yes / no

X

yes / no

X

yes / no

X

X

X

X

x

x
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